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To speak it clearly,  
how the water goes 
is how the earth is shaped.  
—Jim Harrison, The Theory and Practice of Rivers 
 
Water flows uphill toward power and money. 




PROLOGUE. THE GOOD-LUCK RIVER 
 
Imagine a country so dry even the barrel cacti sport sunburns. An embarrassed blush 
overspreads each ridge of spongy flesh, barbed with fishhook spines. The sun melts into 
ribbons of pink and gold above black volcanic hills, and the sky deepens to indigo, but 
hours will pass before the naked earth gives up the heat it hoarded during the day. 
Sunlight pools and lingers in the valley long after the eastern faces of the mountains have 
dimmed, and city lights begin to gleam, brighter and closer than the stars just now 
swimming out of the dark. 
 When I think of Tucson, I always imagine it from above—the square window of a 
plane just above the runway, or a curve on the road through Gates Pass. The city ebbs and 
flows in the crepuscular light, lapping against the Catalinas, Rincons and Tucson 
foothills. The desert, like the ocean, has its tides: stone and soil surrendered to the slow 
pull of gravity. I lived here long enough to feel those tides like a second heartbeat. The 
solid ground rises up in a wave to settle somewhere inside my body, carrying its living 
map of blue-veined washes and caliche bones. 
 The desert begins with water, and water began in space. Water’s birth takes place 
tucked within folds of interstellar clouds, dense with gas and dust by the universe’s vast 
standards. Like any birth, it begins with a marriage, or at least a mating: H bound to O, 
HO bound to H, slammed together by the shockwaves of collapsing stars.  
 The miracle, and mystery, is how this water appeared on Earth not long after the 
planet coalesced from cosmic grains of dust at temperatures hot enough to melt lead. 
Some scientists think water was present from the start, as molecules so tightly bound to 
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dust particles they withstood the molten heat. Others theorize that water streamed down 
from the sky in the fiery bellies of protoplanets.  
A few million years into the solar system’s turbulent formation, Jupiter swung out 
of its usual course, plowed inward through the asteroid belt and slingshotted out again. 
The migration sent hundreds of thousands of icy objects skipping out of their orbits like 
sandpipers scattering before a breaking wave. Water makes up very little of our planet’s 
mass: Only a vital few needed to rain down on Earth.
1
  
In either case—long-distance delivery or local creation—the water that formed at 
Earth’s beginning is exactly the same amount of water that exists today. We cannot easily 
destroy water, but we also can’t make any more.2 A strange confluence of events brought 
Earth to the precise place and time that gave it waterfalls, oceans, mist and monsoon 
storms. That convergence may be rare or common across the cosmos: nobody knows. I 
call it blind chance, pure grace, a miracle.  
 
 
Humans have an inborn affinity for water. An inward ocean shapes our cells and bends 
the double strands of our DNA. Polarity gives definition to the shape of a water molecule, 
a faint positive charge hovering around the offset hydrogen atoms, a faint negative charge 
on the opposite side. This gives water strange qualities—an iceberg’s lightness, the 
tension that allows a water-strider to dimple the surface with spidery legs, the ability to 
dissolve almost anything.  
 Polarity infuses other characteristics of water as well: mythic and real, essential 
and dangerous, utilitarian and beautiful. Water’s capacity to polarize—to cause conflict—
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becomes most apparent in arid places. Maps fix the American Southwest firmly west of 
an isohyetal line that bisects the United States, roughly coinciding with the one hundredth 
meridian. Between this line and the Pacific coast less than 20 inches of rain falls 
annually, considered not enough to grow crops without irrigation.  
The boundary is mutable. Precipitation in the Sierra Nevada can skyrocket to 80 
inches a year, and portions of the Rocky Mountains receive as much as 100. But in the 
broad valleys where cities and cropland sprawl, water shapes the land by its absence.    
Myth made the modern Southwest possible. When Spaniards first plunged into the 
glittering deserts of this region, they drew on their maps mirages of water. Native 
inhabitants knew the local topography intimately; the newcomers only had a blank space 
to fill. In 1776 an expedition of ten Spaniards set out from Santa Fe, urging their mounts 
into the mild summer waters of the Río Grande on a quest for a safe route to California. 
Pack mules unwieldy with pots and blankets stood their ground against the current, and 
longhorn cattle bucked and bellowed, scattering cold spray. Collected at last on the other 
side, the expedition’s leaders turned their gazes into terra incognita.   
There, pouring from the high, white cliffs of Split Mountain Canyon, they found a 
river they called el Río de San Buenaventura. Even the name suggested good fortune and 
easy travels. A month later the expedition staggered to a halt in the midst of a furious 
snowstorm, still far from their destination, blocked by a blistering desert they didn’t 
believe existed. The expedition’s leaders felt certain that a nearby stream had no 
connection to the Buenaventura. But the mapmaker, a middle-aged military captain 
named Don Bernardo de Miera y Pacheco, harbored no such doubts. He had pinned all 
his hopes of glory on reaching California. On his map, the two rivers run together under 
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one name, disappearing into a lake with its far side undrawn. Surely the Buenaventura ran 
westward into the void, off the edge of the map and straight to California.
3
  
Cartographers that followed made the imaginative leap without ever visiting the 
arid country first claimed by Spain, then Mexico, then America. The Buenaventura 
flowed impossibly from the headwaters of the Colorado River, across the Great Basin, 
and over the Sierra Nevada to the sea. Maps of the mythical river made their way to land-
hungry America at the turn of the nineteenth century. It never occurred to politicians and 
mapmakers that desert streams sunk into sand or vanished into the scorching sky, fierce 
in flood, ephemeral most of the year, and unreliable either for transportation or water 
supply. They couldn’t imagine a river that didn’t reach the sea. 
To deny the aridity of the desert became the Southwest’s central story, its one 
compelling myth. The Buenaventura River defied all geography and physics. It dismissed 
the vast and diverse landscape between the Rocky Mountains and the Pacific Ocean. But 
naming is an act of magic, a generative force that makes the world turn real. With names 
Americans branded the land, remaking topography to match desire. The Buenaventura 





Deserts simplify. As one geologist put it to me, they don’t have all that vegetation in the 
way. The austere landscape and crystalline sky harbor a luminous kind of clarity. Deserts 
do not lack water: They have exactly the amount of water they require. A little more, and 
I would not have spent my childhood under a night sky so transparent the Milky Way 
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rolled off the mountains like a cloud. A little less, and I would not have gone to sleep to 
the sharp yapping of coyotes, or watched a summer rain swell the bellies of barrel cacti.  
 If the Spaniards had returned to Split Mountain Canyon, built a boat and braved 
the whitewater rapids, they would have been surprised to discover the Buenaventura 
became the Colorado, a river they knew well. Already deep with snowmelt drawn from 
the Rockies in Wyoming and Colorado, the river bucked and twisted through present-day 
Utah, doubling in size at a confluence 200 miles south. There the worst part of the 
journey would begin: the plunge into the redrock canyons of northern Arizona, the last 
glimmers of daylight closing overhead.  
At last released from the canyon’s maw, the boats would take a sharp turn south, 
where the Colorado makes the modern border separating Arizona from Nevada and 
California. Now serene in sandy flats, the river receives only one more large tributary, the 
Gila, which begins in New Mexico and cuts westward across Arizona. Another fifty slow 
miles would bring the travelers to the great delta in the Gulf of California, where the river 
dissolves into a thousand braids. 
These seven U.S. states and Mexico make up the political watershed of the 
Colorado River Basin. Two rules regulate rivers and streams in this region, born in the 
illegal mining camps that sprang up during the Gold Rush. First, whoever stakes the 
earliest claim has a priority right, and may draw their full allotment before anyone else 
receives a drop. Second, you must divert the water from the riverbed and put it to a 
“beneficial use,” or else risk losing your claim.5  
These rules leave little room for an ecosystem to retain a right to its water, though 
it has the oldest claim of all at roughly four billion years. Trees have no standing to sue in 
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courts of law, and rivers cannot speak. Westerners have grown accustomed, with a 
mingled sense of loss and accomplishment, to think of the Colorado River as one vast 
plumbing system. Dams and aqueducts shape the routes and rhythms of western rivers; 
wells threaten to drink them dry. 
A third unspoken rule drives water politics in a desert: If there is not enough to 
meet human demands, “new water” must be found—dammed, dug up, piped in, desalted 
or seeded straight out of the sky. The condition of the Colorado River Basin elucidates 
the two great myths Americans have built up around water: We can create it if we need it; 
and we do need it, because we are running out. “Water itself isn’t becoming more 
scarce,” writes Charles Fishman in The Big Thirst, “it’s simply disappearing from places 
where people have become accustomed to finding it—where they have built communities 
assuming a certain availability of water—and reappearing somewhere else”—inside a 
leaf, or at the Arctic Circle, or in the troposphere.
6
   
The curious thing about the mythical river is that the more those first Anglo 
explorers hunted for it, the faster real rivers seemed to disappear. Mountain men stripped 
beaver from the streams, confident of finding rich trapping grounds all the way to the 
California. Emigrants packed their wagons with boat-building materials, expecting to 
float tranquilly from the Rockies to the coast. When they encountered a desert instead, 
stumbling upon sinks of water ringed with white shells too salty for even the oxen and 
mules to swallow, they abandoned their belongings amid sagebrush thick enough to 
overturn wagons.  
What westerners call a regional water crisis is really a chronic water illusion. Now 
we claim to love these sharp and stony landscapes, but we still live inside the mirage. The 
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Buenaventura went underground and reemerged as the creed of “new water”—policies 
that dammed rivers, built canals, tapped aquifers, seeded clouds and engineered both the 
danger and beauty of arid landscapes out of sight and mind. 
New water drives explosive population growth in Tucson, Phoenix, Las Vegas 
and Los Angeles. It encourages inefficient agriculture that produces low-value crops like 
cotton and alfalfa, which we sell to greener places, careless of the water required to grow 
each boll and leaf.
7
 Western society makes no distinction between the right to have clean 
water to drink and our less conscionable desires for affluence and waste. We demand that 
water appear in the desert at will, in whatever quantities we desire. Contrary to all 
evidence, we fix rivers immovably on maps as reliable things: not chance, not miracle. 
We trust in good luck, hard work and timely feats of engineering to provide for the 
future. Swallowed in the geography of imagination, the desert disappears.  
 
 
I once found a water pocket in the dry bed of an arroyo, a deep water-carved gully. Pale 
bands of calcite and salt streaked the channelized walls beneath cracked creosote flats. 
Some enterprising coyote must have dug the shallow round hole to find water, perhaps 
days before. Less than a gallon filled the little depression. I crouched to touch a finger to 
the surface. Black mosquito larvae zigzagged vertically to the bottom and bounced to the 
top again. The water was cool, earthy.  
Downy fluff inscribed a wider circle around the pocket, mute testimony to water’s 
gravitational draw. A hawk had staked out the spot, waiting for mourning doves to wing 
down to the water and drink. I imagined the spiraling flight, the sudden angled dive, the 
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bloodied flesh torn under talon: life and death tethered together. It might have been the 
only water for miles.   
Dry rivers make maps to my favorite childhood haunts. I said that arroyos flowed 
although sediment and stone made up their supple bodies. I learned to define rivers by 
geology and morphology, by smooth brown banks and rank corridors of trees. When 
water appeared, it was extra, as if the river strung itself in pearls for a party and would 
soon undress to modest sand again. 
The wonder doesn’t always fade as I grow older. Sometimes it deepens, as when I 
read that drought may have prompted the first spined, finned, slippery things to grow legs 
and leap onto land.
8
 The hypothesis resonates with my compulsion to walk dry riverbeds, 
dip my feet in floodwater, wander the meeting of edges. Most rivers in the world flow dry 
at one time or another: a beautiful upheaval. Arroyos act as refuges and corridors for 
migration. They harbor diversity, and create it, by testing life’s resilience and ability to 
adapt. Ephemeral rivers represent change. They cannot stay still to survive. They need 
scouring floods and wrenching droughts. 
The Southwest has managed water, thus far, on the principle that the future will 
resemble the past. This creates a comforting sense of constancy and permanence. The 
past, however, is a matter of perspective. The decade of 2001 to 2010 brought the most 
severe drought in a century. Rivers across the Southwest flowed 5 to 37 percent lower 
than normal.
9
 Longer, hotter and more widespread droughts appear in the tree-ring record 
that stretches back 1,200 years. The worst, a mid-12
th
 century drought that may have 
contributed to the collapse of ancient civilizations, brought the Colorado River to 15 





Although predicting the future is fraught with peril, the best models for climate 
change suggest that the Colorado’s flows will diminish 10 to 20 percent by midcentury, 
on par with that long-ago megadrought.
11
 The river already carries less water than the 
claims on it in an average year. Meanwhile water demand is expected to increase 25 to 35 
percent nationwide, mostly for irrigation, landscaping and electricity generation.
12
  
The creed of new water is one way to face this future; guilt is another. We turn off 
the faucet when washing the dishes, take shorter showers, run full loads of laundry and 
install water-efficient appliances. We strive, as architect William McDonough and 
chemist Michael Braungart write in Cradle to Cradle, to “be less bad.”13 
Both responses ring hollow against the enormity of a changing climate, the 
diminishing Colorado, and the risk to the safety and happiness of the thirty million people 
who drink from it. These solutions lack an essential ingredient: joy. We have begun to 
believe the world does not contain enough for our desires.    
A water pocket defies that expectation. In a desert, a dimple of moisture 
engenders a vibrant, buzzing world: cicadas and cattails, tadpoles wriggling out of their 
skins, the concentric circles of predator and prey. It is a kind of footprint, a magnificent 
marring, like the buffalo wallows that cradle rare prairie violets or the warrens where 
harvester ants work nutrients back into the soil. Humans hold citizenship in this animal 
kingdom. We eat, breathe, bear children and crave shelter and warmth. We do not need to 
walk through the world like ghosts, leaving no imprint. We can strive to leave a footprint 
that nurtures and sustains. We can learn to balance taking with giving, re-entering a cycle 
of connection and community that we have long abandoned for loneliness.   
A society built on this principle stands in opposition to the myth of new water. It 
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values restoration and acts of healing. Ecologists and engineers, working in partnership, 
have restored natural flows to the Bill Williams River, dismantled a dam at Fossil Creek, 
returned beavers to the San Pedro, and given wastewater new purpose in the Santa Cruz 
and Ciénega de Santa Clara. These efforts deepen our understanding of how a river 
flows—what a river needs—which is the closest a person can come to hearing the desert’s 
voice and sensing its igneous heartbeat.    
 
 
Certain moments in history change everything that follows. We call them watershed 
moments, in reference to the dividing ridge where all water flows to a different 
destination. In 1845, for the first time, a desert replaced the Buenaventura River on 
American maps. Yet accuracy served the same purpose as fable: Those maps guided 
thousands of emigrants west in the great land rush between 1845 and 1849. They came 
confident in expectation of water. The chance to change America’s concept of desert had 
fallen by the wayside. We have no antonym for the watershed moment, no word to 
describe the swing of the hinge, the door snapping shut. 
This book illustrates two ways of being in the world: transforming as our planet 
transforms, or dismantling it in the search for new water. It was written in the midst of a 
decades-long drought in the American Southwest, a tipping point into a new climate. 
Drought engenders change. It requires that we tackle one of the most beautiful 
and daunting tasks of all: deciding what we value. I suspect that my list, in essentials, 
doesn’t differ greatly from anyone else’s: Home, family, good food, strong friendships, 
maybe a mountain view. Growing up in Tucson I learned to measure wealth by my 
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gratitude for these things. When we heal a damaged landscape, we strengthen ourselves. 
We are planted in the knowledge of our blessings and open our eyes to the unadulterated 
wonder of planet, star, soil, rain. My own ethics arose, not from obligation, but 
spontaneously out of joy.  
 To confront an uncertain future, we might need to learn how to curve like a 
river—how to bend with geology, slow down around cutbanks and point bars, follow the 
thalweg through swift rippling runs. We might need to learn how to change direction, 
double back on ourselves, abandon old channels, avulse into new ones. To flood, to ebb. 
To lose ourselves in sea or soil, start over. 
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CHAPTER 1. A RIVER’S HEARTBEAT 
 
In my mind there is no country in the world more beautiful than the Basin and Range 
Province in southern Arizona. A young, muscled landscape strains restlessly against its 
geologic skin. Jagged mountain ranges push upward from bright, broad plains. Tectonic 
plates began to pull the earth apart here 150 million years ago, dropping valleys and 
raising metaphoric and igneous blocks of stone spiked with copper ore: mesmerizing 
veins of malachite, azurite, chalcopyrite, chrysocolla, porphyry. 
A latecomer to the theatre, I arrive for the standing ovation: the Hualapai 
Mountains crisp against the sky, green with pines and junipers, and the pale desert scrub 
curled around their toes like a rug. On the western slope rivulets gather their strength in 
the Big Sandy to splash seamlessly into the Santa Maria River and Date Creek. This 
confluence gives birth to the Bill Williams River, a forty-mile reach that heads single-
mindedly west into the Colorado River. A flood once tore down the sandstone canyon at 
the astonishing rate of 200,000 cubic feet of water per second, rivaling the largest floods 
on the Colorado.
1
 Yet stretches of the streambed remain dry much of the time, when the 
river plunges into the rustling alluvium to flow invisibly beneath the surface. Wayward, 
irascible, and unpredictable—these are the traits of a desert river. 
 Willows and cottonwood trees have come to rely on the erratic behavior of desert 
streams. Every decade or so, a flood scours the canyon in a thunder of mud and debris, 
stripping the riverbanks clean and flinging out carpets of rich, black silt. The springtime 
pulse of cold water roiling down from the mountains triggers cottonwood trees to send 
aloft bundles of fluffy white seeds, exactly at the moment when the riverbanks have 
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plenty of vacancies. Willows produce cottony catkins about a month later, when the 
moist soil has retreated closer to the stream. The seeds whirl into position in a slow ballet 
without jostling each other or falling out of step. 
 Until 1968 the planet’s seasonal tilt decided how the dance would go. That year 
the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers blockaded the Bill Williams with Alamo Dam, 
justifying its construction with the unassailable argument of flood control. No towns 
existed along the forty-mile stretch to the Colorado. The largest population at risk from a 
flood was the construction crew. Uncontrolled, the Bill Williams threatened not houses or 
farms, but the clockwork schedule of water deliveries to the distant urban centers of 
California and Arizona, hundreds of miles away.   
 
 
This is the river I drink, though the convoluted path it takes through desert terrain and 
politics to reach my childhood home in Tucson isn’t easy to explain. At first dammed, 
exploited and disregarded, this nearly forgotten tributary of the Colorado has become a 
test case in redemption. Perhaps no river has resisted its place in western history more 
than the tiny Bill Williams. 
 I met the woman who taught me about rivers at a research station in Costa Rica, 
where fat iguanas lounged everywhere, rolling indolent and baleful eyes up at passersby. 
It was the beginning of a two-week trip through Costa Rica, Guatemala and Arizona as 
the companion of a freshwater ecologist from South Africa, Dr. Jackie King. My 
immediate impression was of a slight, short woman with faded auburn hair and intense 
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blue eyes. She gripped my hand in greeting and mentioned the draft of the article that I 
planned to send to the Arizona Daily Star about her upcoming visit to Tucson.  
“This is what we need,” she said. “Poetry and science together.”  
Over the next few days we attended conferences and workshops with local 
scientists, engineers, farmers and environmentalists. Sometimes we met in open-air 
tiendas while summer rains poured in an unending roar off the roof, or stood ankle-deep 
in the river in question. We toured the Tempisque River by boat, white egrets rising in a 
great cloud off the sunset-hued water. Jackie didn’t speak Spanish, and sat in the 
meetings with her head inclined toward a translator, listening intently. I relied mostly on 
the two young sons of a friend, Madeline, an environmental advocate in Tucson who had 
introduced me to Jackie and arranged the trip. Her boys cheerfully explained the chistes 
(jokes) and idioms that my halting knowledge of Spanish missed.  
Jackie deftly transformed the language barrier into an advantage, forcing people 
to slow down and simplify. She was explaining complex research but the premise was 
straightforward: A dammed river could be managed to preserve some of the river’s health 
while providing for the immediate and future needs of people 
Born in England, Jackie moved to South Africa as a headstrong teenager—to see 
the animals, she told me—got married, bore a son and daughter, and only then began her 
career as a freshwater ecologist. Concerned about the impact of a proposed dam near 
Cape Town, she once wrote the South African government to ask how much water would 
continue to flow down the river. A government official wrote back, inquiring how much 





She didn’t know, and so she never replied. The question haunted her. When 
American scientists first turned their attention to protecting rivers, they imagined that 
saving a certain amount of water—say, thirty percent—would sustain the surrounding 
habitat. The only issue was calculating how much. More water meant better habitat—
specifically, habitat for fish, which took center-stage in the discussions because people 
liked fish more than they liked freshwater mussels or caddis flies. To manage a dam for 
fish and keep a certain minimum flow in the river seemed easy enough for engineers to 
calculate into computer models.  
 In the 1970s engineers and biologists alike began to question this cut-and-dried 
method. South Africans, latecomers to the research, brought a fresh perspective 
unhindered by the Americans’ deeply ingrained love of engineered solutions. They 
wanted to develop a new method. No country had yet adequately crafted a management 
approach that recognized ecological needs.  
In July 1993, Jackie and her colleague Rebeccca Tharme convened a workshop 
with seventeen South African scientists to discuss what they called a holistic approach, a 
way to address the needs of the entire ecosystem.
3
 They began by sketching hydrographs 
of rivers they knew well, simple charts that show the amount of water that flows through 
a given point in the riverbed. A hydrograph looks much like the lines on a heart monitor, 
with months or years marching along the horizontal axis. On tributaries of the Colorado 
River, wide hills mark the early spring when snowmelt surges down mountain slopes, 
followed by a low, flat line where water disappears in the scorching summer. August and 
September bring the sharp spikes of monsoon floods.    
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 Jackie asked her colleagues to redraw their graphs to preserve as much of the 
river’s natural pattern as possible, but with half the water removed. In this way they 
developed the basic principals of what we now call natural flow regimes. Over millennia, 
plants and animals adapt to a river’s unique rhythm. They release their seeds and spawn 
their eggs according to seasonal patterns.  
High flows scour the river channel, reshaping pools and riffles. Wayward floods 
wash over the floodplains, carrying flapping fish helter-skelter and dropping them in rich 
spawning grounds. Dry spells raze dominant plants to the ground, making room for 
others to sprout. The unraveling strands of sunlight penetrating the river’s depth, its 
chemistry and cobbles, fallen branches slick with algae and slack water at the river’s 
edge—these make up the river’s supple body. Flow is the heartbeat, circulation and pulse.  
 Jackie and her colleagues realized that they needed to attune water management to 
a river’s heartbeat, preserving the most essential floods and low flows while still allowing 
dam operations. They set to work, river by river. The research might have remained 
unimportant outside of academic journals had they not begun at that particular place and 
time. The collapse of apartheid made South Africa a crucible for change, and its journey 
into a more equitable and ethical government would begin with water.  
 
 
Before the construction of Alamo Dam, riparian forests had sprung up around the Bill 
Williams in dense thickets, waiting for the next big flood to raze them down to size. After 
the dam, few floods continued to flash down the channel, and those often occurred in the 
wrong season or at much smaller sizes. Native willows and cottonwoods no longer 
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received the signal that choreographed their reproduction. Sandbars eroded away without 
fresh sediment arriving to build them up again.  
The river’s flow, now steady and predictable, favored salt cedar trees, transplants 
from Eurasia that produce seeds year-round. A 2007 survey showed salt cedar 
dominating 38 percent of the channel.
4
 Other species that thrived in the new conditions 
appeared, including beavers, while some plant and animals accustomed to the Bill 
Williams’ unpredictability began to dwindle.   
 In 1837 a red-bearded fur trapper named William Sherley Williams had wandered 
downstream to the river’s mouth looking for beaver pelts. Six-foot-one, lean and sinewy, 
Old Bill epitomized the mountain men of the era. He trapped with Jedediah Smith during 
the famous first rendezvous in Green River country and made his way across most of the 
unexplored Southwest. A former itinerant preacher turned mystic, Old Bill abandoned his 
parents and siblings in Missouri for a life with the Osage tribe at the age of sixteen, and 
then abandoned his Osage wife and children for the footloose life of an adventurer.
5
  
 The river later named for Old Bill offered little in the way of beaver pelts. 
Beavers like to build their lodges on steady, perennial streams. A hardy few colonized the 
Bill Williams, but the river’s erratic nature—floods one day, drought the next—
discouraged them. Old Bill abandoned the stream in search of richer trapping grounds. 
By then the fur trade had begun to collapse from its own efficiency, as American, French 
and British companies vying for a foothold in the West ruthlessly stripped beaver from 
the streams. The era of mountain men faded away. Old Bill would spend the rest of his 
life as a guide, interpreter and horse thief, only once returning to Missouri to visit his 
children and meet his little granddaughter.  
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 For the next two decades the Bill Williams lay mostly ignored. In 1858 a 
prospector named Robert Ryland tapped into the crumbling sedimentary walls of the 
canyon and found a coppery gleam. History doesn’t record why Ryland wandered into 
this forsaken tributary of the Colorado just after the Gold Rush when everyone else 
pinned their hopes on California. Arizona wouldn’t become a territory in the Union for 
another five years. The 1860 census recorded just over 6,400 people in the region 
(excluding the much larger native populations, which weren’t included in official 
censuses for another three decades.)
6
 Copper changed all that. Prospectors flocked to the 
banks of the Bill Williams, and a slapdash community sprang up around the Planet mine.  
 Planet still holds the undeserved distinction as the first Arizonan mine worked by 
Americans. In reality, the rich Eastern investors who owned the operation mostly hired 
Mexican, Chinese and native workers for the grimy, dangerous work. Driving shafts into 
the hillsides, workers risked heavy masses of ore tumbling loose and crushing them amid 
choking clouds of rust.  
The mines prospered. Four years after Ryland’s discovery the owners of the 
Planet mine packed one hundred tons of copper ore onto mules and trekked 20 miles to 
the Colorado River, where they loaded it onto a boat for shipment to San Francisco. 
Mining wouldn’t become truly profitable in Arizona until railway lines crossed the state 
two decades later. Nevertheless, the ore yielded a profit upwards of $100 a ton—fortune 
enough to lure treasure-seekers west.
7
   
 By 1866 fifty mines had sprung up on both sides of the river with an annual 
production of 1,500 tons, along with $100,000 smelter. Planet swelled to 500 residents, 
earning the right to a post office in 1902.  
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Two observers commissioned by the government to report on the mineral 
resources expressed their confidence that the Bill Williams “will very soon be one of the 
most important copper mining districts on this coast…the hills for miles around being 
colored red by the iron, or green and blue in patches where waters containing carbonate 
of lime in solution have percolated through the copper.”8  
Apaches troubled mines across Arizona until the federal government forcibly 
removed them, and then it seemed that nothing would stop the Eastern investors from 
skyrocketing to fortune on the engines of the newly-built railroads.
9
 
 The Bill Williams surprised its optimistic exploiters once again. The mine played 
out in 1917, and within a few years the entire roughshod community of Planet 
disappeared. Today only roofless ruins remain, and iron grates close off the mysterious 
open mouths of exhausted mine shafts—a lonely monument to the boom-and-bust cycles 
that the Southwest has never quite managed to shake off, ever hopeful that the next strike 
will last forever.  
 
 
Less than 20 inches of rain falls annually over two-thirds of South Africa, the magic 
cutoff that makes agricultural nearly impossible without irrigation. Twenty percent of the 
country gets less than eight inches, comparable to much of the Sonoran Desert. South 
Africa has roughly the same land area as Arizona, California, Nevada and Colorado 
combined, 471,000 square miles, and almost the same population at 50.5 million people.  
 South Africa’s legal structure for governing water developed along similar lines 
to the American Southwest. A dam-building craze around the turn of the century 
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developed most of the country’s rivers. Water rights were attached to land ownership, a 
system poorly suited to dry regions and inherently iniquitous in a country where only the 
minority white population owned land. The seventies brought a rise in environmental 
consciousness, and ecologists like Jackie King began developing new science in local 
river basins to balance human needs with ecosystem health. 
There the similarities end. South African ecologists developed the science of 
natural flow regimes at a moment in history when they had “a rare window of 
opportunity,” as Jackie put it, to make a dramatic change. Handed a blank slate after 
apartheid, President Nelson Mandela discarded South Africa’s water laws and appointed 
a Water Law Review Panel to come up with a new system.  
The lawyers on the panel faced a critical question: Should they treat the 
environment as simply another “user” of water, competing with cities, farms and power 
plants, or should they treat it as a resource base that supported all other uses? 
A lone aquatic scientist, Dr. Carolyn Palmer, served on the Panel in the influential 
position of Vice-Chair. She mobilized her colleagues to present evidence that the 
environment should be considered “an indivisible national asset,” governed by 
interrelationships that could not be split apart into discrete resources. The lawyers agreed 
with the premise, but remained skeptical. To make the environment a priority for legal 
protection, they would have to believe that scientists could accurately determine what a 
river needed to stay healthy—how much water, what quality, and when.  
In 1996 a member of the panel attended a workshop at the Sabie River, where 
Jackie King explained her new Building Block Methodology, an approach that involved 
assembling a diverse team of scientists, determining the natural flow regime of the river 
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in question, gathering data about the riparian community, and then developing a set of 
recommendations for river management. The lawyer was impressed. The workshop 
convinced him that scientists could quantify a river’s needs. 
The Water Law Review Panel drafted a set of Principles that began, “All water, 
whenever it occurs in the water cycle, is a resource common to all…. There shall be no 
ownership of water but only a right (for environmental and basic human needs) or an 
authorisation [sic] for its use.” These principles underpin the National Water Act that 
Nelson Mandela signed into law in 1998.   
“The government tore up the water law and threw it away as a very unfair law,” 
Jackie said. “Everyone in the country was consulted, as they ought to be. They insisted on 
consideration of ecosystem use. Lawyers said you couldn’t write it into a law in a way 
that people would understand. And we said, we think we can.” 
The National Water Act created a “reserve” of water set aside to meet the basic 
needs of people—drinking, cooking and washing, defined as seven gallons of water per 
person per day, no more than 200 meters (656 feet) away.
10
 A second reserve was created 
for aquatic ecosystems. All other uses, including agriculture and electrical power, had to 
get in line for whatever water remained.
11
 In just a few years, the concept of 
environmental rights had progressed from idea to science to law. South Africans began 
assessing the impacts of proposed dams and defining the terms of the Ecological Reserve, 
which would be unique to each watershed, even before the law went into effect.    
As Jackie described the radical shift in the nation’s thinking about water: “The old 
government said, we must supply it, otherwise we are failing in our duty. The new 




* * * 
Over the next few years Jackie transformed her Building Block Methodology—which 
relied heavily on scientists to make decisions about a river’s fate—into a more 
sophisticated method that asked for input from a wide array of stakeholders, including 
those who drew water from the river daily. As I watched Jackie explain her research and 
South Africa’s visionary law to Costa Ricans and Guatemalans, I realized that her 
contribution went beyond science. Trust and collaboration made her method possible: the 
faith of politicians in scientists; the exchange of ideas between scientists of different 
disciplines; and the inclusiveness of all people living within a watershed.  
 Here, too, the histories of South Africa and the American Southwest diverged, for 
our rivers have always flowed through a maelstrom of contention and dispute. The Bill 
Williams earned its most distinguished footnote in history as the site of one of Arizona’s 
manifold water wars—the only war that involved dispatching of a military force. In 1934 
a contingent of the Arizona National Guard led by Major Ivan Pomeroy led his weary 
troops—a sergeant, three privates, and a cook—through the thick underbrush of the Bill 
Williams, pursued by a haze of biting insects.  
The U.S. Bureau of Reclamation had sent a contractor to drill just below the 
mouth of the Bill Williams on Colorado’s main stem to test the site for Parker Dam, 
which would supply water to southern California through a planned aqueduct. Pomeroy’s 
orders were to keep the enemy—at the moment, a crew of half a dozen construction 
workers—from establishing a beachhead on Arizona soil.12  
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 Arizona and California, divided by the Colorado River, had long nurtured an 
acrimonious relationship. Indeed, the word river is closely related to rival, which once 
referred to people living on opposite sides of a stream. California, larger, wealthier and 
prettier, was enticing Americans west with promises of ocean breezes and sunny beaches 
while Arizona was still a hardscrabble mining state. California contributed almost 
nothing to the Colorado River’s flow, yet had claimed the lion’s share of its water for a 
booming population. Arizonans pointed out that nearly half the Colorado’s length flowed 
through or adjacent to Arizona: It obviously belonged to them.  
The enmity reached a boiling point in 1922 when six of the seven states involved 
in the Colorado River Compact agreed to its terms. Arizona refused. The Compact 
attempted to solve escalating water wars between southwestern states by dividing the 
Colorado River at an arbitrary point, Lee’s Ferry in the Grand Canyon, and allocating 7.5 
million acre-feet of the river’s annual flow each to the upper and lower basins. (One acre-
foot equals 325,851 gallons, the amount of water required to cover one acre of land one 
foot deep.)
 13
 An additional million acre-feet went to the petulant lower basin states—
California, Arizona and Nevada—which anticipated an explosion in their populations. 
Two decades passed before the United States acknowledged the rights of its southern 
neighbor and agreed to leave 1.5 million acre-feet in the river for Mexico.
14
 
 Arizonans disliked the prospect of splitting their allotment from the Compact with 
California, a powerful adversary. Congress took control of the matter in the 1928 Boulder 
Canyon Project Act, limiting Arizona to 2.8 million-acre feet and Nevada to 300,000 
acre-feet. That implied 4.4 million acre-feet for California, which had already developed 
the political clout and infrastructure to use its entire allotment and more.  
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Arizonan politicians had no interest in using the water promised to them in the 
Compact on the agricultural fields along their side of the Colorado River. They wanted a 
canal to bring water to the burgeoning populations of Phoenix and Tucson. California 
took advantage of that desire, threatening that Arizona would never get approval from 
Congress for a canal unless it promised to deduct the Gila River from its share.  
The largest of Arizona’s rivers, the Gila carried one million acre-feet of water 
annually through the center of the state before pouring into the Colorado. Dams along its 
length could store twice that amount. If Californians had their way, the Gila would count 
as part of the water divvied up in the Colorado River Compact—and since the Gila 
flowed almost entirely within Arizona’s borders, the full amount would have to come 
from Arizona’s share. In short, Arizona wouldn’t have enough water, even as its major 
cities fattened like watermelons on a sidewalk.  
 To Arizonans, this meant war.  
 A feisty politician named Nellie Trent Bush incited Pomeroy’s military march to 
the Colorado in defense of Arizona’s interests. The second woman to serve as an Arizona 
state senator, Nellie made a formidable enemy. Once her Model T broke down in the 
middle of the desert, during a trip where she had only her baby son and an old prospector 
as companions. While the prospector grumbled about the values of burros over 
newfangled machines, Nellie stripped down in a nearby canyon, wrestled a wire out of 
her corset, and used it to fix the broken gadget in the engine.
15
  
No stranger to surviving in a man’s world, Nellie had earned a steamboat license 
to pilot her family’s ferryboats on the Colorado River. Parker Dam not only threatened to 
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let California siphon away water that ought to belong to Arizona, it was also a personal 
affront: She would no longer have a flowing river for her boats.  
 On November 13, 1934 a detachment of riflemen from Phoenix and machine 
gunners from Prescott, 100 men in all, joined Pomeroy’s advance force in Parker. They 
had spent a long, dusty day making their way to the tiny river town in a parade of motor 
cars. The local newspaper wryly reported that “little of the war-time precision was in 
evidence as the national guardsmen, ordered to enforce Governor B.B. Moeur’s 
proclamation of martial law at the Parker dam site, moved down to the ‘war zone.’”16 The 
guardsmen planned to set up their tents near the mouth of the Bill Williams, but they had 
to get there first, and the muddy Colorado was running unusually low. 
  Her hair pulled back into a tight bun, librarian’s glasses perched on her nose, 
Nellie T. Bush met Major Pomeroy on the riverbanks and offered up a pair of flat-
bottomed ferryboats, the Julia B. and Nellie Jo.
17
 The bemused residents of Parker 
watched as Nellie, in modest high heels and a dark skirt, piloted the military force up the 
Colorado to the dam site, reportedly brandishing a gun at her foes on the opposite bank. 
Newspapers promptly christened Nellie the first female admiral in Arizona 
history, and splashed gleeful headlines on the front page: “Arizona Declares War! 
Arizona—The Only Inland State with a Navy!”18   
 At first it seemed everything would go Arizona’s way. Neatly attired in a suit and 
tie, Pomeroy posed for newspaper cameras at the dam site, a slight frown curving his lips 
as he inspected the offending cables anchored in Arizona soil. A delegation from the 
opposite bank arrived to ask the Major exactly what he planned to do.  
 “I’m going to prevent any more work on the Arizona side of the river,” he said.  
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 “How are you going to do that?” the delegation asked.  
 The Major silently pointed to a stack of ammunition boxes and machine guns. The 
delegates took a good look, retreated across the river and ceased construction on the dam.  
 The bloodless victory didn’t last long. The first harbinger of trouble appeared 
when the ferryboats attempted to slip under the cables and became hopelessly tangled. 
The Californians on the opposite bank helpfully sent a motor boat to rescue the “Arizona 
Navy,” no doubt snickering under their breaths.  
Pomeroy’s force, restless and irritable, set up their tents at the swampy mouth of 
the Bill Williams. The irascible Bill Williams seemed to join the fray: at one point the 
Major sent word back to Phoenix with a desperate request for mosquito netting, claiming 
that he had to protect himself by waving his saber wildly in the air. One man was sent 
home with pneumonia and later died. The contractor in charge of Parker Dam lost interest 
in the joke and began constructing the aqueduct that would carry water to California.  
 At last the entire slipshod battle went to court. In April 1935 the U.S. Supreme 
Court ruled that the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation had begun construction on Parker Dam 
illegally, because Congress had never authorized the dam—a step in the paperwork that 
the powerful Bureau had long considered a waste of time. Arizona’s jubilation was short-
lived. Congress quickly passed a bill consenting to Parker Dam, and construction 
resumed less than year after the whole fiasco began.  
 
 
South Africa’s water law stopped short of assigning rights to rivers. Its creators intended 
to protect people from losing the vital services that riparian ecosystems provide, such as 
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water purification, flood control and wildlife habitat, which are difficult or impossible to 
replace with technology. The Ecological Reserve provided insurance that South Africa’s 
rivers would continue to flow for future generations.    
 Yet the tantalizing idea that the environment had a right to its water, on even 
footing with human demands, surfaced within legal language in terms like common 
resource, national asset, and public trust. In early drafts, lawyers referred to the benefits 
that riparian ecosystems provide as “silent services,” a subtle recognition that rivers 
cannot speak for themselves. Reviewing the National Water Act twelve years later, Jackie 
wrote proudly that the scientific community had risen to the challenge of “speaking on 
behalf of rivers.” South Africa’s Department of Water Affairs adopted a slogan that 
hinted at the idealism underlying the law: Some, for all, for ever.  
 “We’ve been thinking about rivers as conduits or pipes,” Jackie said in Costa 
Rica. “We only realized in the last twenty years that they are living systems…. We take 
them for granted until they disappear.”  
 In the wake of South Africa’s National Water Act, the government poured 
funding into research. The Department of Water Affairs issued temporary permits for 
water use, based on back-of-the-envelope calculations, while scientists finalized a 
classification system. Completed in 2010, the system provided a framework for gauging 
the amount of water to set aside in the Ecological Reserve. Biologists, ecologists, 
geomorphologists and hydrologists worked together to determine a river’s current 
condition, from relatively pristine to heavily modified.  
Next the scientists collaborated with water managers and local communities to 
decide upon the river’s desired state. The Ecological Reserve was designed to hold that 
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line. The result would be a mosaic of ecosystems, some restored to high levels of health, 
others lightly or heavily modified to meet human demands. 
The authors of Sustainable Use of South Africa’s Inland Waters, a 2011 review of 
the National Water Act edited by Jackie King, admitted wryly that changing the 
legislation turned out to be the easy part. “The changes now required—to perceptions, 
values and the hands-on management of water—are far more complex,” they wrote. “We 
have the skills and knowledge, but at present the effort is scattered, uncoordinated, 
sometimes contradictory, and often misunderstood or misused.”19  
The Department of Water Affairs intended for local governments to eventually 
take over the work of allocating permits in each river basin. A lack of qualified staff 
stymied progress, but sparked a commitment within universities to prepare students in the 
diverse disciplines required to implement the law. Jackie, a teacher herself at the 
University of Cape Town, feared that the importance of the Ecological Reserve would 
gradually fade from the memories of water managers in generations to come. 
“Implementation is a thousand times more difficult than planning,” Jackie said. 




For Arizona, no feat of engineering rivaled the importance of the Central Arizona Project. 
The 336-mile long system of aqueducts and pumping plants carries Colorado River water 
to the burning heart of the state, an elevation lift of almost 2,900 feet. The headwaters of 
this inverted river system begin, ironically, at the dam that Major Pomeroy had tried so 
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hard to prevent, just below the place where the Bill Williams spills into the Colorado. 
There a pumping station draws water from Lake Havasu and lifts it 824 feet—a waterfall 
moving backward—into the Buckskin Mountain Tunnel, where it begins a stair-step 
journey to Phoenix, Tucson and the surrounding cotton fields.   
 The Bill Williams presented a problem to the management of the Central Arizona 
Project. The river’s erratic flows threatened to clog the pumps with deluges of mud, 
branches and boulders and create wild fluctuations in Lake Havasu, forcing the dam’s 
operators to spill water into the Colorado on nature’s schedule rather than their own.  
Over the centuries almost everything has been tried to make the Bill Williams 
profitable, with little success. Named for a fur trapper, it offered no beaver. Settled for 
copper, its mines played out. Nearby ranches never produced more than a few thousand 
acres of alfalfa or cotton. The region remained so remote and unpopulated that in 1978 
the U.S. Defense Nuclear Agency experimented with detonating ammonium nitrate 
explosives there. 
 Yet Arizona’s war with its neighbor—a war that continued in courts and Congress 
rather than with machine guns—irrevocably shaped the river’s character. A beaten 
Arizona signed the Colorado River Compact in 1944 and turned its attention to mustering 
the political influence to approve funds for the Central Arizona Project. California dug in 
its heels: The Gila River issue still hadn’t been settled, and by this time the larger state 
had been “borrowing” Arizona’s unused portion of the Colorado for years. In western 
law, water left to languish in a river belongs to anyone who can stick a pipe in it, and 
California hoped to stake a permanent claim.       
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 The landmark Supreme Court battle, Arizona v. California, began in 1952 and 
dragged on for more than a decade. California encouraged delay. Each year that passed 
meant an extra million acre-feet or so in the reservoirs of Los Angeles. In 1963 the Court 
issued its decision. To California’s chagrin, the justices confirmed the division of waters 
determined in the 1928 Boulder Canyon Project Act, awarding Arizona its full allotment 
of 2.8 million acre-feet from the Colorado’s main stem. 
 This victory for Arizona disguised a calamitous loss for the Colorado River itself. 
By gifting the Gila River to Arizona, the Supreme Court perpetuated the myth that the 
Southwest had plenty of water. But the Colorado’s normal annual flow wasn’t anywhere 
close to 17.5 million acre-feet, the volume that had been divided among seven U.S. states 
and Mexico. The delegates who divided the river’s flow in 1922 relied on measurements 
taken during a 17-year span that turned out to contain the wettest years on record.  
Before the end of the decade, hydrologists had already begun to question the 
Colorado River Compact’s optimistic division of water. Much later, scientists would use 
centuries of tree-ring records to calculate the Colorado’s average annual flow at about 
14.6 million acre-feet. More to the point, the river has always fluctuated wildly, one year 
skyrocketing to 22 million acre-feet and another year dropping to four. History—even 
five centuries of history—said very little about what the future held.20  
 The hydrologists’ prophetic warnings only reinforced the widespread belief that 
the Southwest needed bigger and better water projects. During its heyday between 1928 
and 1956, between the authorization of Hoover Dam and the contentious construction of 
Glen Canyon Dam, the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation built 77 dams on dozens of western 
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rivers. The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers built hundreds more across the nation.
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Within the space of a few decades, dams literally changed the shape of the Southwest.   
In 1968, forty miles upstream from the mouth of the Bill Williams, the Army 
Corps constructed Alamo Dam. They billed the dam as “multipurpose” because it served 
the whim of wilderness-seekers who would rather float on a lake stocked with 
largemouth bass than walk down a river bursting with native fish. Alamo Dam produces 
no electricity and supplies no water, since few people live nearby to want it. It owes its 
existence entirely to distant consumers in Arizona’s metropolitan centers—consumers 
like me, who grew up with the salt-laced Colorado pouring from the kitchen faucet.   
 
 
Once in Guatemala City, during the two weeks I traveled with Jackie King, I attended a 
workshop where she projected a photograph on the screen. An alligator, only the twin 
bumps of its eyes visible above the water’s surface, peered back at us. “This is your target 
species,” Jackie said. “I’m going to ask you to determine its optimum environment. What 
does it need from the river?” 
I looked around at my table, a group of Guatemalan scientists and policymakers 
wearing dress slacks and ties. I was wearing the nicest thing left in my rumpled wardrobe 
after two weeks of travel, and I’d been collecting business cards all morning without 
having one to offer in return. In halting half-Spanish, half-English, we turned over the 
question. We had blank hydrographs in front of us to sketch out a curve. How fast should 
the water flow? How deep should it be? What kind of cobbles, sandbars and riffles does 
an alligator need?  
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Next slide. Jackie projected a photograph of a long, spotted fish and posed the 
question again. She had spent the morning lecturing about South Africa’s methods for 
determining a natural flow regime to preserve a river’s health, work that was now 
ongoing in every watershed in her country. At my table, we discussed the fish. What 
temperature? What clarity? Where would it lay its eggs?   
Next slide. Three African boys smiled out of a summer landscape.  
“This is your target species,” Jackie said. “They are little boys about ten years old. 
What do they want? They want to play a game called Poohsticks.” 
I knew the game. No one else did. I had played it as a child in the muddy flash 
floods of my Tucson home, in love with the cheerful world of A.A. Milne’s famous 
books. My sisters and I set about selecting our sticks from the moment we heard a 
monsoon storm loosen its tremendous grip on the eucalyptus trees that surrounded our 
house. We had to work quickly, because the current of muddy water raging down the 
arroyo wouldn’t last long. Barefoot and caked in mud, we dropped the sticks at the 
designated starting point and chased them, in a riot of shrieks and laughter, to the finish 
line, where the winner’s stick was lauded for its navigational skill.  
As Jackie explained the game, I put down my pencil and studied the faces in the 
room. The neatly attired men and woman listened attentively as she described the antics 
of Winnie the Pooh, Eeyore and Owl. The stories belonged to Jackie’s home country, not 
theirs, but nevertheless spoke to an inescapable quality of childhood: the desire to get 
wet. In an instant Jackie had transformed her audience from professionals into parents, 
urgently considering the question: What do our children need from a river? Little boys 
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would want sand underfoot, not sharp stones on bruised feet. They’d want quick-running 
water. They’d want a river free of toxins and trash, a river that would never run dry.  
Jackie had begun her career at a time when a woman’s role was largely in the 
household. That evening at dinner she confided to me her dismay when she attended a 
conference at an upscale hotel and discovered the managers had not included a woman’s 
bathroom, because they never expected to see a woman there. On another occasion, she 
went to a meeting to learn about hydraulic engineering and was introduced as “the lovely 
lady who’s worried about the fish having enough to drink.”  
“Good quality of life doesn’t just mean a nice house and food in the fridge,” she 
said often during the workshops and lectures. “It means a good and safe environment in 
the home and out of it.” Thirty years after arriving in South Africa she was leading her 
nation into an entirely new way of thinking about water, and I realized her devotion to 
research arose from that fiercest desire of motherhood: to protect her children.  
 
 
Around the same time that the South African scientists developed their principles for 
natural flow regimes, a committee in the U.S. tasked with studying the Bill Williams 
proposed modifying the operations of Alamo Dam. When a surge of water arrived from 
upstream, at least some should be allowed to continue its journey. The rest of the year, 
the Army Corps of Engineers should try to maintain the river’s base flow, a low, steady 
current fed by groundwater that keeps the river flowing in the absence of rain and snow.  
 Things had changed since the Corps first ruled the nation’s waterways with dams. 
Engineers understood that nature no longer orchestrated a river’s music. Dams now 
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played the conductor’s role whether or not they opened the floodgates. When the Corps 
issued a new operations manual for the Bill Williams in 2003, they adopted the 
committee’s recommendation, adding for the first time “fish and wildlife” to the list of 
benefits—flood control, water supply, electricity—they thought a dam should provide.22  
 In the spring of 2005, the committee convened again to determine a natural flow 
regime for the Bill Williams River. The agencies involved included The Nature 
Conservancy, which had partnered with the Army Corps of Engineers to reconsider the 
working of dams on eight rivers across America.
23
 They had adapted the methods 




At a conference room in Tempe, 50 scientists split into groups and tackled the 
question: How should the Bill Williams flow? “Speak up for your species,” the 
conference organizers told them. What do the mayflies and dragonflies need? What does 
the lowland leopard frog need? What about the longfin dace, the speckled dace, the Gila 
topminnow, the viceroy butterfly? What do the endangered willow flycatchers, yellow-
billed cuckoos and Yuma clapper rails need from the river?
25
  
In any given year one species might suffer while another thrived. But over 
decades and centuries—a handful of heartbeats in geologic time—the ecosystem would 
survive. It needed winter floods to come with winter rains and spring floods to come with 
snowmelt. It needed a rush and churn of water to scour out sediment and remake the 
shape of the channel. It needed riffles and runs, slack pools and fallen logs. In some 
areas, at some times, it needed the water to sink into sand and disappear, drying up the 
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dominant plants and making room for others. It needed to resemble what it had been 
before the dam, a river that never stayed the same.  
Miles away from the conference room, a thunder of spring floods descended upon 
the Bill Williams. The Corps, in accordance with its new policy, released cold surges of 
snowmelt into the canyons and deep alluvial plains below the dam. The scientists arrived 
at their final recommendations just in time to direct the Corps to slowly diminish the high 
flows, an inch a day, until the river reached the level of its base flow.  
Cottonwoods set loose flurries of seeds, and the willows turned silver with 
catkins. New seedlings sprang up on the rich black mud. Invisible in the dark, roots 
stretched downward and outward, fingering through the tumbled sod to follow the ebbing 
water. By the time the summer floods arrived, they had grown tall and rooted deep.  
 
 
Jackie and I arrived at the Tucson airport a few days after a churning, broiling deluge of 
mud tore through the center of the city. Summer monsoons stabbed and flickered over the 
Catalina Mountains, in some places dropping an astonishing eight inches of rain in a 
matter of hours. Hillsides soaked with moisture slid loose and carved long white scars in 
the mountain flanks. Mudslides clogged bridges and took out picnic tables. The dry rivers 
crisscrossing Tucson’s east side swelled with clawing floodwaters that overtopped the 
banks and stampeded into the streets.  
Over the next few days I accompanied Jackie to events that Madeline and other 
water advocates had planned. We visited the headquarters of the Central Arizona Project, 
which contained a room to control the canal that resembled a room I imagined I might 
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find in the Pentagon. The advanced technology and plush accommodations made a 
strange contrast to my experiences in Guatemala and Costa Rica, where, often as not, we 
returned from meetings with muddy boots and sunburned faces. 
The mindset made a difference as well: Regardless of what disagreements arose, 
there, at least, everyone was listening very hard.  
In Phoenix, we attended an invitation-only policy roundtable hosted by 
Congressman Raúl Grijavla. I looked over the half-day program. Jackie had fifteen 
minutes to speak. An enthusiastic tour guide showed off the university’s “Decision 
Theater,” a round room with seven huge screens. He flicked data tables and photographs 
from one screen to the next. I studied a graph that depicted Arizona’s groundwater supply 
while he talked about “immersion” and “robust visual interfaces.” A red line jerked 
toward the horizontal axis, moving inexorably downward. The time axis ended in 2050.   
“What about this graph?” I asked into a lull in the conversation. The tour guide 
began to make an answer. Then someone in the row behind me spoke. “We don’t have to 
worry about that,” he said. “Nobody in this room will be alive when that happens.” 
 I looked at the speaker, but he didn’t return my gaze. The conversation turned to 
other things. Twenty years old at the time, I didn’t speak for the rest of the roundtable.  
 
 
Jackie had been shocked by the ephemeral streams in my hometown, deeply channelized, 
cemented, paved over, normally dry but now subsumed beneath floods. Debris flows of 
such tremendous size had not occurred in the Catalina Mountains for the past 2,000 years. 
The floods that filled the city’s streets had recurrence intervals between 50 and 500 years, 
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so infrequent that residents tended to think of riverbeds as ditches, more likely to hold the 
city’s trash than water.  
I suspected Jackie was also astonished by the complexity of our water policies, 
and our overconfidence in them. “No doubt you’ve lost as well as gained,” she said 
mildly at the policy roundtable. “You just don’t remember what you’ve lost because it 
happened so long ago.”   
I returned to Tucson that summer with the heartbreaking knowledge that the 
desert landscapes I loved had no blank slate, no chance to start again. The Colorado River 
Compact and the ensuring court cases and negotiations, known collectively as the Law of 
the River, stood immovably as the Southwest’s unifying vision for water management. It 
was forged long before concern about environmental rights rose to the forefront, when 
water seemed abundant and engineering could erase any hint of scarcity. Although it kept 
a wary peace between southwestern states, it was based on flawed science, born out of 
contention and litigation, and almost impossible to change.  
Any law written to reserve water for ecosystems has to negotiate this labyrinth. In 
2012 the U.S. and Mexico made a small alteration to the Law of the River titled Minute 
319. The agreement set in place a five-year pilot program intended to “create water for 
the environment” in the form of base flow and flood pulses that would restore a portion 
of the vanished delta. The amount specified equaled just one percent of the Colorado’s 
average annual flow, yet it was a landmark achievement. Legal recognition of the 
Colorado River’s needs had never happened before. 26 
 Minute 319 involved the same question that South Africans faced in the nineties, 
with a different result: Is the environment a user of water, or the foundation of all 
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resources? The oft-repeated phrase “create water for the environment” fits lockstep with 
Arizona’s past water policies: we must make “new” water to have any to spare for 
ecosystems. Although the fate of the Southwest depends heavily on a healthy Colorado, 
we do not yet see human and environmental needs as linked.   
The floods that tore through Tucson during Jackie King’s visit threw Arizona’s 
shortcomings into stark relief. We had built cities that devalued and degraded water even 
as we squabbled with our neighbors for more. We had failed at the most essential of 
tasks: to protect the resources that would supply the future. We had failed even to 
articulate this goal.  
South Africa’s radical mindset about water drew the admiration of other 
countries, despite the difficulties of translating ideas about rights and ethics into practice. 
In 2008 Ecuador wrote a new constitution that recognized rivers, forests and other natural 
entities as “persons” under law. In 2012 New Zealand granted a legal voice to the 
Whanganui River and appointed two guardians, one from the local Maori people, to 
protect its interests.
27
 “Things are moving very fast in terms of water management all 
over the world,” Jackie told Arizonans on her visit. “More and more countries are putting 
into effect a new water law that [recognizes] the ecosystem.” 
“We’ve got far fewer data than you have, but we haven’t let that stop us,” she 
added. “Not knowing everything is not an excuse for not getting started.”   
 
 
Even a small return to old rhythms jogs a river’s slumbering memory. The new willows 
that took root on the Bill Williams grew quickly in their first year, their genetic code 
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wired to anticipate floods. When summer brought surges of storm water thundering down 
the riverbed, the sturdy willows withstood the pummeling, while mud buried the slow-
growing exotic salt cedar trees or snapped their slender trunks. Newly arrived beavers 
went looking for calmer waters. The stream began to meander again, snaking into old 
forgotten channels and reaching out for its floodplain.
28
  
The promising early results of the experiment stemmed largely from the fact that 
almost nobody needed the river’s water. “The neatest thing that the Bill Williams has to 
offer in an ecosystem flow context is that it’s a geopolitically simple basin,” said Andrew 
Hautzinger, a hydrologist at the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and chair of the Bill 
Williams River Steering Committee. “Not a lot of people, no hydroelectricity, and 
relatively minimal agriculture. It’s simpler than most basins as far as doing good 
science.” 
 Efforts to restore other desert streams with the same technique have gained 
momentum, much like South Africa’s first attempts to quantify a river’s needs by looking 
at one river at a time. But unlike South Africa, the good science learned from these 
experiments has not yet translated into good policy, or any policy at all.  
 A striking example comes from Glen Canyon, on the main stem of the Colorado 
in Grand Canyon country. A contentious dam from the start, its main functions are 
electricity and water supply, carefully timed to meet the needs of cities as far apart as 
Phoenix, Las Vegas and Los Angeles. Eroding sandbars and diminishing numbers of 
native fish concerned officials enough to test out the idea of natural flow regimes. 
Experimental releases in 1996, 2004 and 2008 gave promising results—but between the 
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experiments, dam operations returned to normal. The slight improvements gained in the 
river’s channel and habitat literally washed away.29  
 Rivers with high demands on their water have little chance of regaining their 
health (or even holding the line at their current condition) without a policy that considers 
the bigger picture, an overarching vision for protecting ecosystems far into the future. 
“That’s very much our hope,” Hautzinger said. “That’s where we can make our most 
significant difference: exporting our learning from the Bill Williams elsewhere.”   
 
 
In the absence of a blank slate—a chance to throw out the Colorado River Compact and 
start again—one Hail Mary method remains for protecting an ecosystem’s right to water 
in the American Southwest. This quirk in western law arose from the fallout of Arizona v. 
California. As in the days of Major Ivan Pomeroy and Nellie T. Bush, the Bill Williams 
once again stands at the pivot point.  
 At first glance it seemed like Arizona had won a clean victory in the U.S. 
Supreme Court’s 1935 ruling. It could keep the Gila River and claim its full share from 
the Colorado: no need to bow to California’s demands, after all. In reality, the party that 
won the most water rights, at least on paper, was neither plaintiff nor defendant. It was 
U.S. government, on behalf of federal lands.  
 Almost three decades earlier, a district court ruled that the federal government 
implicitly reserved water rights for the Fork Belknap Indian Reservation in Montana. The 
court reasoned that Congress intended the Assiniboine and Gros Ventre tribes on the 
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reservation to farm the land, which meant they needed irrigation water. Apoplectic white 
settlers fought the ruling all the way to the U.S. Supreme Court and lost. 
 Arizona v. California, to everybody’s surprise, gave a huge boost to the doctrine 
of reserved water rights, also called the Winters Doctrine. The U.S. Supreme Court took 
advantage of the opportunity to extend reserved water rights to all federal lands, 
including national parks, wildlife sanctuaries and military bases. This water didn’t have 
to be diverted from the riverbed and put to “beneficial use,” in direct conflict with the 
longstanding rules of the West. Even worse, reserved water rights had a priority that 
dated from the moment the government created the federal land—often long before 
westerners had resolved their squabbles over the Colorado River.  
 The Winters Doctrine, almost entirely untested as a method of protecting 
ecosystems, may decide the Bill Williams’ fate. By the 1980s cities in central Arizona 
had drained their aquifers so severely the federal government refused to complete the 
Central Arizona Project until the state put regulations in place. The resulting legislation 
limited groundwater pumping unless developers could prove they had a water supply that 
would last 100 years.
30
 The act also reversed a court decision that restrained long-
distance water transfers, encouraging cities to find water wherever they could.  
 Speculative water purchases blossomed. In 1984 the City of Scottsdale in central 
Arizona purchased a small farm on the banks of the Bill Williams. Planet Ranch had 
replaced the old mining town of Planet, and now it disappeared into the maw of yet 
another boom-and-bust cycle. Scottsdale hoped to claim the property’s 15,000 acre-feet 
of water by letting it flow into the Central Arizona Project canal. But the ironclad 
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agreements governing the Colorado River proved too difficult to negotiate, and 
Scottsdale couldn’t afford to build a new canal.   
Meanwhile Scottsdale had to protect its purchase by putting the water to 
“beneficial use,” which meant maintaining an 8,000-acre alfalfa farm, irrigated with 
water pumped from the shallow aquifer. Downstream, in the national wildlife refuge that 
covers the last 12 miles of the river, cottonwood and willow trees began dying. The 
Arizona Republic reported that the alfalfa farm cost Scottsdale $500,000 annually without 
bringing a drop of water closer to the city.
31
  
 With much fanfare about protecting the rare cottonwood-willow gallery 
downstream, Scottsdale put the debacle up for sale. The city rejected the bids of The 
Nature Conservancy and Arizona Game and Fish, organizations hoping to claim the 
water rights on behalf of the ecosystem. In 2011 they sold Planet Ranch for $10 million 
to Freeport McMoRan Copper & Gold, a mining consortium with deep roots in Arizona’s 
frontier history, having recently acquired the infamously ruthless Phelps Dodge 
Company. The story of the Bill Williams, at least from a human point of view, arrived 
back where it started, with a copper mine. 
Several state agencies and environmental organizations lodged objections, fearing 
that Freeport McMoRan would send less water—and contaminated water—into the 
national wildlife refuge where the knowledge of how to restore the river had been so hard 
won.
32
 They had only one weapon in their arsenal: the doctrine of reserved water rights.  
Negotiations and legal proceedings to make this “paper water” a reality could 
easily last decades. Nevertheless, the Bill Williams’ right to water—literally a return of 
its voice, its cadences of speech renewed in spring floods and clattering cobbles—is set 
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down clearly in law. The justices writing the decision for Arizona v. California 
determined that the Lake Havasu National Wildlife Refuge (which later split in two, 
creating the Bill Williams National Wildlife Refuge) should have water “in annual 
quantities reasonably necessary to fulfill the purposes of the Refuge.”  
“Why did Congress preserve that land?” Hautzinger said. “The enabling 
legislation for the Bill Williams [Refuge] is just one sentence, but it’s the most beautiful 
one sentence in the world: ‘To provide habitat for migratory birds and wildlife.’” 
 
 
My article in the Arizona Daily Star announcing Jackie’s visit appeared as a full-page 
Sunday spread the day we arrived in Tucson. I like to think that mattered, but I imagine 
the floods, more than anything, packed the auditorium and sent people spilling out into 
the hallway to hear Jackie’s public lecture at the University of Arizona.  I felt heartened 
by the crowd: poets and professors, several city council members, future Congresswoman 
Gabby Giffords and aides of Congressman Raúl Grijvala, reporters, scientists, agency 
representatives, and a host of people with no formal title or training but passionate about 
water. I went for more folding chairs, and then sat in the stairwell and listened. 
Jackie spoke, as I had heard her do so often in Costa Rica and Guatemala, about 
the need for champions, people willing to come forward with the latest knowledge in 
their fields, challenge preconceptions, and offer a new way of thinking. Don’t wait for 
perfect data, she advised; you will never have it. Get started with what you have. She 
offered examples of nations crafting a vision of ecosystem rights from around the world: 
Tanzania, Zimbabwe, Lesotho, Australia, Cambodia, Thailand and Vietnam.  
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“I am sure your champions are here,” she said. “They are hidden away in 
universities, in government offices, in conservation organizations. They will help you 
develop your method.”  
At the end of the lecture, someone stood up to ask the question pressing on 
everyone’s mind: “How can we do what South Africa did here?”  
Jackie answered calmly with a question of her own: “Do you have a water law? 




CHAPTER 2. THE RIVER I DRINK 
 
After a storm, the dark basalt stones that made a jagged path down to the arroyo turned 
treacherous and slick. I clutched a Tupperware bowl and my father held the flashlight. 
The rush of stormwater that tore down the arroyo had vanished hours ago, but in the 
circle of light we could see boulders still cupping round pools. Male spadefoot toads 
flexed their full-bodied voices, calling for a mate with an urgency I only dimly 
understood at the age of eight or nine. That rhythmic, overlapping crik-CROAK-crik rang 
out with a major chord of earnest lovemaking and a minor chord of desperation. Most of 
the puddles would be gone by morning. The deepest might last a week. 
 As soon as storm clouds spread dark sails over the Catalina Mountains, my sisters 
and I pressed our faces against the windows and waited for this ritual. Thunder called the 
splay-footed toads out of the sand, and we’d find bundles of eggs streaming every which 
way in the puddles: pale jellylike globes with one black dot in the center. I gathered a 
pyramid-shaped strand into the Tupperware and left the rest to their fate. Following some 
urgent signal known only to themselves, the black dots would wiggle free like commas 
slipping from a page. They grew legs as quick as they could. Sometimes they died. I’d 
seen the parched bodies pool together at the deepest point in a sandy hollow. But not 
these ones, I thought fiercely, clutching my strand of eggs.  
 Each summer we watched eggs turn to tadpoles and tadpoles to toads, an 
aquarium-sized miracle that never failed to fill me with wonder. The little spadefoots had 
enormous personalities. They corkscrewed backward into the soil when they went to 
sleep and squinched their gorgeous golden eyes tight shut to swallow.  
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We let most of them loose the next time the arroyo flowed, though a few became 
hungry household fixtures, round and fat as gumballs. We named them after fairy tales—
Pin, Princess, Jimmy, Jade, characters from a children’s story, Donna Jo Napoli’s The 
Prince of the Pond. They shared their tank with a tiger salamander, Sally, who spent her 
days gazing hopefully at the sky from which pill bugs and grubs mysteriously descended. 
We might have been the only girls in the neighborhood who spent our afternoons digging 
in the compost pile for worms.   
 
 
I lived at the delta of the Colorado River. Its final destination since I turned six years old, 
among other equally unlikely destinations, has been the City of Tucson. When I turned on 
the tap, not merely bent molecules of hydrogen and oxygen tumbled down the pipes like 
jumping jacks: It was the Colorado itself, muddy brown and roaring, the wayward river 
that carved the Grand Canyon and upturned its silt at the great delta in Mexico, pressed 
into service to fill my bathtub, water my garden and stew my Earl Grey: a tempest in a 
teapot. 
 The Central Arizona Project, the 336-mile long canal that brings water from the 
Colorado River to my hometown, shimmered on the horizons of my childhood with 
exactly the same shade of blue as a heat-induced mirage. From a high point in the Tucson 
Mountains I could look eastward to see the grey-green canopy of eucalyptus trees that 
shaded my house and then climb the ridge to the western slope to see the shallow square 
storage ponds in Avra Valley. No river flows uphill. No river belongs in these cracked 
creosote flats. Yet I knew that water rippling through the cement-lined ditch scaled a 
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2,400-foot elevation change from Lake Havasu to Tucson, moving stepwise through 
fourteen pumping plants: a mythical river made real.
1
   
 The first river in my memory isn’t a river at all, but a corridor of sand tumbling 
down from igneous foothills. I learned to love high summer, scorching days when anvil-
shaped thunderheads boiled into vapor, thrumming with electricity. Monsoon storms 
drew me outside to feel the crackle of static against my skin, and I’d watch the sudden 
sheeting rain gallop against the mountain’s flanks. Then the section of the San Juan Wash 
that crossed my grandparents’ property ran muddy and raging for an hour or two, 
transformed into a supple living thing.  
 The arroyo was the center of my world, and my world was four acres of desert on 
the western outskirts of Tucson. The land bucked and rolled like a horse trying to lose its 
rider. Bare, volcanic plateaus plunged into dry gullies, and every saguaro on the ridge 
stood sharp against the deep curve of sky. Fragrant sage sprouted from patches of hard 
rabbit droppings, and the high, sharp yaps of coyotes punctured the night.  
The land awoke in summer, and it was almost always summer. I could hardly 
walk outside without covering my ears against cicada songs, strident notes rising and 
falling. I hunted for the glint of their hard green shells in the mesquite trees, but rarely 
found anything more than shed exoskeletons, brittle husks abandoned on branches like 
discarded laundry. Once I watched a red racer twine itself up the spindly arm of a 
mesquite tree to raid the nest of a mourning dove. The hapless mother fluttered on the 
ground, feigning a broken wing and crying distress, while the snake’s jaws turned yellow 
with creamy yolk. I grieved for the unborn birds, but rejoiced for the snake—its pure 
vitality, its single muscled power. 
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We lived in the guest house my grandfather built, which began its life as a three-
stall garage and abutted my grandfather’s woodshop. My grandparents lived next door. 
Early on Saturday mornings I woke to the smell of sawdust and the high whine of the 
table saw humming through the walls. With five people sharing a 600-square foot house, 
my sisters and I quickly learned to spend most of our time outdoors. My mother, aunts 
and uncles used to ramble these same four acres of desert tucked up against the Tucson 
foothills, so ours was a childhood rich in legacy.     
After a hard rain I took circuitous routes down to the arroyo, barefoot, heedless of 
flash floods that roiled in fearsome glory down from the mountains. I knew that the inch-
deep current, silky with mud, carried invisible plagues, dead animals and trash. No dire 
warnings could keep me from the water. In those secret hours I waded, ankle-deep, 
through the ephemeral stream, from the wire fence to the road and back again. The 
current pulled me. I lost myself in the endless wave from cloud to earth to river and back 
to cloud again.  
 I remember being alive in the world then, utterly aware of the two skins of water 
and stone in a rainstorm, the tumbled gloss of cumulous clouds, the tactile scent of 
drenched creosote leaves. Evenings I watched the sunset sky bruise purple, crimson flares 
licking around the crumpled contours of the Catalina Mountains. All turned to city lights, 
a pooled reflection of the Arizona night sky without its vast, healing spaces. Aldo 
Leopold wrote that to receive an environmental education is to live in a world of wounds. 
I grew up wounded without knowing why.  
 Years later I would see rivers—real rivers—flow and surge with strange relentless 
power: the Colorado, the Klamath, the grey Mississippi. But that first arroyo imprinted 
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me as surely as if its muddy deluge made up the blood in my veins. The coyotes and 
spadefoot toads that peopled my world had learned to live with drought and scarcity. 
When rain arrived, they rejoiced in the unexpected blessing. Water descended in a 
thunder of grace and froth, and the ribbon of mesquite and whitethorn acacia burst out in 
unanticipated green. I understood that the arroyo did not belong to us, though it crossed 
our property lines. It belonged to an older, wilder world, and we could not lay claim to it 
any more than we could write our names on the rare, raging surface of a flood.  
 
 
My grandfather bought the property on San Joaquin Road, bounded by two arroyos, at the 
beginning of the 1960s. At the time it lay outside the city limits, but that would change. 
Tucson had just undergone the largest population boom in its history and never stopped 
growing. That the city needed more water was never in question. Phoenix had the Salt 
River to bolster its supply, but Tucson relied entirely on fossil aquifers filled up during 
the Pleistocene. Great fissures began opening in the ground where the landscape tilted 
and sunk like a tablecloth tugged askew.    
After the U.S. Supreme Court settled Arizona v. California in 1963, plans for the 
Central Arizona Project (CAP) canal moved swiftly. An uneasy alliance of politicians 
huddled under the leaky umbrella of the Colorado River Basin Project Act, best described 
as a bundle of unwilling compromises. To get political support for including CAP in the 
legislation, Arizona congressmen reluctantly promised that in times of shortage 
California could draw its entire allotment from the Colorado before Arizona received a 
drop. By now it had become indisputably clear that the Colorado River carried far less 
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water than the 17.5 million-acre feet divvied up among seven U.S. states and Mexico. 
Arizona made the bargain anyway.  
If we run out of water, we’ll simply make more.  
The truce between California and Arizona relied on the tenuous promise that more 
water would be bought, begged or stolen for the Colorado River Basin. That meant 
finding “new water,” that is, any water not already claimed for human use. The most 
coveted prize was the Columbia. Rising from the cold snowmelt of the Rockies in 
Canada, the salmon-filled river tantalized southwestern politicians. At the very least, the 
Columbia could provide the 1.5 million acre-feet that America had promised to Mexico. 
Secretly, California sketched out schemes to get much more, as much as eight million 
acre-feet, almost double their measly allotment from the Colorado River.   
No one seemed to recognize the audacity of such plans, least of all Floyd Dominy, 
the Nebraska-born farmer who took control of the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation in 1959. 
Brilliant, forceful and ruthlessly ambitious, Dominy skyrocketed through the Bureau’s 
ranks without losing the imposing build of a man who once wrestled draft horses into 
submission. Now he headed the most powerful agency in the Southwest. Under his 
management, the organization of engineers—a profession Dominy publicly ridiculed—
dammed the willful red waters of the Colorado. Dominy had a vision: nothing less than 
the expansion of the Bureau’s influence to every corner of the nation.  
The Bureau plunged resolutely into the work of finding new water for the 
Southwest. They thought up dozens of variations of plans to redirect the Columbia. They 
sketched out a gigantic system of dams, canals and pumping plants that would bring the 
distant Yukon and Mackenzie to serve the needs of the Midwest, Southwest and Mexico. 
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Dominy weaseled funding out of Congress for Project Skywater, a questionable scientific 
endeavor that involved seeding clouds with silver iodide to make snow fall.
2
 A retired 
Bureau commissioner revived an old plan to tow icebergs from the Antarctic to Los 
Angeles, wrapped in plastic and propelled by a floating nuclear power plant.
3
   
There was a hitch to all these plans. The money to fund them—the money that 
would billow out from the hydroelectric turbines of newly built dams—didn’t exist. A 
coalition of environmentalists slowly growing in strength had begun to fight tooth-and-
nail to keep the planned Bridge and Marble Dams out of the Grand Canyon National 
Monument. Dominy didn’t yet realize that the nation’s golden era of grandiose dam-
building had come to an abrupt end. Without hydroelectric dams, the Bureau couldn’t 
fund its visions to draw new water into the Southwest. It seemed doubtful it could even 
afford to build the Central Arizona Project.
4
  
The original plan for the canal, sketched out in the forties, outlined two 
possibilities; a “gravity route” that began at Boulder Canyon or a “pumping route” that 
began at Parker Dam. The gravity route required a much larger upfront payment—
engineers looked askance at the rough terrain of the Mogollon Rim , a jagged escarpment 
splitting northern and southern Arizona—but it wouldn’t require any energy. The water 
would flow freely downhill, and small turbines could have been installed to generate 
electrical power on the way.
5
  
But it would be much cheaper and quicker to start the canal at Parker Dam. Over 
the long run, the enormous energy costs of pushing all that water uphill would result in a 
larger price tag, but that was something for future generations to worry about. Arizona 
needed water now.  
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Dominy was a skilled politician. He had earned a fearsome reputation in the halls 
of Congress as a man who got his way. But he underestimated the growing strength of the 
environmentalists who clamored at public meetings and flooded the Bureau’s mailboxes 
with angry letters. He also ignored the wishes of the Navajo Tribal Council, who 
withdrew support for Marble Dam in 1967 when they realized CAP lobbyists had no 
intention of compensating the tribe for flooding 46 miles of their land, Diné Bikéyah.
6
  
Dominy’s cherished plans for Bridge and Marble Dams went up in smoke. The 
legislation authorizing the CAP canal forbid powering it with new hydroelectric dams.  
Reluctantly the Bureau shelved its ambitious schemes for new water. Under the 
directorship of Dominy, arguably the most stubborn, hardheaded and controversial 
commissioner the Bureau ever had, the reclamation engineers did something they never 
imagined they’d do. They turned to coal—dirty, obnoxious, expensive coal—to power 
the Central Arizona Project.  
That’s where climate change enters the story.   
 
 
When the first rattle of a rainstorm clattered against the windows, my sisters and I 
invariably set to work making tiny boats with balsa-wood hulls and paper sails. Often as 
not, by the time we reached the arroyo the water was gone—flashed by, drunk up, 
disappeared. But sometimes the storm moved westward over the Tucson Mountains 
before playing itself out, and the arroyo swelled with runoff even as sunlight poured 
down in narrow columns where we stood. We dropped our vessels, reeking of fresh glue, 
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into the silt-filled current and chased them downstream, watching them bob up, roll over 
and run aground on spits of sand.  
I liked to imagine that they sailed from our little wash into the Santa Cruz, the 
Gila, the Colorado and at last to the sea, paper sails spread bravely to the breeze. Such a 
journey seemed more plausible than what actually happened, a watershed running in 
reverse. In 1992 the Colorado River, meek between the canal’s cement walls, arrived in 
Tucson. A spew of rust-colored sludge poured from faucets in the oldest sections of the 
city. Pipes burst. Fish turned belly-up in aquariums. Stores all over town sold out of 
bottled water. The local political cartoonist sketched Dorothy dumping a bucket of 
corrosive CAP water on the Wicked Witch of the West.
7
  
The city utility had delivered the water through its antiquated system of pipes, 
which until then carried only groundwater, scrubbed and scoured clean by sediment. CAP 
water contained twice the salt and four to five times more corrosive sulfate and chloride 
ions. The unfamiliar water clawed away the scaly buildup on the inside of pipes and 
ripped into the underlying rust. Angry Tucsonans passed a referendum to replace the 
outdated water mains and banned the direct delivery of CAP water to homes until it was 
treated to the same high quality as Tucson’s ancient aquifers.  
The outcry took water managers by surprise. They had assumed all along that 
Tucsonans wanted water from the Colorado River. Now they had to construct an $85 
million recharge facility, pour the imported water into giant shallow ponds to soak into 
the earth and mix with local groundwater, and then pump it to the surface again—not to 
mention launch a reassuring public relations campaign to convince city residents that the 
water was safe. In blind taste tests, customers actually preferred the taste of the CAP 
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blend to the taste of pure groundwater.
8
 Nevertheless, purchases of home filtration 
systems in quadrupled; bottled water sales increased tenfold.  
The tap water remained clean at our house, either because of the custom filtration 
system my grandfather had installed or because CAP water hadn’t reached us yet. My 
mother, who was taking master’s classes in planning at the university, told me bits about 
the controversy with a fine sense of drama. The idea that water trickling through soil 
actually became cleaner fascinated me.  
In junior high, while most of the girls in my class held sleepovers and tried on 
lipstick, I collected soil samples from all over the city and poured water through 
homemade infiltration columns. I invented increasingly elaborate science fair projects 
that drove my parents to distraction. Once we traveled three hours for a soil sample in 
Yuma, and another time drove to the pine-covered top of the Catalina Mountains. I took 
soil cores as near as I dared to the fence surrounding the CAP recharge ponds, and 
discovered a thick layer of clay that left the water in my experiment sitting serenely on 
top of the infiltration column until it evaporated.  
I was learning a different story about water, a strange contrast to my first 
education. In the ephemeral arroyos I knew best, inconstancy was expected, even 
required, by the desert plants and animals I loved. I felt a vague unease about the canal’s 
perfect dependability.  
The drought officially began the year I turned thirteen. I learned in high school to 
pay attention to other things beside soil samples and the life cycles of toads. Blockbuster 
movies and prom dresses became marginally more important. Eye shadow and nail polish 
seemed necessary. During those awkward teenage years I imagined that the monsoon 
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chorus—those sweet trills and croaks that said I’m awake, come find me!—woke me less 
often during the summer nights. It seemed the monsoons arrived later, and the arroyo 
flowed less often. The long leaves of the eucalyptus trees that shaded our house began to 
brown and curl. I wondered if the loss of those splendid stormy nights had something to 
do with growing up, with paying attention to other things. 
 
 
Two decades before I was born, on April 4, 1968, Martin Luther King Jr. was 
assassinated in his hotel room in Memphis. Rioters took to the streets of Washington 
D.C. After the 5:00 p.m. curfew, soldiers patrolled the Capitol. Outside the windows of 
the congressional offices, the horizon turned the yellow color of a bruise, smeared with 
smoke from uncontrolled fires. Inside, politicians continued the final, furious redrafting 
of the Colorado River Basin Project Act.   
Arriving at Capitol Hill shortly after the shooting, Arizona newspaperman Rich 
Johnson noted, “In that part of the city things appeared deceptively normal. Nevertheless, 
rioting, sniping and burning continued for several days in other parts of the city, and it 
was against that tragic backdrop that the Arizona Task Force continued its work on the 
CAP.”9 
President Lyndon B. Johnson signed the final version of the Colorado River Basin 
Project Act in December of that contentious year, in the throes of a revolution in 
American ethics. The original plans for Arizona’s canal didn’t include Tucson. The water 
was intended for farmers. To promote the project, the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation 




Colorado River water will someday flow to the fertile valleys of central 
Arizona where, before the time of Christ, the Hohokam Indians 
established an extensive irrigation civilization. Had these primitive people 
known how to build storage dams and drainage systems as does man 
today, they might not be called Hohokam – “the people who are gone.” 
Although Central Arizona Project water will lessen the impact of 
continued ground water overdraft to maintain the existing economy, by the 





The Hohokam civilization spanned the first to the fifteenth century. They 
developed complex architecture, extensive trade networks and sports, apparently with 
little warfare, and built hundreds of miles of irrigation canals, check dams and reservoirs. 
Anthropologists don’t know for certain why the Hohokam disappeared two centuries 
before Spaniards arrived in Arizona: drought, disease, and the gradual salination of their 
fields may have contributed.  
But the Hohokam didn’t vanish completely. The Tohono O’odham tell a story 
about a people called the Wu:skam (Those Who Emerged) who came from under the 
earth to vanquish the Huhugkam (Those Who Are Gone). O’odham claim both ancient 
peoples—conquered and conquerors—as their ancestors.11 In a strange twist that CAP 
lobbyists did not foresee, the canal meant to fulfill Arizona’s quest would ultimately 
deliver water to the fields of the O’odham, cultural descendants of the vanished people 
that the brochure disparaged for their failure to survive.  
Public relations materials of this kind, with a curious mixture of smug arrogance 
and veiled threat, and an imposition of racial and religious superiority, arose out of the 
Bureau’s desperate campaign to sell water nobody seemed to want. The brochure was 
signed by the current Commissioner, Gilbert G. Stamm, who took over the position after 
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Dominy retired. (“I very much resent the statement that I got fired,” Dominy said later, 
though that had pretty much been the case).
12
 Stamm, decorated with awards and devoted 
to educating Arizonans about water reclamation, had a bachelor’s degree in economics. 
Ironically, a group of economists became the most ardent opposition to CAP. They 
worked in the University of Arizona’s Department of Agricultural Economics, which was 
headed by a transplanted Mississippian named Jimmye Hillman.  
The economists—Maurice Kelso, William Martin, Robert Young, Lawrence 
Mack and roughly a dozen doctoral and masters students—hadn’t set out to derail CAP. 
They had a grant from the Rockefeller Foundation to study water use in arid 
environments, and the canal merely made a timely case study. They discovered that 
farmers growing alfalfa or cotton, or even a high-value crop like citrus, could never 
afford the water. There was, of course, a simple alternative: Don’t build the canal. 
Without it, farmers dependent on groundwater would sell to developers planting crops of 
houses in neat suburban rows. The change would happen slowly, as farmers switched to 
more valuable crops and adopted water-efficient irrigation systems.  
City dwellers, too, would begin to conserve—or, in the language of economics, 
Arizonans would begin to pay attention to demand just as much as supply. It was already 
happening in Tucson, where residents planted cactus and yucca in their yards and turned 
off the faucet by reflex when washing the dishes. Tucsonans still use a third less water 
than their neighbors in Phoenix. Geography shapes personality: Phoenix residents could 
draw water from the Salt River, but until the canal arrived, Tucsonans knew they had to 
make the aquifers last.  
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Martin and Young published the first article that criticized CAP in Arizona 
Review in 1967. They began by knocking down two prevailing assumptions: Water 
should be free, and Arizona didn’t have enough of it. At the time Arizonans used 4,700 
gallons per person per day, three times the U.S. average. It was senseless to argue that all 
this water should cost nothing, as if green lawns were equally as necessary as drinking.  
Arizona’s water crisis was a myth, one carefully cultivated by the U.S. Bureau of 
Reclamation. True, Arizona was overdrawing its aquifers by 3.5 million acre-feet a year. 
At that rate, the state would run out of easily pumped groundwater in a not-too-distant 
170 years. The Central Arizona Project would replace only one-third of that overdraft, 
leaving the “crisis” unsolved while ignoring the real problem: a society designed to 
consume more than the available resources. Meanwhile the high costs of CAP would 
actually create a net decrease in the Arizona economy. Higher taxes and higher water 
rates to cities and industries would cover up that business failure. 
The fact that Arizona could do this, the economists wrote, didn’t make it a good 
idea. “We should at least investigate the possibility of using the water near its source in 
the [Colorado] river,” they suggested gently. “Economic growth can continue in Arizona 
without importation of water.”13  
The article received such a vitriolic response that Young left the state, taking a 
visiting scholar position in Washington D.C. within the year and then moving to 
Colorado. He continued to research and write about water, however, and so did the team 
at the University of Arizona. They gathered their findings in a hefty tome published by 





“The thing got very serious when they said, ‘you don’t need the water’ or ‘it’s 
going to be too costly,’” Jimmye Hillman told me over the phone in a slow drawl still 
stamped with the accent of his southern childhood. “The people in Phoenix, the 
politicians, went berserk that these professors would question the need for water.”15 
Shortly after the book’s publication Hillman left for Washington D.C., appointed 
by President Johnson to lead a nationwide agricultural commission. Hillman had national 
stature as a researcher, and would soon gain national notoriety. 
“I was the whipping boy,” Hillman said. “But my fellas stood firm. There was one 
big effort to fire all of my department—clean house, get rid of those guys. It was a really 
tough time politically for me, but I made it because I stood up for the research. The 
university’s reputation would’ve been ruined if you fired a professor for telling the truth. 
That’s no way to start running a railroad.”  
 
 
The rain never returned. I graduated high school and entered college in the midst of a 
decade-long drought that showed no signs of stopping. Headlines brought news of 
hurricanes, tsunamis and heat waves around the world. Refugees from Katrina appeared 
mid-semester in my climatology class. I began to understand that while natural disasters 
don’t discriminate, society does. The brunt of misfortune fell upon the disenfranchised: 
blacks in New Orleans, Inuits in Alaska, the elderly and disabled, the very young, and 
anyone without a car or money in the bank.  
 I had always thought of Tucson as an unusually safe place to live—no hurricanes, 
tornados, earthquakes or blizzards—but now I saw the fingerprints of upheaval 
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everywhere: in the bark-beetle outbreaks that pained pine-covered hillsides brown, in 
wildfires, in the changing pattern of winter and summer rains, and in diminishing rivers.  
My fiancé Chris and I visited my grandparents’ house one weekend to cut down 
the last eucalyptus tree. Homecoming in my family means a holiday. My grandfather 
made chimachangas in a way I’ve never been able to repeat, stuffed with shredded meat, 
cheddar cheese and grease. We gathered around the big oval table in the dining room, 
tiled in a patchwork of beige and dingy brown with free samples Grandpa took home 
from the hardware store. When Grandpa said the grace, I glanced at the blank spot on the 
floor where the smaller table for the kids once stood on spindly legs.  
Outside in the scorching summer sun, the men lashed ropes around the dying 
branches. The tree’s roots had ceased to reach groundwater long ago, and though our 
buried septic tank kept it alive a while longer, now brittle branches shone like bone 
through a tattered shroud of leaves. My mind drifted back to the rambling hikes I used to 
take in the foothills with my grandparents. I could always look back over my shoulder 
and exclaim: I can see our house from here! Four great eucalyptus trees cast umbrellas of 
shade, their long leaves continually rustling even on still days like fiery green tongues. I 
had played countless games of make-believe in those branches.  
This was the last venerable survivor of that quartet of trees, and my favorite. It 
was the one that carried the tire swing and provided a low-swinging branch as a substitute 
for the much-coveted horse. It’s exotic, I reminded myself as the first dry branches 




But the great round trunk came apart into scattered pieces too quickly beneath the 
singing chainsaws, and it seemed an inglorious end to a solemn life. At the end of the 
day, while the men scrubbed their hands and surveyed their work, I approached the huge 
stump circled in sawdust and traced my hands down its concentric rings. My mother 
planted this tree when she was a child, growing up on this same plot of ground. I couldn’t 
believe how huge it had grown.  
I couldn’t escape a nagging sense of culpability, as if I had abandoned my 
beloved trees to a future gone amiss. Many scientific studies agree that the Southwest’s 
temperatures will rise at a faster rate than most of the world. Average temperatures have 
risen by nearly one degree Fahrenheit each decade since the mid-1970s, nothing to sneeze 
at if you live in an urban heat island where the thermostat regularly soars to 120°F.
16
  
Higher temperatures alone will diminish the Southwest’s strained resources, 
siphoning water from rivers and reservoirs and drinking back the rain needed to replenish 
aquifers. (Of course, that water would return to Earth again at some point, in some form, 
but there’s no guarantee it will land nearby, or soon enough to matter). Changes in 
precipitation compound the problem. Droughts will occur more frequently and last 
longer. Rainstorms will intensify, risking flash floods and erosion. Less snow will fall on 
mountaintops, and what falls will melt sooner.
17
    
For me, climate change arrived the year the trees came down, and the summer the 
spadefoot toads stopped singing. At each visit home I hunted the arroyo for some sign 
that the childhood magic still slumbered underground, waiting to be called awake by 
thunder. Anecdotal evidence, say the scientists. What’s a toad more or less? say the 
politicians. But I know that season I transformed from a ragtag little girl to a graceless, 
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gawky woman. Growing up, I had understood instinctively that the summer songs of 
toads heralded a joyous renewal, the transient pools of desert water quickening with life. 
Now I realize it had been an elegy.   
 
 
The proposals of the University of Arizona economists lay bleakly in the public record 
like a map to a place we’ve never tried to go. “It was very good research and proven over 
time,” Jimmye Hillman told me. “It was just politically unfeasible. People didn’t want to 
believe that this water wasn’t a freebie. But that’s the reason you have public research, 
isn’t it? We were being paid to do research and find truth and publish the results. I staked 
my own career on it, and it worked out very good for me.” He laughed. “I could’ve gone 
anywhere if they fired me, which they couldn’t do. I could’ve gone to Lyndon Johnson 
and asked him for a job.”   
 In 1984 the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation announced prices for CAP water: $58 per 
acre foot for agricultural users, $100 for cities. The price did not reflect the real cost of 
pushing all that water uphill from the Colorado River, but it was still too high. 
Groundwater cost $30 to $50 per acre-foot. Even after urban interests successfully 
lobbied for the same price as farmers, CAP managers failed to sell 28 percent of the 
water they claimed Arizona so desperately needed—and that was after they added 
Tucson, then a city of a third of a million people, to the tail-end of the canal.      
In 1986, as the first Colorado River water came trickling into Phoenix, the 
managers cut prices and sold water without long-term contracts—a temporary measure, 
they said, which would postpone Arizona’s repayment to the federal government for 
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building the canal. In the 1990s agricultural contractors began filing for bankruptcy and 
selling the water back. By 2001 almost anyone could buy CAP water at prices 
competitive with groundwater, as low as $24 per acre-foot.
18
  
In the end, the Central Arizona Project successfully “used” its entire supply by 
storing the unsold water underground for a future day. The project had earned less than 
half of the expected revenue. In a story already filled with ironies, Arizona politicians 




This is how you make a river flow uphill: Start with coal, lots of it. The coal comes from 
Black Mesa, a broad ring of plateaus and valleys in northern Arizona where an ancient 
Pleistocene lake once swallowed waterlogged trees, dead mammoths and the enormous 
decaying frills of ferns. Black Mesa took these brittle remains into its belly, back into the 
womb of the world, and pressed them between layers of sandstone. Surveyors reported to 
Washington D.C. seams of coal gleaming in sheer banks carved by arroyos around the 
same time a rising tide of homesteaders flooded into the west to claim their 160 acres of 
free land. President Chester Arthur had a simple solution to keep the coal out of private 
hands. He established Black Mesa as a reservation for the Navajo and Hopi tribes.
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“A very long time ago there was nothing but water,” begins the Hopi creation 
story. They say they emerged from a layer under the earth—beneath the coal and the 
bedrock and the aquifers—and climbed into this world, the Fourth World, through the 
hollow stem of a reed. Archeologists have found evidence that the Hopi’s ancestors (in 
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their language, Hisatsinom) lived and farmed in the region for 1,500 years. The Hopi 
town of Orayvi is the oldest continuously inhabited place in North America. 
The Peabody Western Coal Company began mining on land leased from the Hopi 
and Navajo in 1968. The company does not burrow into the earth to find seams of coal. It 
simply flays the land open in long strips, removing trees, topsoil, stones and lichen alike. 
Peabody ships the coal by rail 80 miles west to the Navajo Generating Station.  
There, electrons sparked by steam-powered turbines flow through transmission 
wires to light up Las Vegas, Los Angeles, Phoenix and Tucson, accounting for about 
three-quarters of the coal consumed. The remainder, roughly 1,860,000 tons of coal 
annually, powers the Central Arizona Project.
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Both processes—mining the coal and burning it—require water. Peabody pumps 
what it needs from a deep aquifer beneath tribal land. When the company recently 
applied for a renewal of their mining permit, many Hopi objected. The springs and seeps 
of Black Mesa, sacred to Hopi philosophy and vital for survival in an agrarian 
community, had begun to vanish. Nearly a dozen studies commissioned by Peabody 
denied any connection, claiming their wells tapped an aquifer too deep to feed surface 
springs. Company officials blamed the Hopi community for increasing their use of 
drinking water and referenced the widespread drought.  
They did not say, until much later, that their wells tapped water close to the 
surface as well as the aquifer deep underground. They did not mention climate change. 




Once you figure coal into the mix, the CAP canal begins to look something like a snake 
eating its own tail. When the Navajo Tribal Council withdrew their support for Marble 
Dam, they proposed coal to power the Central Arizona Project instead. They had already 
signed an agreement with the Peabody Western Coal Company, and earned royalties (25 
to 37½ cents per ton) for Black Mesa coal sold off the reservation. Peabody had agreed, 
whenever possible, to hire Navajo workers.  
 In exchange for the economic security the power plant would bring, the Navajo 
Tribal Council waived rights to their Colorado River share. That allowed the Navajo 
Generating Station to draw an average of 27,000 acre-feet per year for its cooling towers 
from Lake Powell, the reservoir behind Glen Canyon Dam. Lake Powell dropped 
precipitously during the drought, bottoming out in 2005. Alarmed managers constructed 
new intake values a thousand feet lower in the reservoir, faced with the unpleasant 
prospect of climate shifts driven by global reliance on fossil fuels. In short, the canal’s 
energy source is contributing to a stranglehold on its water supply.
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The world began in water, say the Hopi, and they prophesy it will end in water, 
too, when the land and all its life tumbles into the ocean, floundering into chaos. Neither 
the Hopi Tribe nor the Navajo Nation has access to CAP water. They rely, as Tucson 
once did, on a vanishing aquifer. They rely, too, on the 900 jobs provided by the mine 
and the power plant to tribal members, mostly Navajo. In the midst of an economic 
recession that brought Arizona’s unemployment rate up to 15 percent, fully half of the 
tribal members on both reservations had no reliable income and lived below the poverty 
line. Their worst difficulties stand in opposition: unemployment and a lack of clean 
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water. They live now in the heartbreak of choosing between survival and spirit, the Black 
Mesa literally sinking beneath them as coal and water disappears.       
 
 
In a straight line it took me three hours to drive to the Colorado River where it skirted the 
bombing range at Yuma and headed south to the border. I made the trip several times a 
year in college, heading for the coastline during Spring Break or the Fourth of July for 
the relief of an ocean view in the company of my sisters, a shifting group of friends, and 
later the man I would marry. We came to know intimately the route along Highway 8, 
right down to the blue barrels of emergency radiator water dotting the roadside, each 
marked prominently “NOT FOR DRINKING.”   
It took twenty minutes to reach the Colorado by way of the Central Arizona 
Project canal. Every acre-foot of tranquil blue water had consumed 3,140 kilowatt-hours 
of coal-fired electricity to get to Tucson, twice the energy consumed to deliver CAP 
water to Phoenix and four times the energy consumed to pump groundwater.
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Consumers paid the same price no matter how far the water had come, but only if you 
measured in dollars. I had learned to gauge success in other terms. I only had to look 
down at the straight-edged river I drank to feel a discord between home and place, family 
and fairness, my present security and building a worthwhile future.     
The year 1967, when the Arizona economists published the first study that 
questioned the need for CAP, marked a watershed moment. The canal had not yet been 
built. The mining and burning of Black Mesa coal was only a plan sketched out on paper. 
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One year later on Capitol Hill, politicians hammering out the final details of Arizona’s 
long-coveted water project paused to gaze out the window as rioters lit the city on fire.   
In the end—like all questions that revolve around water—the long-distance 
transportation of a resource is a matter of ethics. We saved Tucson’s last cottonwood 
trees, only to displace the mining of aquifers to tribal lands in northern Arizona, out of 
sight. We tamed the Colorado, only to starve it with climate change. We built a city—my 
city—entirely reliant on the water nobody needed. This is the price of constancy, the 
hidden cost of unhinging ourselves from the joyous swing between rain and drought, 
abundance and scarcity, which always defines a desert.  
Cutting our reliance on distant rivers and remote coal mines draws us into a larger 
community, bringing us the kinship of people and places we have up until now only 
ignored and exploited. The Central Arizona Project—like the transmission lines that carry 
electrons to houses, and the grocery trucks that ship iceberg lettuce from Yuma to distant 
places—reveals how we’ve divided ourselves from both the risks and the benefits of 
living in a place. I did not have to watch the burning of Black Mesa coal, or breathe the 
Navajo Generating Station’s smoke, or count the desert pupfish and Colorado 
pikeminnow in the vanishing delta. But I also couldn’t fully know the joy of an intimate 
acquaintance with home. I did not have to know that I lived in a desert at all.   
 
 
Newly married, I left Tucson in the cab of a pickup truck, retracing the familiar route to 
the coastline but this time with no certainty of coming back. We headed north, toward my 
husband’s home country in the upper Midwest, into the promise of rivers that flow all 
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year long. When I returned that Christmas with my husband, Chris, and my new sister-in-
law, Amanda, I returned as a visitor. We did all the things that tourists do. At the 
Arizona-Sonora Desert Museum we watched cougars patrol their enclosure and lingered 
in the hummingbird aviary, flashing jewels of wings adding spark to the drab winter day. 
Later we hiked the Finger Rock Trail into the Catalina Mountains amidst rare flurries of 
snow whispering into vapor. Other hikers greeted us on the trail, hatless and damp, 
commenting on the cold snap with the cheeriness only a Tucsonan could muster. 
We visited the mission at San Xavier del Bac, and though I had seen those shining 
white walls rise from beige desert scrub dozens of times on the highway south of town, I 
had never actually gone inside. Tohono O’odham women flipped frybread in enormous 
barrel drums brimming with hot oil, such a strange conflation of culture that I found it 
hard to leave the parking lot.  
The mission, founded in 1692 and stately even with an unfinished bell tower, had 
one side noticeably dingy compared to the other, which had recently been renovated with 
a time-honored mix of lime, sand and prickly pear pulp and burnished bright by river 
cobbles. This is a crossroads, a meeting place: American tourists, Spanish mission, 
Navajo tacos made with Anglo-introduced flour, and behind it all O’odham fields 
stitching the desert in green.  
 This is also the endpoint of the Central Arizona Project, though that was far from 
politicians’ minds when they dreamed up the canal nearly a century ago. The old saying 
goes that water flows uphill toward power and money, and that goes for underground, 
too: Tucson’s reliance on aquifers sucked groundwater from beneath the San Xavier 
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District of the Tohono O’odham nation, killing the long corridors of cottonwood trees 
that once graced the riverbanks.  
We repaid the debt, at least in official records and only after decades of litigation 
and negotiation, with CAP water. O’odham farmers now water squash and beans with a 
portion of the Colorado, and pour the rest of their share into the Santa Cruz River to 
restore the wetlands and revive the cottonwood trees.    
 Above the mission doors, engraved cats chased eternal mice in the beige relief. 
Legend says that the end of the world will arrive when predator finally catches prey. We 
walked inside, my Catholic sister-in-law genuflecting toward the altar. Richly textured 
light poured through the high windows, the air heavy with incense and the smell of 
candle wax. Saint Francis, who preached sermons to squirrels and songbirds, raised his 
hand in blessing in one of the alcoves, swathed in a vermillion robe so intricately painted 
I resisted the impulse to reach out and touch it.     
Within the warm interior of the tiny, ornate church, I felt clearly how our lives, 
right down to the things we hold sacred, shape themselves to the things that we build. 
Living on the banks of a dry arroyo taught me reverence for water, but the canal reversed 
that lesson: Water is only a commodity, a thing to buy and sell. My mind drifted back to 
that question: What other ways could it have gone? Without the canal, Arizonans might 
have mined the aquifers until the earth gave way beneath us. Or we might have learned to 
use less and love more the blessing of the inconstant desert.  
At present nobody talks about local water the way we’ve begun to talk about local 
food. Arizonans have convinced themselves that the desert cannot provide enough, and 
built lives that make it true. For some, matching our needs to the place where we live 
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seems like exile to a meager existence, especially in this place, where brittlebrush rattle 
like bones at the slightest breeze.  
All I can think of is my joy when the San Juan Wash flashed into flood. In the 
desert, water is always a gift. I find myself opening my hands for something I didn’t 
purchase, earn or create: something that pours out of the sky in pure undeserved grace.  
As we left the church in blinding noonday sunlight, I searched my mind for a 
prayer fitting for San Xavier del Bac, which represented neither my religion nor culture 
yet somehow embodied all that I loved about living in Tucson. The only words that came 
to mind were those of writer Barbara Kingsolver, who also lived in Tucson for a time: 
“Wherever I am, let me never forget to distinguish want from need. Let me be a good 
animal today.”23 A good prayer for a place where dry rivers bear the names of saints.  
We bought frybread sticky with honey and hiked up a nearby knoll, licking our 
fingers clean. Plastic flowers and candles strewed the base of a stark white cross. We 
faced north, over the O’odham fields and into the wink and shine of Tucson. I felt a surge 
of gratitude for the city, even its sprawl and suburbs, as much a part of my past as the 
spadefoot toads. I wondered how it looked to Chris and Amanda, who grew up in a green 
place.   
Arizonans can’t return to the years before the canal was built and design a 
different society, any more than I can return to my childhood days when the future 
blossomed outward like a tree chockfull of possibilities. Nevertheless, I suspect the 
diminishing Colorado will pull us back to that moment of decision. The O’odham fields, 
and the winding Santa Cruz River bearing its burden of CAP water, seemed to show a 
way forward—a kind of restitution, a gracious act of healing. In the only way possible, 
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the O’odham had returned CAP water to its source, pouring it into a river that (although 
dry) connected to the Gila, the Colorado, and the sea. As I gazed over cholla and prickly 
pear, sun-warmed in the December light, I remembered that Spaniards called this place 




CHAPTER 3. THE COMPANY WE KEEP 
 
The biggest cottonwood tree I’d ever seen grew near the trailhead, a lone giant isolated 
from the riverbanks by a swath of desert grassland. Its branches arched like flying 
buttresses to support the vaulted dome of the sky. A pale half-moon set behind the 
Huachuca Mountains, growing fainter by the moment as the morning sun elbowed into 
view. Cottonwoods grow fast. This one probably had less than a century to its name, just 
a sapling when the ranchers who homesteaded here ran cattle in the 1930s. Furrows and 
ridges scored the bark from years of adding new layers. I imagined the taproot sunk into 
groundwater, tendrils fumbling through pores in the floodplain silt. A pale green leaf 
curled like an eyelash from the tip of each branch.  
A birdwatcher scanned the branches with binoculars. “Saw a kestrel a moment 
ago,” I heard him tell my father. “Keep your eye on that knothole on the right-hand side.”  
 They made small talk for a moment, birder’s small talk, which sounds a lot like a 
fisherman’s, intended to spark envy without giving away any secrets. My father named 
the rare hummingbirds he could see from the windows of his house in the Mule 
Mountains, twenty minutes’ drive to the east. I kept looking at the tree.  
Most visitors to the San Pedro River come for birds. Snatches of music rose all 
around me, but I only recognized the familiar five-note query of a mourning dove: who-
ARE-you? me too! A few early risers set out toward the river with spyglasses, cameras 
and wide-brimmed hats. I wore a sweater, but the dry morning air promised heat. I hadn’t 
come for the songbirds. I came looking for beaver dams.  
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 Dad and I set off down the trail toward the corridor of bare-branched 
cottonwoods. A lone Harris hawk rose and dove, hunting mice with his wings curved like 
a scythe against the cloudless blue. Never an impressive river, the San Pedro twists 
through desert grassland and Chihuahuan scrub, flowing north out of Mexico to its 
confluence with the Gila River, a tributary of the Colorado. You could drop the whole 
thing in a Minnesota lake without raising a splash. Only coyotes and locals recognize the 
stab of emotion it brings as pure relief. In some places barely three feet across, the San 
Pedro flows perennially for most of its length, a fact that most desert-bred Arizonans 
categorize as near miracle. Some call it the last free-flowing river in the Southwest.     
 The label is true only in spirit—in fact a small dam does barricade the river, 
defunct now but once used to draw irrigation water for ranchers—but the San Pedro 
remains remarkably unfettered compared to other western rivers.
1
 The real threat is 
invisible, underground.  
We stopped at the riverbank to watch the water’s continual, unhurried 
movements. Then we turned upstream and plunged into the undergrowth. This land 
belongs to the U.S. Bureau of Land Management, part of the San Pedro Riparian National 
Conservation Area. In 1999 the Bureau introduced 15 beavers to the upper San Pedro, 
“problematic” individuals that they had captured on other western streams where nobody 
wanted them. Within the decade, the population had grown to 150 beavers, scattered in 
two dozen colonies up and down the river’s length. One beaver traveled downriver and 
made it to the Gila. Others appeared far upstream in Mexico.
2
    
It’s an experiment in making amends. Like most desert rivers, the San Pedro 
vaporizes into the sizzling heat faster than scant rainfall replenishes it. Groundwater 
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keeps the river flowing—or once did. In the last few decades hundreds of unregulated 
wells in the San Pedro’s watershed have begun to drink the river dry.3 The wells make it 
possible for people to carve homes out of the desert—the suburbs of Sierra Vista, 
Benson, St. David and Tombstone, the army base at Fort Huachuca, the copper mine over 
the border in Sonora. But there are older claims on this river, and I felt them rise up all 
around me in the morning calls of songbirds. The San Pedro’s fate has everything to do 
with the disappearance of one species, the beaver, and the arrival of another: us.    
 
 
If you believe the history books, my ancestors had been destined to conquer the untamed 
Southwest from the moment they struck Plymouth Rock. But I believe the soil, which 
unhurriedly enfolds entire cultures into its leaf-rich mulch and starts again. People have 
lived in the San Pedro valley for 12,000 years, back when we shared vast savannahs in 
southern Arizona with mammoths and saber-toothed tigers. Dig a shaft into the rich 
bottomland mud and you go back in time, layer upon layer of human culture buried in the 
strata—Hohokam, Tohono O’odham, Hopi, Zuni and Sobaipuri. Spaniards staked a claim 
around the same time that Apaches entered the region from the north. Americans 
appeared on their heels, and jostled the previous occupants out with swords, diseases and 
the sheer strength of numbers.  
 The first English speaker to record his arrival at the San Pedro was an overeager 
twenty-year-old named James Ohio Pattie. In 1824 he embarked from Missouri on the 
dangerous journey to Santa Fe, the former capital of New Spain only recently claimed in 
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a bloody revolution by new nation of Mexico. His father, Sylvester Pattie, organized the 
fur trapping expedition to assuage the grief of his wife’s death.  
Eager for adventure, young James convinced his father to let him join. They made 
their way from Santa Fe to the headwaters of the Gila River and followed it downstream, 
trapping beaver. On March 3, 1826 they reached the mouth of the San Pedro. Here they 
reportedly caught over 200 beaver, and with imperial delight christened the little stream 
“Beaver River.”  
 Pattie, spinning the tale after his safe return to civilization, wrote that they cached 
their furs underground and continued following the Gila. By March 20 the party turned 
back, in his words, “with as much fur as our beasts could pack”—apparently a colorful 
exaggeration, for they retraced their steps up the Gila and recovered the cache, 
presumably loading the horses even heavier.
4
 Then they marched up the San Pedro, 
delighted to find beaver dams turning the ribbon of water into a series of riffles and 
plunges. In those days, grasslands and desert scrub surrounded much of the San Pedro’s 
length, although Pattie also records patchy bottomlands of cottonwood and willow trees.   
The American fur trade didn’t pick up in the west until the end of the War of 
1812. By then British and French-Canadian enterprises had already inundated western 
waterways with traps. The Hudson’s Bay Company in particular presented a fierce 
competitor to Americans entering the melee. Protecting their toehold on the New World 
in the Pacific Northwest, the British company adopted a “scorched earth” policy to keep 
the relentless tide of Americans out of the jointly occupied Oregon territory. They 
instructed their trappers to kill every beaver they could find, even if the packhorses 
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couldn’t carry out the pelts. Beavers began to disappear at an astonishing rate, 
transformed into hats and fashionable furs for the markets of China, Russia and England.
5
  
 Enterprising Americans began to look at the last blank space on their maps with 
appraising eyes. American trappers had struck upon a new, profitable way to catch 
beaver. Instead of constructing fortified trading posts, they simply fanned out across the 
wilderness. In small brigades they systemically trapped the streams, skinned the beaver 
and loaded the pelts, in packs weighing up to 200 pounds, onto mules and horses. They 
brought no supplies and constructed no outposts. Driftless and unfettered, these 
“mountain men” learned the shape of the Southwest, its intimate hollows and gushing 
secret springs, far better than the cartographers and government surveyors who followed.      
 The readers of Pattie’s Personal Narrative, published after his return in 1831, 
greeted many of his tales with ridicule. He described the strange wild hogs they startled 
from the San Pedro’s banks, with the color of a fox, the tail of a bear, navels on their 
backs and tusks too enormous in size to convey in words. He noted the strange trees 
towering 50 feet in height, three feet around, covered in thorns and flinging a dozen thick 
arms to the sky. He knew how to spin a story.  
But as more of these tales came out of the Southwest, readers back East began to 
believe. There were cloven-hoofed javelinas roaming the bottomlands in fierce herds, and 
there were lofty saguaros that grew nowhere else on Earth. You could pick up ores of 
copper and gold right off the ground, as Pattie had done. You could snag hundreds of 
beaver from a single slender stream.  
 By the time the fur trade collapsed from pure greed and the caprice of changing 
fashions, the Southwest had become a land of fantasy, colored with rosy dreams of profit 
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and adventure. The mountain men disappeared, along with the beaver. But the Americans 
kept coming.   
 
 
I could smell the river: the rich mud of it. A hush always accompanied my visits to the 
San Pedro—infrequent, except for the gentle bump over bridges when I drove to Bisbee 
or Sierra Vista—like the hush you get in hospital waiting rooms. I wanted to find 
beavers, a kind of stimulant, an injection of hope into this place that seemed to be ebbing 
away.   
Dipping my hand into the water, I barely felt the current’s tug. In this landscape, 
water wants to go down. The San Pedro’s story is vertical. Long ago the rising mountains 
of the Basin and Range Province sent fans of alluvium into this valley, creating a vast 
permeable aquifer cradled between stone. Thinner particles of silt and clay tumbled 
toward the center of the basin, and over these dense sediments the San Pedro River 
formed. Like commuters crossing and re-crossing a border checkpoint, molecules of 
water flow freely between the surface and the floodplain aquifer, seeping down into the 
earth and welling up again where bedrock juts to the surface.  
Geography is complicated underground, harder to map. Drop a well anywhere in 
the San Pedro’s basin and you might find a spout of artesian water tunneling toward the 
surface, or you might find nothing at all. On average, it takes a thousand years for a 
molecule of water to travel from the place where it disappeared underground—say, the 
flank of the Huachuca Mountains—into the San Pedro River. But averages mean little 
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here, in this land of extremes. Some molecules take 10,000 years to make the journey, 
while others require only the short span of a human lifetime.
6
   
The sound of running water whispered away. We reached a jam of logs, and the 
river disappeared underground, invisible beneath a mudflat choked with green columbine. 
I looked at the logs doubtfully—beaver?—but they were piled too haphazardly, thrown 
this way and that by the wayward waters of the last big flood. A spiderweb glimmered 
between two mud-caked branches, its geometry nearly invisible except for the faint 
outline of dew.  
Our approach startled something into the water. I looked quick enough to see the 
compact body of a second frog clinging to the bank. It disappeared into the pond with a 
sound like smacking lips. A bundle of pale, filamentous organs drifted against the logs, 
intestines blooming from a bloated stomach, strangely beautiful, all soft spirals, ringlets 
and curls. A hunter upstream, perhaps, gutted a whitetail and tossed its innards into the 
water. Meat, fur, bone, blood: all removed and erased by the hunter and the river, 
transformed into sustenance and soil.   
We sat on the bank. My father named the songs: flicker, mourning dove, white-
winged dove. Even I could pick out the Gila woodpecker, which played the role of 
drummer in the band, his staccato thrum-thrum-thrum falling down like walnuts from the 
trees. A vermilion flycatcher, bright as a tongue of flame, alighted on a branch and trilled 
a few notes. A moment later he left his perch and I saw another flash of wings. He chased 
the female in a joyful spiral and then both birds settled on separate branches, the female 
dull grey with a modest pink blush on her breast.   
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Four million migrating songbirds come to roost here every year on their long 
journey between their breeding and wintering grounds, making this place akin to holy 
ground for birdwatchers and biologists. At the latest count, 100 types of butterflies and 
250 types of bees turn shafts of spring sunlight into golden, dancing drops. Gila chub 
flicker in the current and tiger salamanders curl nose-to-tail in the mud. Hooded skunks, 
ringtail cats and silky pocket mice scrabble in the leaves.  
Jaguars still find their way north from Mexico, a slide of spots beneath 
cottonwood trees—one of three federally endangered species found on the San Pedro, 
along with the southwestern willow flycatcher and the Huachuca water-umbel. No other 
place on Earth rivals the San Pedro’s diversity of mammals except the tropical rainforests 
of Costa Rica, which easily receive seven times the rainfall. Like its namesake saint, the 
San Pedro stands in the desert and flings wide the gates to paradise.  
In 2005 the stream gauge near the ruined ghost town of Charleston recorded zero 
flow in the San Pedro for the first time since the U.S. Geological Survey began taking 
measurements 60 years before. That section of the river went dry for a full week in the 
scorching July heat before monsoon storms descended on the valley like Red Cross 
nurses bearing relief packages. The technology to drill deep wells arrived in the 
Southwest in the 1940s. Since that time roughly two-thirds of the San Pedro’s base flow 
has disappeared, pulled down into the sand to refill the aquifer.  
The men who crafted Arizona’s water laws in the nineteenth century imagined 
groundwater as a vast underwater lake, unconnected to the surface. Different rules still 
govern groundwater and surface water, even though advances in hydrologic science have 
erased that false distinction. When Arizona passed a seminal law in 1980 to curb 
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excessive groundwater pumping, the new rules applied only in the heavily populated 
Tucson, Phoenix and Flagstaff areas. Even if advocates for the San Pedro managed to 
extend the law to the Sierra Vista region, it doesn’t regulate domestic wells that pump 
small amounts of water. Hundreds, perhaps thousands, of these exempt wells intercept 
water that would have reached the San Pedro—the legal drying-up of a river.7   
“We so want to believe it’s possible to come back from our saddest mistakes, and 
have another chance,” writes Barbara Kingsolver, who championed for the preservation 
of the San Pedro in National Geographic more than a decade ago.
8
 In recent years, towns 
nearby have engaged in valiant efforts to conserve water. Yet past pumping will influence 
the river’s health for decades to come, and the population in the watershed continues to 
grow. Developers plot new suburbs in the desert scrub, advertising sunny skies and 
unsurpassed views to “snowbirds” back east looking for winter homes. Advances in 
water conservation have given officials a reason to excuse future development; and those 
who object on behalf of the ecosystem, often are not, are ridiculed for living in a desert. 
   “Look at this,” my father said, picking up a short, thick branch from the ground. 
It was the shape of an hourglass, the midsection chiseled thin. I looked closer. Teeth 
marks. 
“Beaver,” Dad said, triumphant. He held it like a trophy while I took a 
photograph. The marks were clearly old—the bark gone grey, long since healed over—
but it was an unmistakable sign. There were beavers here somewhere. We headed back to 
the trailhead to ask for directions, buoyant with anticipation.   




 The beaver, not the mountain man, is the hero of this story. His compulsion to build 
dams borders on obsessive. The long curved incisors never stop growing, kept in check 
only by constant munching on trees. On a chill winter night, a mated pair might rock back 
comfortably on their paddle-like tails in front of a likely-looking sapling and chisel the 
trunk to a pencil. When it topples, they neatly hack up the branches and roll, tug, or push 
the pieces into the streambed, cementing them with mud and stone. If no trees grow 
nearby, they’ll construct canals and mudslides to carry distant logs to the water. A 
hardworking family might finish a large dam in a week.   
 Beavers often remain faithful to a single mate for life. The couple rears a handful 
of kits each spring. The youngsters take to the water at once and spend a carefree year 
diving and splashing in the pond until they’re old enough to help maintain the lodge and 
babysit their younger siblings. At the age of two or three they wander off to find 
companions of their own. The dams, like old, richly furnished homes, eventually pass to a 
new generation. A dozen beavers might live there at a time, working together to keep the 
curved palisade of logs strong against the insistent tug of the river.
9
    
 Beavers tell the river how to flow. They distract water from its destination and lull 
it to sleep in ringlets of round pools. Families build dozens of dams in their territories, 
felling far more trees than they need for safety or food. The river slows, washing rich silt 
onto its banks, stringing wetlands like beads along its slender course. Waterfowl flock 
into the beaver ponds and fish waver gently in the murky bottoms. The contours of the 
landscape change. Over centuries whole valley floors rise up, layer upon layer of rich 
river silt, because of beaver dams.  
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 As they shape the water, beavers also thin the forests. They remove young trees 
from the understory and leave older ones to flourish with unfettered access to sunlight 
and nutrients. Beavers are picky eaters—they’ll cut down cottonwood, willow and aspen 
trees first, like children plucking the cucumbers out of a salad—and they’ll sometimes 
raze whole riparian galleries to the ground before moving to a new location. Once 
abandoned, dams break or fill with soil.
10
 Again the landscape changes, always a shifting 
mosaic of habitats, part wetland, part forest, part river, part meadow. Beavers are among 
the rare species that actively shape their ecosystem. On cycles that last decades or 
centuries, the landscape renews itself. The beaver tells it how.  
 Mountain men like Pattie knew something about the way beavers shape a stream. 
More than any other Anglo explorer in the Southwest, they spent time in the water. Pattie 
and his companions, eager for another season of profit, retraced their steps from Santa Fe 
to the Gila watershed in the autumn of 1827, when the beavers had begun to shrug into 
waterproof winter pelts. This time, facing a return to the unforgiving desert with a grave 
sense of misgiving, Sylvester Pattie felt it necessary to bind the men together with a 
written agreement. Anyone who disobeyed orders would pay a fine, $50 worth of beaver 
pelts. Anyone who deserted would be shot.  
 Much had changed in a few short seasons. They found little worth hunting for on 
the Gila, “for it had been trapped so often,” James Ohio Pattie speculated, “that there 
were but a few beavers remaining, and those exceedingly shy.” The trappers rejoiced to 
reach the San Pedro and find beaver lodges still in abundance. They set to work. At dusk, 
after pitching camp at a likely-looking spot, the trappers plunged hip-deep into the chill 
beaver ponds. Their heavy boots snagged on submerged logs. Water churned into mud. In 
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the wake of their passage, a waterfowl rose from her nest in a clamor of wings and a 
white-tailed deer flashed the alarmed flag of her tail.  
 Pattie hunted for signs of a beaver lodge—a slick spot on the bank just above the 
underwater doorway, or the telltale trough left by a dragging tail. The crepuscular light 
faded through columns of cottonwood trees, and the water grew colder. The iron traps 
they carried each weighed a full five pounds, opening semicircular jaws around a central 
trigger. A five-foot chain with a swivel secured the trap to the stream bank. Next, the 
trapper added bait. He smeared a branch suspended over the water with castoreum, the 
intoxicating musk that beavers produce to mark their territory or lure a mate.  
 Then the trappers returned to camp. They didn’t need to watch to know what 
would happen next. Up and down the stream, beavers slipped into their ponds and 
approached the traps, sniffing the clean night air. The steel jaws bit down. At once, the 
beavers dove into the deepest water, an instinctual flight that might have saved them from 
any other predator. But now the chain restricted their movement and the heavy trap 
dragged them down. They gnawed on the chain at first, and then began to splinter 
through the bones in their paws. A few beavers escaped on three legs. Most succumbed to 
pain and exhaustion, drowning in their own ponds. The trappers returned in the pale light 
before dawn to collect the limp, waterlogged bodies from the river.     
 In the 1840s mountain men began to abandon their failing trade and hire 
themselves out as guides to emigrant trains. Even after the fur trade collapsed, Americans 
continued to kill the few remaining beaver and dynamite their dams. They didn’t yet 
know that mosquito bites carried malaria, but they wanted to drain the ponds, suspicious 
that malaise rose from the vapors of the swampy bottomlands. In 1879 the Arizona Daily 
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Star called the San Pedro “the valley of the shadow of death,” a hotbed of malaria, 
dengue and yellow fever.
11
 It’s unclear whether the new residents of area, which included 
soldiers at Fort Huachuca charged with protecting white settlers from Apache raids, 
actually reduced the danger of malaria by killing the mosquitos, or made it worse, by 
killing the mosquito-eating fish that lived in beaver ponds. 
The dams broke, slowly at first, and then in cataclysmic chain reactions. The 
ponds drained. The rivers deepened in their channels, cutting away more soil every year. 
At last they no longer overwashed their banks in the springtime floods. Rushes and 
sedges, watercress and cattails, turned brittle and blew away. Stretches that once ran even 
on the hottest summer day disappeared underground, and the wetlands vanished.     
 
 
All speculation, this—a hypothesis for an experiment that took place long ago. Many 
factors probably contributed to the disappearance of wetlands and widespread creation of 
arroyos that began around the 1880s.
12
 A natural shift in climate brought several decades 
of unusually severe storms, causing rivers like the San Pedro to cut deeper into alluvium. 
Mexican ranchers abandoned half-wild herds of cattle when they retreated from perilous 
Apache territory, and southern Arizona passed into American hands in 1854.  An influx 
of settlers arrived. They brought immense herds of livestock that trampled streams. They 
set up mining smelters and cut riverside trees for fuel. They suppressed wildfires. They 
plowed grasslands and punched wells into aquifers.  
 All this occurred without the benefit of beaver dams to store water and slow 
floods. Cottonwoods, willows and mesquite bosques thickened, and wetland species 
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disappeared. The Huachuca water-umbel nearly went extinct at the turn of the century, 




Jointed, spongy, hollow-stemmed, the umbel grows nowhere except the rare 
ciénegas, spring-fed wetlands, scattered across southern Arizona and northern Sonora. In 
good years its tallest stalks blossom into silvery stars, each with a firework of yellow 
stamens that cradle the next generation. When dropped, the little fruits go bobbing along 
like corks to find a new spot on the stream. Flowering requires carefully hoarded energy 
that the water-umbel can rarely afford. Mostly it reproduces by cloning itself. Clumps 
tear free and take root downstream, starting over with the same blueprint. 
 I knew that the water-umbel was too rare and too small for my untrained eye to 
find, but I still eyed the muck along the San Pedro’s banks looking for tiny green sprouts. 
I had always harbored an instinctive love for small things. When I was a child my father 
took me to visit the Biosphere 2, an immense glass structure north of Tucson built as an 
experiment in space colonization. A biologist named Jon Titus gave us a behind-the-
scenes tour, beginning inside the sealed “wilderness” where the trail wound around a 
tropical rainforest, diminutive ocean, mangrove swamp, savannah and desert all crammed 
together: the world in miniature.  
I imagined myself on Mars, the pink sky and swirling dust storms pressing in on 
all sides while I harvested pomegranates and fished for tiny trout. Mostly I remember the 
plumbing: vast pumps and pipes to circulate and clean the atmosphere, fog-makers and 




They still conduct research at the Biosphere 2, but perhaps the most significant 
result of the experiment was this: You can’t put an ecosystem in a bubble. Ecosystems 
breathe.    
Jon and his wife Priscilla grew big flats of Huachuca water-umbel at the 
Biosphere 2, watered by rotating crews of students. Priscilla had fallen in love with the 
plant in 2002 when she discovered umbels poking up through the marshland at the 
Bingham Ciénega, a remnant wetland in the San Pedro’s floodplain. The umbels grew 
further north and higher in elevation than any other known population. As Jon put it, 
“Priscilla is really, really, really good at finding this plant.” 
Priscilla had a theory: If she cleared away the dense cattails and bulrushes 
choking the ciénega, sunlight would help the umbel go to seed and spread. She took to 
the marshes with clippers. That autumn umbels growing in sunny plots sent stalks 
shooting skyward, topped with pale, starry flowers. The experiment was working.  
The next year, Bingham Ciénega went dry. The umbels disappeared.   
“Nobody was paying attention,” Jon told me. “Nobody did anything. The 
experiment stopped mattering after a while.”14    
 
 
Dad and I found a volunteer named Laura near the gift shop and information center, 
slinging birdseed from a bucket in a practiced arc. “There’s an active dam not half a mile 
downstream,” she told us when we inquired about beavers. “Just follow the trail. There’s 
a beautiful big pond—well, big for Arizona, anyway. You’ll see plenty of beaver sign on 
the trees as you get close.”  
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 I thanked her for the directions, and her sun-weathered face broke into a smile. 
“The beavers have spread up and down the river’s length,” she said. “They’re doing 
exactly what they’re supposed to do.” 
We headed back to the river. The day’s heat had arrived but the bare cottonwoods, 
growing close, brought some relief. I heard the shift in the river’s rhythm first, a rapid 
constant clattering. We arrived at an arroyo half-filled with still water. Whitewashed 
posts on either side still marked the flooded trail. Circling around, we crossed at a dry 
spot. On the far side, we broke out of the undergrowth and saw the beaver dam, a 
crescent of tightly woven sticks bowed against the current. Its efficiency astonished me. 
The gnawed ends of the sticks pointed downstream, bound together by mud in neat little 
bundles. Water poured through invisible gaps with a noise like rattling pebbles. Behind 
the dam, the broad flat surface of a pond lapped from bank to bank. 
The longer I looked, the more beaver sign I saw—cottonwood trees chiseled into 
hourglass shapes, with the bark peeled away where a munching beaver tore loose the 
cambrium layer. The sight unsettled me. (Problematic beavers, I thought). We lingered 
around the dam for a few minutes, fruitlessly searching the banks for the entrance to the 
underwater lodge, and then headed back up the trail. I pulled an apple from my bag and 
ate it down to the seeds. At first we pointed out each new beaver sign—teeth marks and 
splintered stumps—but eventually we fell silent with misgiving. I wondered how a single 
beaver colony could fell so many trees. I wondered about the songbirds.
15
   
Later Marcia Radke, a biologist for the Bureau of Land Management, told me that 
beavers choose exactly that sort of place to build dams, where a side wash drops a load of 
gravel and sand. With the river already half-dammed they have less work to do. Beavers 
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usually stay close to the river to cut trees, because ranging farther out exposes them to 
predators. On her walks down the San Pedro, mapping dams and checking on felled trees, 
Radke once found a dead beaver with tooth marks in its skull. Mountain lion, she 
guessed. Predators keep the beaver population in check and close to the safety of their 
ponds, protecting the corridor of trees from too much damage.
16
  
Ecologists do not yet know how this great experiment will play out—this odd 
partnership with problematic beavers that love to dismantle beloved cottonwood trees. 
Glenn Johnson, a graduate student at Northern Arizona University, found evidence in his 
thesis work that beavers actually improve bird habitat, despite the startling damage they 
seem to cause. Johnson measured a greater diversity of birds at the sites where beavers 
had built dams on the San Pedro. He couldn’t prove causation, only correlation. Maybe 
the birds arrived because of the ponds, or maybe beavers simply selected ideal real estate 
where high diversity already existed.
17
 
 In the last few years, Radke has found cottonwoods and willows sprouting anew 
from the stumps of beaver-felled trees, adding another layer of brush and branch into the 
riparian corridor. She thinks this will create good nesting habitat for the endangered 
southwestern willow flycatcher, which rarely stops to lay its eggs here anymore. The last 
documented nest in the San Pedro Riparian National Conservation Area was found in 
2005. A windstorm took down the tree before the eggs hatched.   
The yellow-billed cuckoo, another threatened species, might have a different 
response to the beavers, because it prefers the tops of tall cottonwoods. The San Pedro’s 
two remaining fish species may become even more imperiled, for they survived this long 
only because they like riffles and runs better than beaver ponds. There’s no returning to 
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the past. The San Pedro will never again look like the stream that James Ohio Pattie 
found (or imagined) bursting with plenty. 
We can only decide how to shape the future, though the tools at hand seem sadly 
inadequate for the task. The San Pedro has no legal right to its water. The Endangered 
Species Act helped curb the water use of Fort Huachuca, which has risen admirably to the 
challenge. More promising, Congress has set aside a reserved water right for the San 
Pedro Riparian National Conservation Area, which trumps any water use established after 
1988 that threatens aquatic resources and wildlife. In 2006 the Bureau of Land 
Management began the complicated process of making this “paper water” a reality—a 
process which could easily take years, or decades. 
The San Pedro cannot wait that long. In April 2013 the Arizona Department of 
Water Resources (ADWR) awarded a permit to a developer to pump groundwater for 
nearly 6,000 new houses just five miles west of the San Pedro. The Bureau of Land 
Management and two local advocates, Dr. Robin Silver and Tricia Gerrodette, filed 
protests on behalf of the San Pedro. ADWR’s response was devastatingly simple: 
Nothing in law authorizes the agency to consider a river’s health.18  
A legislative change might make a difference in the kind of developments 
Arizona approves, and their location and size: a declaration that recognized the hydraulic 
connection between groundwater and surface water. No law limits groundwater pumping 
in the Sierra Vista region, but certain laws, including the Endangered Species Act, apply 
to the same water when it wells up into the San Pedro’s riverbed.   
This relatively small change, designed to even the odds between ecosystems and 
developments, would demand a much more fundamental shift in philosophy. To set aside 
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water for a river’s sake—water that has immeasurable economic and political worth in 
the arid Southwest—requires rethinking our notions of value, perhaps even of what the 
word humanity means.  
Environmental legislation passed in the seventies focused on protecting 
ecosystems for the sake of their benefits to humans: clean water, clean air, fishing and 
swimming. Advocates of the San Pedro point to its value for tourism—birdwatchers add 
$17 to 28 million annually to the region’s economy, one study found19—but these 
numbers hold little weight against the profit gained by another planned community.  
And how can such arguments help the Huachuca water-umbel? It serves no 
purpose and stands for nothing. It doesn’t even look pretty on a postcard. The umbel is 
just a warning flag, the wild green edge of surrender. When it disappears, you know a lot 
of other things will follow: the lowland leopard frog, Mexican garter snake, Gila 
topminnow, Canelo Hills ladies’ tresses, Sonora tiger salamander, all things common and 
rare that need a wetland to survive.  
“We could get by without the Huachuca water-umbel,” Jon Titus said, surprising 
me with his quick acknowledgement that the plant to which he devoted a good part of his 
career serves no function. “It’s not essential—not like a beaver, a keystone species. Most 
species aren’t like that. Species have always come and gone and new species evolve. 
That’s why these materialistic arguments don’t work. Really, it’s a philosophical 
approach.” 
“I believe all life has intrinsic worth,” Priscilla said, her infectious enthusiasm 
gaining momentum. “That’s not something you can prove or disprove. That’s something I 




* * * 
The beaver and the umbel stand as a microcosmic example of our struggle to find a 
rationale for protecting rivers. Nature provides some benefits that humans cannot do 
without, water purification, atmospheric regulation and food production among them. We 
can’t replace these benefits with technology anymore than we can photosynthesize. 
A now-famous 1997 study in Nature calculated that the value of the world's 
ecosystem services averages $33 trillion a year, an eyebrow-raising number that still 
faces a firestorm of criticism in academic journals.
20
 (At the time the global gross 
national product was approximately $18 trillion U.S. dollars a year). The intricacies of 
this math have been debated up and down the halls of academia. One economist even 
worried that such an astronomical number would make resource managers feel that all 
aspects of nature in all places needed safeguarding, as if there were a real danger in the 
United States government suddenly protecting too much.  
In fact, the calculation had little practical impact. The value of ecosystems lies 
almost entirely outside the market. The costs of destroying a place like the San Pedro 
accrue to a wide public in the distant future, not to a particular individual now. One can 
destroy the soil and still become rich. In fact, recent history suggests this is one of the 
quickest ways to wealth.   
The rest of us need no calculations to know that the natural world makes us rich in 
spirit, wealthy in the most material goods of all—soil, river, mountain, rain. The idea that 
everything can be reduced to a number impedes humanity’s progress toward a world in 
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which ethics, not economics, decide the bottom line, and the pursuit of wisdom, 
compassion and community replaces the chase of the American dollar.  
This is not to say that numbers can’t be useful, even beautiful. Adding the 
environment into this terrible calculus is a brave and admirable act. By assigning 
economic value to resources that includes all the ignored and marginalized costs—to 
neighbors, animals, ecosystems and future generations—we can design market systems 
that more truly recognize the worth of our tiny planet. 
But numbers are simply one language, one way of speaking and thinking, among 
many. A law or a market system that attempts to protect the environment based solely on 
its utilitarian value would almost certainly do nothing to slow the rapid disappearance of 
the world’s biodiversity.21 Very few species, like the beaver, provide keystone roles. The 
umbel plays a sweet note in the orchestra of evolution, but remove it, and the orchestra 
would play on. Only an ear highly attuned to the rhythms of a place would notice if a 
violinist vanished, as long as the composition remained the same.   
 
 
Jon and Priscilla Titus live in New York now, where Jon teaches biology. They still grow 
flats of Huachuca water-umbel in greenhouses, and they drafted a plan for the plant’s 
recovery to submit to the U.S. Fish and Wildlife, required for every endangered species 
but completed for very few. Over the phone, I could hear Jon break into a grin when I 
mentioned the beavers. “Oh, yeah, good old beavers,” he chuckled. “Something that’s 
good for the water-umbel is good for a whole suite of species. Beavers definitely create 
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really good habitat with ponds—if there’s enough water. That’s the problem. Keeping the 
San Pedro from drying up is going to be tough.”  
 
 
Like beavers, humans alter the environment we live in, an act of re-creation akin to our 
art and symphonies. Yet a beaver’s engineering of an ecosystem nurtures other species; 
our own plans, grafted into the desert from a greener place, suit only ourselves. We have 
not yet learned how to live in a desert. For the San Pedro, this is the crux of the matter: 
What kind of homes will we build, and who will we welcome into their shelter? 
The Bureau of Land Management, Nature Conservancy, Upper San Pedro 
Partnership and other champions for the river have largely put their faith in a strategy that 
lies outside the tangle of state and federal laws: working with local communities to forge 
compromise and collaboration.
22
 They face the task of redefining our relationship to the 
land, which too often takes the shape of dollar signs on a deed.  
Lawyers describe property rights as a “bundle of sticks,” and they include even 
the right to destroy our dearest possessions. I wonder what a beaver, shaping his home 
branch by branch over the years, would think of such a notion. His bundle of sticks is an 
integral part of the river’s life cycle, shaping its rhythms and regulating its pulse. The 
example suggests a gentler way to live in the world, in which our circle of community—
our definition of home—expands outward to include lives that serve no purpose beyond 
the urgent act of living, except perhaps companionship on the planet Earth.  




The adventures of James Ohio Pattie ended in ruin. On his third and final expedition, 
officials in Santa Fe confiscated thousands of dollars worth of beaver pelts, claiming the 
Americans had not applied for a permit to trap in Mexico. Undaunted, father and son set 
out again, trapping the Gila and the Colorado in a last attempt to make their fortune. 
Sylvester Pattie never returned. Mexican authorities, zealous of their newfound country, 
arrested the trappers for spying and trespassing. Sylvester died in prison. His son buried 
his body in foreign soil and began the long journey home.  
“Home did I say?” Pattie wrote. “I have none. My father and mother sleep—
widely separated from each other. They left nine orphans without resources to breast this 
stormy and mutable world. I, who ought to supply the place of a parent to them, shall 
carry to them nothing but poverty, and the withering remembrances of an unhappy 
wanderer, upon whom misfortune seems to have stamped her inexorable seal.” 
A kindly stranger paid Pattie’s passage by steamboat up the Mississippi to his 
childhood home in Missouri. His siblings had scattered and married. His grandparents did 
not recognize him. “I am impelled alike by poverty and affection, to remain with them for 
a time, till I can forget what has been, and weave a new web of hopes, and form a new 
series of plans for some pursuit in life,” Pattie wrote. He had nothing to sell but a story. 
The same generous stranger introduced Pattie to Timothy Flint, a magazine editor 
infatuated with tales of adventure and derring-do. They cobbled together the book, 
apparently without the aid of a diary.  
Historians cast a baleful eye over Pattie’s Personal Narrative, the scribblings of a 
boisterous, conceited, insolent boy. Pattie paints himself as larger than life, the hero who 
rescued dark-eyed senoritas in a savage land, who braved Apache attacks and stared 
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down grizzlies, who vaccinated a string of Mexican villages from smallpox. His 
companions, except for his father, do not even warrant names. “I have had too much of 
real incident and affliction to be a dealer in romance,” Pattie claimed, but romance was 
all he had left to deal. He strung his web of dreams somewhere between imagination and 
truth and bejeweled it with dashing descriptions of a desert country entirely unknown to 
American readers. The book became a bestseller.  
Whether or not Pattie benefited from the sales—if he stepped into his father’s role 
and fed his family with tall tales, the only thing of value he found in his wanderings—it’s 
impossible to know. He disappeared into history with the familiar scramble of fact and 
fiction that would forever define the West. Some say he froze in a blizzard in the Sierra 
Nevada during the great gold rush to California. Others claim he was taken by the cholera 
epidemic in Kentucky. In those brief, unrecorded years the deserts he explored underwent 
calamitous change. The beaver men gave way to the gold seekers, and the gold seekers to 
American emigrants.   
Stories changed the shape of the desert just as surely as the breaking of beaver 
dams. They painted a landscape of adventure and romance, brimming with bounty and 
spiced with danger. Westerners still believe this myth of abundance. Where we once 
trapped beaver as if they would never vanish, now we mine the aquifer as if it will never 
go dry. The threat to the San Pedro is simple, and repeated everywhere: Too many people 
with desires too large for the place where they live.  
I ask much of Pattie, holding him accountable for the myths that he made. But 
perhaps I cannot demand that anyone love a place they do not know. When Pattie 
returned to his childhood home in Missouri, he grieved to find the woods leveled by axe 
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and the murmuring stream nearly run dry. He reserves the last lines in his book, largely 
an account of heedless destruction, to mourn for a wild patch of nature whose memory he 
treasured. Here I find the gleaming edge of hope: It’s a very human thing to care, in our 
bones, for the place we call home.  
On the riverbank, I felt my own restless wanting smalled down to the shape of a 
vermilion flycatcher. I believe that humans belong here, if 12,000 years counts for 
anything. No one breaks any laws when they pump water from the aquifer. Many do not 
understand how their faucets and hoses draw from the San Pedro, and those who 
understand sometimes remain indifferent. Our great challenge lies ahead: To learn how to 
limit ourselves, for no other reason than the sweet inclination of the human species to 
keep company with other living things.  
 
 
Hard daylight now, the kind you get in early spring that warns you to steel yourself for 
another long summer. We had spent the few sacred hours we’d set aside for a river walk. 
As I followed my father to the car, it comforted me to think about the San Pedro still 
rushing on through the day and into the evening, under the half-moon light and the 
shadow of the Huachucas. At night, the river fully belongs again to coyote and owl, and 
to the many light-toed creatures that leave imprints like strange calligraphy in river mud. 
When I called Marcia Radke to ask if the beavers had succeeded in restoring the 
San Pedro, she answered with a scientist’s inborn caution. “It’s really too early to say,” 
she said. “It’s only been 12 years since the reintroduction.”  
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She paused, and then rushed on: “But I would say yes. There’s anecdotal evidence 
for that. This year for the first time I picked up one of our endangered plant species just 
below a beaver dam. It had never been found there before, in an area where the river had 
become more intermittent than permanent. The beaver pond kept the water there.”  
 “The Huachuca water-umbel?” I asked, hope buoying up within me.  
 “Yes, that’s the one,” she said.  
The car bumped over the bridge. I craned my neck, as I always do, to catch a last 
glimpse of the river. In the dazzling light it gleamed like a silver thread tugged loose 
from the pale brown blanket of desert scrub. I fixed the image in my mind, a talisman 
against an uncertain future. For now, it would have to be enough to know that beavers 
lived on the San Pedro again, remaking the world one stick at a time. 
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CHAPTER 4. THE THIRSTY TREE 
 
Like all stories about the American Southwest, this one begins with water. The open, 
rugged landscape had everything else—mountains laced with copper ore, vast stands of 
timber, fertile soil and warm weather. But rivers, running rampant through red-rimmed 
canyons and rocky gullies, held only a fraction of the water demanded by the influx of 
19
th
-century settlers. Scorching months could pass without an inch of rain, and then a 
single storm would tear the topsoil to pieces. Water never came in the right amounts or at 
the right time.  
By the early 20
th
 century, desert cities like Las Vegas, Phoenix and Los Angeles 
had become sprawling webs of lights, surrounded by acres of agricultural fields. 
Development drove the Southwest region. It required ever-increasing amounts of water in 
a landscape that had little to spare. 
Dams offered one solution, halting rivers in their tracks and preventing valuable 
water resources from disappearing into the sea. The grand sweep of Hoover Dam, 
completed in 1935, held enough space behind its bulk to store two years’ worth of the 
Colorado River’s flow. Aquifers provided another source of water. Deep wells drew up 
rainwater stored between soil pores sometime in the Pleistocene era, when mammoths 
still roamed the savannah-like plains of the ancient Southwest.  
But dams held only what river and rainfall provided, and depleted aquifers soon 
began cutting ominous fissures into the ground. The old adage says that when wells run 





 century, the fight to find new water settled on an unlikely candidate: a 
tree.  
In the two centuries since salt cedar took root in America, it has been welcomed, 
vilified, battled, and exhaustively researched. Targeted as a needless waste of water, this 
tenacious, non-native species is a somber reflection of our drive to supply the thirst of 
western states. Attempts to control salt cedar call into question our understanding of what 
we label invasive, unwanted and destructive, and what has come to belong to the 
transforming desert.   
 
 
Salt cedar trees grow rampantly in the Middle East, Asia and parts of Africa, accustomed 
to harsh landscapes with little rain. They first appeared on the East Coast of America in 
the early 1800s, carried over the sea and sold to plant nurseries as ornamental shrubs. The 
brushy trees flourished in saline soils, their grey-green leaves rough-textured with salt. 
Scientists call the species Tamarix, but most people know it by the nickname “salt cedar.” 
At first Americans welcomed the new addition to their gardens. The exotic tree, 
with its slender branches and miniscule rows of leaves, was beautiful. When it 
bloomed—an event that could take place from spring to autumn, sometimes even in 
winter—the tree burst forth into masses of feathery pink blossoms. Flowers gave way to 
hard, brown seedpods that broke open to reveal a cottony fluff packed with seeds.   
Merely ornamental in the gardens of the lush East, salt cedar had a different role 
to play in the settlement of the Southwest. As farmers and homesteaders wrestled wild 
rivers into submission with dams and drilled deep wells to reach intractable aquifers, 
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native trees began to die out. The long gallery forests of cottonwoods and willows that 
once graced desert streams disappeared. Silt crumbled into the water, filling reservoirs 
and eroding the fragile banks of streams. Cutting winds blew the topsoil away from 
cultivated fields.  
By the early 1900s, farmers in Arizona, southern California and other western 
states had begun planting salt cedar to act as windbreaks, stabilize the soil, and provide 
much-needed shade over the evaporating surfaces of streams. The hardy desert shrub 
took a liking to its new ecosystem. Downy seeds scattered in the dry desert breeze. Soon, 
slender salt cedar shrubs sprouted on their own accord along river bottoms.  
But trees require water, and nothing that claims water in the Southwest remains 
unchallenged for long. In Arizona, a new hostility toward salt cedar arose in concert with 
urgent water demands. The Phelps Dodge Company made plans in the 1930s to expand a 
copper mine in Morenci, a tiny company town in southeastern Arizona where layers of 
lavender and pink ringed the ore-rich hills. The company in those days was a law unto 
itself. Headquartered in New York, Phelps Dodge had dug a toehold in Arizona with the 
Morenci and Bisbee mines in 1881 and now controlled most of the lucrative copper 
deposits in the state. They had a reputation for ruthlessness and an unfriendly track record 
with trees, having caused severe flooding in Bisbee after felling all the available timber.   
Phelps Dodge held legal rights to Eagle Creek, a thin tributary of the Upper Gila 
River. But the creek didn’t have enough water for the company’s grand plans. Finding 
water in Arizona—let alone claiming it in court—proved to be a formidable task. 
Western water law required Phelps Dodge to meet two requirements. First, they had to 
put the water to a “beneficial use.” As the mining operation expanded beneath the 
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ominous shadow of World War Two, the company found it easy to fulfill this 
requirement. After all, the war effort required copper, and Phelps Dodge could supply it.  
The second rule of western water law, prior appropriation, states that the earliest 
claim on a water source has the highest priority. The rivers and aquifers of Safford 
Valley, downstream of the copper mine, had long since been divvied up among 
developments, farmers and corporations. War effort notwithstanding, Phelps Dodge 
would have to wait last in a long line to get a portion of the existing water. The company 
needed “new” water, untouched by other claims.  
Around the same time, the United States Geological Survey (USGS) began to 
inventory the water available in the Upper Gila River Basin. By definition, water 
consumed by plants didn’t count as a beneficial use. Surveyors eyed the long strips of 
riparian forests lining the banks of rivers with transits and calculators in hand. Completed 
in 1941, the study estimated that killing the riparian vegetation in Safford Valley would 
free up 70,000 acre-feet of water annually—roughly a quarter of all the legally claimed 
irrigation rights in Safford Valley at the time.  
As the concept of killing trees for “water salvage” gained momentum, a botanical 
hierarchy emerged in the minds of scientists and resource managers. The USGS invented 
a new term, “phreatophytes”—literally, well plants, or a species that regularly draws 
from groundwater rather than depending on rainfall and rivers. The phrase was oddly 
mechanical for the teeming, vibrant ecosystems along river bottoms, but it suited resource 
managers. Trees became classified as machines, sucking up water with their roots the 
way a farmer laboriously pumps the handle of a well.  
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The Phelps Dodge Company compiled a list of 19 phreatophyte species in Safford 
Valley, including native trees like cottonwoods, and asked the USGS to continue their 
investigation. In 1950 the USGS scientists published their conclusions. For the first time, 
salt cedar appeared as the lead villain, set apart from other phreatophytes as an invasive 
plant that didn’t belong on western streams. The USGS reported that salt cedar had high 
rates of evapotranspiration: The trees were literally breathing precious water resources 
into vapor through their leaves. It seemed that westerners had created their own worst 
enemy. Logically, removing the trees would free up water for truly beneficial uses—like 
copper mines and exploding suburban growth.  
For Arizona, salt cedar became the home front of a new kind of war. Researchers 
attacked the dense jumble of trees along the Upper Gila River with flamethrowers. 
Clouds of ash and smoke choked the river valley. Salt cedar fought back. Green shoots 
arose in the rich black cinders, spouting anew from the deep-reaching root system. When 
fire failed to kill the trees, the researchers returned with bulldozers. One of the authors of 
the USGS report, hydrologist Thomas Robinson, known affectionately as Mr. 
Phreatophyte, later wrote that “new growth appeared from each severed root, so that two 
plants grew where one had grown before.”1 Like the mythical hydra, salt cedar always 
sprang new heads.    
 
  
“This is an account of scientists creating a monster,” Matthew K. Chew writes in The 
Monstering of Tamarisk. A biologist at Arizona State University, Chew studies the way 
people create categories to recast plants into malevolent roles. His work describes how, 
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two centuries after Mary Shelley published her Gothic horror novel, the story replayed 
itself in the botany of the American Southwest. Scientific studies proclaimed salt cedar 
trees to be voracious, hazardous, aggressive, useless and alien. Above all, they labeled it 
thirsty, in a landscape that could not afford to satisfy another thirst.  
The theory of water salvage pivoted on one solid, irreproachable fact: Salt cedar 
did not belong in the Southwest. In 1956 the University of Arizona published an 
influential report, optimistically titled “Recovering Rainfall: More Water for Irrigation.” 
The author, George W. Barr, proposed replacing high-water use plants like trees with 
low-water use grasses along western rivers. Invasive salt cedar seemed the perfect target.
2
 
On the heels of that publication, federal agencies like the U.S. Bureau of 
Reclamation, the U.S. Forest Service and the Agricultural Research Service embarked on 
what river scientist William Graf called “an evangelistic crusade against botanical water 
pirates.”3 Only crude methods existed to measure phreatophyte water use, and millions of 
dollars poured from the Senate floor into research that resulted in little trustworthy data. 
In a five-year period, 30 government agencies sponsored 48 separate projects. Senators 
handed funds to the U.S. Geological Survey with the express instructions that they would 
make meaningful conclusions about the water losses caused by salt cedar.    
By the 1960s few people questioned the perceived worthlessness of the salt cedar 
tree. Its strong taproot greedily siphoned up groundwater, claiming the region’s most 
important natural resource. Edward Abbey, champion of desert wilderness, wrote in The 
Journey Home, “Tamarisk is not native to the American West. It comes from North 
Africa, and as is often the way with exotics, has spread like a plague in its new 
environment, clogging the desert watercourses and driving out the willow, the 
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cottonwood, the hackberry, the box alder.”4 Plague, monster—epithets like these became 
commonplace in biological studies and policy papers examining the salt cedar tree.   
 
  
In 1999 a research ecologist from the University of Arizona named Dr. Edward Glenn 
took a plane flight over the Ciénega de Santa Clara in northern Mexico. From overhead, 
he could see the blazing sunlight striking the surface of the wetland. Locals called this 
place simply la laguna—the lake—a rare oasis of water in the desert. Upstream, Arizona 
farmers along the banks of the Lower Colorado River had been discharging salty 
wastewater into a drainage ditch. Around this whisper of water, a lush wetland of cattails 
and mirror-still pools sprang to life.  
 The wetland’s survival had no guarantees. The government planned to reopen the 
defunct Yuma Desalting Plant, reclaiming the wastewater to send downstream and fulfill 
the United States’ promise to Mexico.5 In the meantime, researchers like Glenn studied 
the ecosystem as an example of a remarkable resurgence of life in a trammeled desert 
region. At the end of the aerial survey, Glenn asked the pilot to fly back to Yuma by 
going up the channel of the Lower Colorado River, rather than taking the direct route 
across sweltering acres of agricultural fields. He wanted to take a closer look at the river.    
In his book A River No More, Philip L. Fradkin described the Lower Colorado, 
where it flows over the border into Mexico and loses itself in the Gulf of California, as 
“utterly devoid of any vitality…a tepid puddle for urban crowds.”6 Glenn couldn’t shake 
the troubling image. Many scientists lamented that the once-mighty river had been 
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choked into silence by invasive salt cedar trees. As the pilot winged westward, toward the 
silver glint of the river, Glenn gazed anxiously out the narrow window.  
 Below, a winding corridor of green wove through the brown desert scrub, 
cradling the blue shimmer of the river. Migratory birds flickered from tree to tree, their 
wings catching glints of sunlight. Poking up through the green-grey canopy of salt cedar, 
Glenn recognized flourishing stands of cottonwoods and willows. The lushness of the 
riverbanks caught him by surprise. Everyone knew native trees couldn’t compete with 
salt cedar’s deep roots and tolerance for salt.  
Later Glenn learned that the mystery had a simple answer. Recent rainstorms, 
more than usual, had forced managers of the Lower Colorado River to release water 
stored behind dams. The surge swept downstream, clearing away leaves, sediments and 
salts from the overcrowded riverbanks. Native seeds, lying in wait for that ancient 
signal—a pulse of fresh water—germinated and came up right through the salt cedar.7 
 The incident set Glenn to wondering. What if salt cedar didn’t deserve its 
reputation after all? What if western rivers clogged with salt cedar trees simply lacked the 
natural ebb and flow that allowed native species to survive? Below him, the vibrant 
riparian ecosystem of the Lower Colorado winked in the sun. Glenn did what any good 
scientist would do. He applied for a research grant.  
 
 
After his epiphany over the banks of the Lower Colorado, Glenn discovered a growing 
community of scientists who questioned the common wisdom about salt cedar trees. As 
early as 1980, Benjamin Everitt from the Utah Division of Water Resources had issued a 
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plea for balanced research. “Profound changes in riparian vegetation involving the spread 
of salt cedar have coincided with equally profound changes in channel geometry and 
streamflow,” he warned. “The cause and effect relationships involved are sometimes not 
at all obvious.”8  
Beginning in the late nineties, freshwater ecologist Juliet Stromberg pioneered 
new research about the complex interactions between salt cedar and western rivers. With 
a love of botany inherited from long hours playing in her mother’s garden as a child, she 
determinedly forged a fresh look at salt cedar trees. In a 2009 article in Restoration 
Ecology, she describes a classic case of chicken-or-the-egg. Which came first: eager 
stands of salt cedar crowding out native species, or the decline of native species followed 
by the colonization of salt cedar?
9
  
Most policy documents labeled salt cedar as the instigator, a marauding plant 
whose long taproot and salt tolerance allowed it to outcompete natives. The National Park 
Service listed salt cedar on their “Least Wanted” website, warning that salt cedar replaces 
native plants, monopolizes water supplies, and increases the danger of fire and floods.
10
 
But some scientists began to realize the story was more complex. Conditions on rivers 
had changed over the last two centuries. Groundwater pumping, overgrazing and the 
construction of dams had altered the natural pulse of a river’s seasonal cycle. Was it 
possible that salt cedar, well-equipped to deal with salt and drought, simply moved into 
niches where native trees could no longer take root?  
 This new look at salt cedar threw into doubt long-standing claims about the tree’s 
voracious water use. Scientific methods had greatly improved since the first surge of 
phreatophyte research, when the best tool available to measure water use involved 
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planting trees in large cement pots. Glenn worried that an instinctive prejudice against 
invasive species had blinded scientists to unbiased inquiries. Armed with a NASA grant, 
Glenn recruited the help of Pamela Nagler, then a graduate student at the University of 
Arizona, to examine the questionable claims of salt cedar’s thirsty appetite.  
 Along the Lower Colorado River—the most altered river in the Southwest, its 
length gauntleted by dams and reservoirs—salt cedar accounted for 90 percent of the 
riparian vegetation. Flux towers, spindly metal poles poking out above the canopy of 
trees, measured the gases exhaled into the atmosphere. Originally intended for climate 
change research, Glenn and Nagler appropriated the technology to track the amount of 
moisture that the trees breathed back into the air.  
  The Middle Rio Grande in Arizona, where salt cedar evenly matched native 
species in numbers, made another ideal case study. The San Pedro River offered a third 
example. Flowing northward over the Arizona-Sonora border, the San Pedro retained the 
sweet charm of a wild river—stretches of still blue waters, chattering gravel runs, and 
tunnels of native trees cradling migrating songbirds in their branches. Like other 
unaltered rivers in Mexico, the San Pedro nurtures only a few scattered stands of salt 
cedar trees. Cottonwoods and willows line the banks in a winding ribbon of green, broken 
by patches of dense mesquite bosques, abuzz with insects.  
 Researchers twisted thin strands of wire around tree trunks in each river system. 
The wire could detect a measurable loss of heat whenever water moved through the plant 
and evaporated from the leaves, adding to the data collected by flux towers. Images from 
satellites, trailing invisibly across the blue desert sky, provided further corroboration. The 
result: All three riparian ecosystems transpired an average of just one meter a year of 
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 The thirst of the salt cedar tree, on which many eradication efforts had been 
based, was a myth. The research lasted through a decade, several funding organizations 
and Nagler’s Ph.D. dissertation. Other investigators conducted studies, bolstering the 
conclusion that removing riparian vegetation from riverbeds would salvage little water 
for humans. Instead bare soil eroded away without roots to hold it back, or new invasive 
species simply moved in. 
  “A mythology has been created about tamarisk,” Stromberg announced in the 
2009 Restoration Ecology article, coauthored with Chew, Nagler and Glenn. The invasive 
tree had been blamed for thirst, competitiveness, and the destruction of rare riparian 
ecosystems. A closer look revealed, as the authors wrote, that scientists had participated 
in “a rationalized scapegoating of Tamarix as an agent of change because of its ability to 
thrive in anthropogenic habitats.”  
Water managers, whether or not they believed in the myth of the monster, had 
used the research to make salt cedar a convenient culprit for complicated problems. Now 
ecologists began to understand that salt cedar had established itself so well in the 
Southwest because dams and diversions created an environment uniquely suited for 
them—in other words, because of our own thirst for water.  
 
 
Slowly this new perspective began to appear in scientific journals, policy reviews and 
newspapers. Yet eradication efforts continued. On Lake Mead in Nevada, behind Hoover 
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Dam, members of the National Park Service paired up with chainsaws and chemical 
sprays, painstakingly cutting individual trees and applying poison to the exposed wood. 
In Arizona, crews of self-proclaimed “tammywhackers” from the The Nature 
Conservancy tackled salt cedar on the Hassayampa River Preserve, fighting against the 
incoming tide of feathery, wind-blown seeds. In the side canyons and tributaries of the 
Grand Canyon National Park, volunteers pulled up seedling salt cedars by hand.   
Some organizations, committed to hacking out salt cedar, refused to admit that 
little water could be salvaged from their efforts. Others eagerly reviewed the latest 
scientific studies and accepted salt cedar’s modest water use, but maintained that good 
reasons remained for removing the invasive trees.  
 First and foremost, salt cedar didn’t belong. Along vast stretches of western 
rivers, collared by dams, salt cedar had become the dominant tree. Many 
environmentalists envisioned returning these streams to their former untrammeled glory, 
replanting the cottonwoods and calling back the native songbirds. Dense stands of salt 
cedar provided poor habitat for wildlife and tended to blaze up in devastating fires. 
Additionally, some studies suggested that the tree’s extensive root system can channelize 
streams, increasing the danger of floods. Ultimately, environmentalists argued, a tree 
dislocated from Asia had no place in the fragile Southwest. 
 A passionate nonprofit organization called The Tamarisk Coalition led the way in 
Colorado. Tim Carlson, an environmental engineer and one of the Coalition’s founders, 
dedicated his career to restoring native ecosystems along Colorado’s streams. The work 
began with organizing teams of volunteers to chainsaw, bulldoze or chemically spray salt 
cedar trees. Soon the Coalition was hosting conferences, writing policy documents and 
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inventorying the health of watersheds across the Southwest. Federal agencies looked to 
the Coalition for technical assistance, recognizing Carlson’s commitment to 
understanding and interpreting the latest scientific data.  
 “Our goal is riparian health, not killing tamarisk,” Carlson said.12 To that end, he 
insisted that every project have a carefully designed revegetation plan. Some eradication 
efforts, lacking foresight or funding, left tracts of bare soil exposed in their wake, 
increasing erosion and leaving room for new invasive species like Russian olive or 
buffelgrass to take root. Carlson’s volunteers coaxed native trees to flourish when they 
removed salt cedar, planting bendy willow saplings and broadcasting grass seed over 
freshly mulched soil.  
 In addition to improving habitat, environmentalists cited soil salinity as a good 
reason for eliminating salt cedar trees. True to its name, salt cedar draws up salt from the 
soil through its complex web of roots, storing it in leaves. When the leaves flutter 
downward, they carpet the ground in a saline layer of debris. Some naturalists took this as 
further evidence that salt cedar is a destructive, alien plant crowding out sensitive native 
species. The Nature Conservancy’s Global Invasive Species Team said that salt cedar 
“oozes salt from its leaves,” making it difficult for other plants to grow nearby.13 The 
authors of a 1997 book, Assessment and Management of Plant Invasions, claimed that 
“salinization of flood-plain habitats may be the most important single way that the 
invasion of salt cedar fundamentally alters ecosystems.”14  
 Other scientists wondered if salt cedar merely colonizes streams that are already 
too salty for native species to tolerate. Along the Colorado River, water that once ran 
swiftly downstream, thick with mud, now languishes behind dams. The increased 
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evaporation from the surfaces of reservoirs concentrates the amount of salts in the water. 
Summertime floods no longer rinse the riverbanks, so salts accumulate in a pale crust. In 
contrast, natural floods still exist on the San Pedro, where saline soils—and salt cedar 
trees—are rare.  
If humans created the niche that salt cedar loves so well, then could careful 
management undo the damage? In 1996, a dense stand of salt cedar trees caught fire on a 
stretch of the Río Grande in southern New Mexico. The inferno spread to several 
thousand acres of native cottonwood trees. When Phil Norton, manager of the Bosque del 
Apache National Wildlife Refuge, walked through the ashes that spring, he noticed that 
the new seeds germinating in the scorched earth sprouted salt cedar trees. Something had 
to be done to rescue the native ecosystem.  
Norton had been battling salt cedar on his 13-mile stretch of the river for a 
decade. Each winter he watched flurries of snow geese and sandhill cranes alight in the 
trees, and it was his idea to celebrate their arrival with a local festival. Salt cedar 
threatened the refuge that he had promised to protect. Norton sprayed herbicides and 
hired bulldozers, to little effect. His attempts to beat back the spreading salt cedar trees 
were becoming expensive. Seeds couldn’t be controlled. They scattered on the wind, new 
batches arriving with every gust.  
The power of a seed—that’s where he found his inspiration.  
In May 1996, just before the cottonwood trees dressed themselves in white, 
Norton flooded a stretch of the river to create a rich, fertile mudflat. He had a unique tool 
on hand—a senior water right to the river—that allowed him to open the floodgates to an 
upstream dam. The resulting surge of water mimicked the pulse of cold snowmelt that 
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occurs on undammed rivers in the spring. He had already experimented with natural flow 
regimes, partnering with University of New Mexico biologists to study changes on the 
forest floor. Crickets and spiders fled before the leading edge of the floods. Native mice 
clambered into trees. Bacteria and fungi multiplied in the soil, munching through the 
decomposing mulch.
15
 The ecosystem had begun to reorganize into its natural state—but 
Norton didn’t yet know if he could harness the floods to control exotic trees.    
Over the next few weeks, Norton watched the mudflat dry out in the sun, dreading 
to see it sprout with salt cedar. But when the first tentative green shoots appeared, they 
belonged to cottonwood trees. The experiment was a success: Norton had timed the flood 
to coincide precisely with the first flight of the cottonwood seeds, and they had taken root 
before salt cedar could colonize the area. The invasive tree was no monster after all, only 
a symptom of river systems that had been robbed of their seasonal rhythms.
16
    
 
   
In the late nineties, the story of the war against salt cedar took an odd turn. In its native 
habitat, naturalists reasoned, salt cedar is controlled by several species of leaf-eating 
beetles that feed on nothing else. Why not import boxes of beetles to the beleaguered 
streams of the Southwest, an exotic predator to feed on an exotic pest?  
Culver “Jack” DeLoach, an entomologist with the U.S. Department of 
Agriculture, spearheaded the biocontrol effort. DeLoach spent a decade traveling Europe 
and Asia looking for a worthy adversary for salt cedar trees. Returning to his lab in Texas 
with a handful of candidates, he conducted rigorous tests to ensure the beetles ate nothing 
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but salt cedar leaves. At last, he settled on a species called Diorahadba elongata, a plain 
brown beetle about the size of a pencil eraser.
17
  
In 1995 DeLoach received permission to release his beetles in several 
Southwestern states. Then a fax appeared in his lab: The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
had just listed the southwestern willow flycatcher as endangered. This brownish-grey 
songbird, weighing less than half an ounce, is almost indistinguishable from its less rare 
cousins in the flycatcher family except for its sneezy two-note song. Each autumn the 
southwestern willow flycatcher flew south into Mexico and Central America, snacking on 
insects snatched out of the air. Each spring it returned to its breeding grounds in Arizona, 
New Mexico, and southernmost edges of California, Nevada, Utah and Colorado.    
All biocontrol efforts ground to a halt. DeLoach would have to spend another two 
years tediously documenting that eliminating salt cedar trees with beetles wouldn’t 
threaten the songbird’s survival. Ironically, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service listed salt 
cedar invasion as one reason for the decline in willow flycatcher populations. Dense 
stands of salt cedar usually provide poor habitat for native creatures. But lacking actual 
willows to nest in, flycatchers along the Colorado River built nests on salt cedar branches 
as the only available real estate. Now the toothy Endangered Species Act protected the 
flycatchers, and nothing that threatened their fragile existence would be allowed.  
Entomologists didn’t give up on their beetles. Over the next several years, 
research labs across the Southwest examined the miniscule insects, searching for a way to 
satisfy the concerns of the Endangered Species Act. Dan Bean, director of the Colorado 
Department of Agriculture Palisade Insectary, discovered that a certain strain of 
Diorahadba from northwestern China required at least 14 hours and 30 minutes of 
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daylight to reproduce. That confined them to the region north of the 38
th
 parallel—
southern Colorado and Utah—skirting the willow flycatcher’s primary breeding grounds 
in Arizona entirely.
18
   
The argument satisfied the Endangered Species Act committee, known 
colloquially as the “God Squad.” In 2001, after a year of field experiments in ten-foot-
square boxes, the U.S. Department of Agriculture released the beetle in California, 
Nevada, Utah, Colorado and Wyoming.
19
 Two years later they extended the experiment 
to Montana, Oregon and New Mexico. As an added precaution, the USDA promised they 
would not release beetles within 200 miles of willow flycatcher habitat, an area encircling 
the Colorado River Basin in Arizona, southern Utah and southern Colorado.  
 The beetles worked slowly. For a year or two after their release, little changed. 
Then tracts of trees along riverbanks began to turn brown. In the winter, when the beetles 
snuggled down beneath leaf litter, some salt cedar recovered. But most trees couldn’t 
withstand several years of repeated attacks. Beetle larvae robbed them of their 
photosynthetic power by removing their leaves. 
Jack DeLoach, Dan Bean and their entomologist colleagues understood that the 
Diorahadba beetle was no silver bullet. Hoards of the tiny creatures could limit the 
spread of salt cedar, but not eliminate it entirely. And killing salt cedar alone wouldn’t 
return health to a river. Teams of ecologists and volunteers would have to follow in the 
beetles’ wake, removing stands of dead trees and replanting cottonwood saplings and 
willow sprigs. Nevertheless, the results seemed promising. Ecologist Tom Dudley, 
quoted in the Christian Science Monitor, greeted the beetles as “little green liberators,” 
waging war against the botanical pariah of the Southwest.
20
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Then local agencies and individuals began to collect beetles for release on non-
federal lands. In 2004 a county weed supervisor introduced a slightly different strain of 
beetle—one from Kazakhstan, not China—into southwestern Utah, near Moab. With a 
rapidity that startled Utah residents, the beetles swarmed up the Colorado River corridor. 
In the hot summer months, they ate through 25 miles of the Dolores River and crossed 
the state line into Colorado.    
No one had tested the photoperiodic requirement of the Kazakhstan beetles. But 
in his lab in Colorado, Dan Bean discovered that the China beetles could now reproduce 
with just 14 hours and 10 minutes of daylight, in what he called “probably the fastest case 
known” of photoperiod evolution. The invisible barrier of the 38th parallel no longer 
existed. In 2006 the City of St. George, Utah, released beetles along the Virgin River, 
well below the promised boundary line.
21
 The insects thrived. Two years later they 
entered Arizona and began munching on trees that cradled willow flycatcher nests.  
In 2009 the Center for Biological Diversity and the Maricopa Audubon Society 
filed a lawsuit against the U.S. Department of Agriculture for violating their promise to 
keep beetles away from flycatcher habitat. The USDA quickly settled the lawsuit by 
agreeing to rethink the biocontrol program in cooperation with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service. In 2010 the USDA formally banned the release or interstate transport of the 
Diorahadba beetle in 13 western states, under the threat of stiff penalties imposed by the 
Endangered Species Act.  
In the meantime, the beetles already released continued their southward march. 
“If they move down the Colorado, into central Arizona, then we’re going to have the 
extinction of the flycatcher,” said Dr. Robin Silver, cofounder of the Center for 
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Biological Diversity and an ardent wildlife photographer devoted to the San Pedro 
River.
22
 Willow flycatchers, Silver warns, are incredibly faithful to their birthplace. If the 
trees disappear, the songbirds will go with them. Hanging in this delicate balance, the 
remaining flycatchers continue building their nests in whatever trees they can find.  
 
 
Dreams of water salvage never quite disappeared from salt cedar control efforts. In 2006 
Congress passed the Salt Cedar and Russian Olive Control Demonstration Act, which 
authorized $15 million a year to remove invasive species from western rivers. Among 
other things, the act required the Secretary of the Interior to “monitor and document any 
water savings from the control of salt cedar and Russian olive trees, including impacts to 
both groundwater and surface water.”23 
The goal of water savings meant everything to the politicians and resource 
managers of the Southwest. To “save” or “conserve” water meant not to use it wisely, but 
to rescue it from rivers and aquifers and make it available to humans. Water demand in 
western cities continued to increase while rumors of climate change troubled predictions 
for the future. A series of agreements ensured that water shortages on the Colorado River 
would be dealt with quickly and ruthlessly.  
The Central Arizona Project holds a junior water right on the river, meaning its 
supply would be the first cut off in a time of shortage. Recognizing this risk, CAP 
managers set out in search of new water. Desalination, cloud seeding, a new dam, a canal 
to Mexico—among all the newfangled options discussed in the 2009 annual report, 
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“vegetation management” stands out as an echo of old ideas about invasive species, 
embedded deep in Southwestern culture.  
“Non-native plants such as the tamarisk (salt-cedar) and Russian olive are 
pervasive along the lower Colorado River,” the report states. “These thirsty plants grow 
quickly and cover a larger area than native vegetation such as cottonwood and willow. It 
is estimated that as much as two million acre-feet of water could be saved by removing 
the non-native invaders and replacing them with native plants.”24  
Two million acre-feet—enough water to supply the entire state of Arizona for 
three months. But this is “paper water,” disconnected from real ecosystems. The old idea 
of “plant as machine,” a monster of our own making, reemerged in the report’s language 
to sketch an image of salt cedar roots drinking from a deep bucket of water, easily 
reallocated to human use. The reality is much more complex. Stark numbers ignore the 
intricate workings of tree, rain, soil, river—not a machine whose parts can be scrapped 
for other uses, but a delicate dance of interrelationships.  
In response to the 2006 congressional act, the USGS spent four years reviewing 
scientific literature about salt cedar and compiling a comprehensive document with their 
conclusions. Coauthored by dozens of scientists from the USGS, the U.S. Bureau of 
Reclamation, the U.S. Forest Service, and universities, including Glenn and Nagler, the 
Science Assessment firmly overturns the notion of water salvage. “To date, research and 
demonstration projects have not shown that is it feasible to salvage (or save) significant 
amounts of water for consumptive use by removing saltcedar,” the report states.25  
The authors list one possible exception. Native trees in river corridors, such as 
cottonwoods and willows, can grow in stands just as dense, and drink just as much water, 
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as the “thirsty” salt cedar trees. But higher up in the floodplain, smaller plants like desert 
broom, whitethorn acacia and creosote subsist almost entirely on rainfall. Salt cedar can 
march into this drier zone by tapping into the water table with its long roots. 
Theoretically, clearing salt cedar from these higher terraces could “save” groundwater. 
The report’s authors caution that this approach has never been effectively demonstrated, 
and recent studies by scientists at the University of Utah suggest that salt cedar trees on 
the upper terraces of the Colorado River consume only small amounts of water.
26
  
Even if a salvageable amount could be calculated, claiming the water in court 
remains a serious obstacle. A 2004 law review article, dramatically entitled “Death 
Penalty to Water Thieves,” describes how a farmer named Harvey Phelps attempted to 
claim a modest 181 acre-feet of water by cutting down salt cedar along a section of the 
Arkansas River. The Colorado Supreme Court reluctantly ruled against him, stating that 
the water was not “new” but simply reallocated from the existing supplies, and thus 
subject to the priority right system. Fearing the pandemonium that would ensue if they 
allowed farmers to salvage water from trees, the judges wrote that “thirsty men cannot 
step into the shoes of a water thief.”27   
 While the notion of water salvage is difficult to relinquish, scientists and resource 
managers are beginning to recognize the significance of the physical and legal barriers. 
The Science Assessment is a sign of how far science has come since the USGS first 
torched salt cedar trees in Safford Valley for the sake of a copper mine. The document 
acknowledges the complexities of living ecosystems, and gently suggests changes to 
policies that simplify salt cedar as the scapegoat. It cites recent work by Juliet Stromberg 
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and others showing that if underlying ecological processes support salt cedar habitat, 
even the most effective removal and restoration plan is likely to fail.  
Neatly summing up two centuries of mistakes, the report cautions: “In many 
cases, tremendous effort, resources and time have been applied to achieve an intended 
goal (for example, water salvage) with little yield on the investment, poor ability to 
quantify yields or lack thereof, and little new knowledge to inform future efforts.”  
 
 
Today salt cedar might cover as much as 900,000 acres of the western United States, 
although no detailed surveys have been conducted. As the climate warms, the trees are 
likely to march northward and upward, invading cooler regions and higher elevations.
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Drought, dams and depleted groundwater create ready-made niches no longer suitable for 
native plants, further encouraging salt cedars to spread. The imported beetles, meanwhile, 
are adjusting their life cycles to swarm southward. In time, the two species—eater and 
eaten—will adapt to a new equilibrium.  
 The image we’ve created for salt cedar trees—thirsty, voracious and 
overcrowding—is a mirror we can hold up to our own interaction with the Southwest. 
Westerners might learn something from invasive trees and imported beetles about 
coexistence. All plants and animals move in the long span of geologic time, fitting into 
new niches and evolving new relationships. As climate change turn ecosystems into 
jigsaw puzzles, conditions that little resemble the past become a fact of the future.  
  In a 2011 commentary in Nature, 19 ecologists argued that land managers should 
no longer rely on the origin of a species to direct their actions, but instead consider 
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dispassionate scientific evidence on whether a species harms or benefits its ecosystem.
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Certainly some invasive species inflict great damage. Pathogens and predators introduced 
to islands like Hawaii and the Galapagos, or to island-like ecosystems such as lakes and 
prairie remnants, can cause dramatic alterations. But beyond these notable exceptions, 
ecosystems rarely collapse when a new species arrives on the scene. Unlike clear-cutting 
or the destruction of a river, invasions alone don’t devastate a region.     
 The commentary received vitriolic responses, some fearful that funding for 
invasion ecology would vanish if all exotics were pronounced innocent until proven 
guilty, others accusing the authors of setting the bar for science too high.  
 The outcry reveals how land management has become reliant on single-minded 
goals. Sweeping policy decisions are often made based on a single target resource—
water, timber, copper or an endangered species. Some scientists now call for a different 
kind of management, one that recognizes the needs of entire ecosystems, with all their 
complicated and marvelous interconnections. That means changing our notions of value, 
stripping away the stereotypes and labels we’ve crafted and seeing what’s really there.  
A holistic approach to land management means admitting that the malevolence 
westerners have attributed to salt cedar trees properly belongs to our own carelessness, 
greed or mistakes. People drive rapid changes in ecosystems, not the species we 
introduce. The salt cedar case illustrates how a prevalence of unwanted plants might 
indicate a deeper disruption. It’s easier to pull up a plant than face the unpleasant task of 
changing our lifestyles or redesigning our cities and farms. In such cases, eradication 
efforts at best redirect attention and resources away from underlying problems, and at 
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worse remove the benefits that exotic species can provide when native species no longer 
have the conditions they need to survive. 
There’s no returning the Southwest to the conditions that existed before salt cedar, 
or Anglo-American settlers, arrived. But there may be a way to restore some portion of 
that wildness, by recognizing wildness as a valuable asset in human history. Water 
slipping through a riverbank or evaporating from the broad surfaces of leaves isn’t a 
wasted resource. It’s exactly what ecosystems need to continue their quiet, everyday 
services, purifying the air, strengthening the soil, and recirculating the water we drink.  
A healthy ecosystem, given the chance, will heal itself from damaging invasions, 
or accept new species as belonging within its web of interactions. To preserve that health, 
we need to recognize our own voracity, and relinquish at least some of a river’s water 
from the demands of human consumption.   
This is a new vision for the Southwest—a springtime pulse of cold snowmelt, 
branches cradling the twiggy nest of songbirds, and trees casting their seeds windward to 
find a place in the rich black silt.
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CHAPTER 5. SHALLOW ROOTS 
 
Chris and I drove down narrow streets stamped with the names of a mining town—
Granite, Petroleum, Cyanide, Prospect, alongside of Maple, Oak Creek, Rose. We had 
arrived the night before, when we could see little of Florence beyond sleeping outline of 
the Cheyenne Mountains, a fox darting across the road, the shadowy bulk of deer poised 
for flight along the highway. I worried that I wouldn’t recognize the house—I’d only 
seen photographs—but we turned a corner and there it was, unmistakable in the pale 
morning light. Low and square, it opened its door crosswise to Fourth Street to face the 
remnants of the garden. November, and the grapevines along the fence leafless and bare. 
We parked and got out, tentative. The dog across the street began to bark.  
 No one lived here anymore—the distant relative who owned the place died only a 
few weeks ago, my grandmother said when she gave me the address over the phone—and 
so we unlatched the gate, feeling like trespassers, and circled around the tiny cottage. 
Beige, blue, pink, and mauve, the stones in the walls made a patchwork of sunset colors, 
rounded and smooth and chinked together like a puzzle. My grandmother told me stories 
about this house. Her parents hauled each stone up from the creek—Nell pregnant with 
her first child—choosing among the tumbled, ore-rich hills the pieces to make their 
home. Glass bottles filled with water on the windowsills caught the sun and warmed the 
rooms at night. A cradle stood in the corner. 
 I put my hand on the wall. My ancestors arrived in Colorado in 1884, more than a 
decade after the first railroads and telegraph lines began to tame the Great American 
Desert and fill in the blank spaces on the map. Anglo settlers in the Colorado Territory 
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had voted in favor of statehood eight years before. By 1889 the government had awarded 
almost 27 million acres of public land to hundreds of thousands of homesteaders in 




To own land—that dream must have burned inside my great-great-great 
grandparents, Delia and Michael Geraghty, both orphans of Ireland’s potato famine. 
Catholics denied the privilege of property, they left their home country on the coffin 
ships, impoverished children washed into the streets of Brooklyn. Some kindly stranger 
must have fed and sheltered them in those hard, hungry days, but whatever debt I owe 
remains unpaid.  
They were not pioneers. They were swept westward in a wave of immigrants, 
flotsam and jetsam in the tide of manifest destiny. The number of homesteaders rose each 
decade: By the time Delia’s first grandchild, Nell, was born, the government had given 
away nearly 170 million acres. Under the Homestead Act, anyone could earn title to 160 
acres of public land west of the Mississippi simply by living on the property for five 
years and “improving” it with crops or cattle. Anglo settlers, including a few women and 
freed slaves, crowded into wilderness areas recently swept clean of native tribes by 
government-issued rifles, forced relocation, starvation and disease.  
One hundred and sixty acres of the flat, fertile prairies that covered much of the 
Midwest—square after square of the same rich soil, the same steady rain—could support 
a hardworking family. But in the Rocky Mountains and the largely unknown deserts 
beyond, the surveyors’ checkered maps shattered against the unremitting fact of the land. 
One hundred and sixty acres of dry rangeland was much too small to feed a family, and 
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much too large to irrigate without the government’s help. Early arrivals snapped up the 
springs and river bottoms, rendering the surrounding rangelands worthless. Timber and 
oil barons laid claim to vast untrammeled acres, stripped them to naked stone and left 
without filing for the property title. Banks took control of abandoned homesteads and 
sold them to the highest bidder.  
In the twenty years immediately following the legislation’s passage, only a third 
of the applicants “proved up” by surviving on the homestead for five years—an 
enormous failure rate resulting from rampant fraud, racism and simple ignorance of how 
to survive in the semiarid and arid lands west of the Mississippi.   
Major John Wesley Powell, the quasi-politician and one-armed military man best 
known for braving the unknown rapids of the Grand Canyon in an unwieldy boat, offered 
a rare voice of reason. His harrowing journey down the Colorado taught him the power 
that water holds over the human mind. He clung one-handed to sheer sandstone cliffs cut 
by the geologic patience of the river; strained the Colorado’s red silt from his morning 
coffee; felt the insistent fingers of whitewater rapids examine and dismiss him like a log. 
Powell had seen the lands beyond the hundredth meridian. He was a scientist at heart, a 
keen-eyed observer with an inquiring mind. 
Powell advised Congress to abandon their fanatical adherence to quarter-section 
parcels and instead distribute western lands according to the availability of water. 
Political boundaries should be organized around watersheds, he told the astonished 
residents of western territories, to bind the fates of homesteaders together. As for the 
Homestead Act, 80 acres would suffice for irrigated land, but a rancher needed 2,560 
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acres to make a living on dry rangeland, which should remain an unfenced commons 
where cattle could roam widely in search of grass.  
He came very close to succeeding. Powell argued so persuasively that Congress 
temporarily closed public lands to homesteaders to give the U.S. Geological Survey time 
to make accurate maps. Apoplectic senators soon dashed Powell’s plan to pieces and 
flung open the West to uncontrolled settlement once more. Powell, the disenchanted 
prophet, spent the last few years of his life writing ethnographic studies of the native 
tribes whose cultures and languages had fragmented and shattered under the flood of 
white settlers. Nine years after his death Congress reluctantly doubled the amount of land 
available to homesteaders in arid lands. The change came too late to matter.
 2
   
 
 
“Acquainted with many places, he is rooted in none,” Wallace Stegner writes of the 
displaced person. “Culturally he is a discarder or transplanter, not a builder or conserver. 
He even seems to like and value his rootlessness….”3 
For the first quarter of my life I stayed put, clinging to my birthplace in Tucson. 
Migration did not come easily to me, although I always knew I belonged to the 
conquerors, a latecomer to one of the oldest continuously inhabited regions in North 
America. My story sat squarely on the wrong side of colonization, and sometimes I 
longed for that other Arizona, the one that might have been if my ancestors and those 
before them—the fur trappers and gold seekers and railroad barons—had stopped on the 
brink, shook the dust from their hats and turned around. 
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I didn’t know why I had taken this detour to see my great-grandmother’s house. 
Nell’s portrait hung on my wall at home in Iowa, in the center of a row of black-and-
white photographs of my maternal ancestors, beginning with Delia Geraghty and ending 
with me. I recognized the curve of the cheekbone, the stubborn lift to the chin. They 
learned to have shallow roots, these women. They learned to live tidal lives, their 
birthplaces rising and ebbing in their blood. I feared I had inherited their fate—to follow 
their husbands, always uprooted, dissatisfied, displaced. I nearly didn’t hang the 
photographs at all, knowing within the year I would pack them up again.    
All told, three million people applied for land under the Homestead Act. Only half 
that number successfully claimed title. One scholar estimates that these rooted people, 
those with property and assets to their name, now have 46 million descendants in 
America.
4
 I belong to other half, the descendants sprung from families who claimed land 
and failed to keep it, the scammers and swindlers, the ones stranded in the debris of their 
dreams west of the hundredth meridian.  
My great-great-great grandfather, Michael Geraghty, took on the thankless task of 
serving as a fire marshal in the Leadville mines, which were enjoying a short-lived silver 
boom. He led the first Labor Day Parade in the hardscrabble mining town. Later he 
became a courthouse bailiff, in a town that had earned a reputation for swindles, shoot-
outs and violent strikes. He worked until the day of his death at the age of 85. As far as I 
know, he had no property to bequeath.   
At the age of 19 his granddaughter, Nell, married a coal miner named Buren 
Fisher. In the course of a few years they moved between nine houses in Colorado, all 
rentals. I’d heard stories of those days, and of a great-grandfather I never knew. As a 
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child Buren had lived in a tent on the desolate desert scrub at Rattlesnake Butte while his 
parents constructed a log cabin on their 320 acres of free land. Not long after its 
completion the cabin burned to the ground. An old cowboy riding by reached through the 
window and snatched a pillow and blanket, the only possessions that survived.  
The family abandoned the homestead and moved to Florence, where Buren and 
Nell later met and married. In 1939, with Nell’s first baby curled inside her womb, the 
young couple purchased a half-acre of land—at last, a place to call home—and began 
hauling stones from the creek.  
 
 
The town hadn’t yet awakened around us. Across the street, the dog continued to bark, 
but no one ventured out to ask our names. We peered through the dark panes of the 
kitchen window, trying to make out the snug interior of Buren and Nell’s stone house. 
Then we knocked on the neighbor’s door to the left. No one answered. On the other side, 
an elderly couple began to pull their car out from the driveway. They paused when they 
saw us approach and rolled down a window, eyeing my husband’s ponytail. I made a 
flustered explanation, and delight diffused over their faces.  
The stone house belonged to them. They had inherited it from my great-aunt 
Lurleen (Buren’s older sister) after her death. They were just heading out—meeting a 
friend in town—but insisted that we invite ourselves inside and take all the photographs 
we wanted. “We hardly ever have plans on the weekends,” the woman, Barbara, said by 
way of apology. She scribbled her phone number on a slip of paper—“Do call the next 
time you’re in Florence.”    
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We slipped back through the gate feeling a little less surreptitious. Inside, walls 
neatly divided the tiny space into kitchen, bathroom and all-purpose living room, which 
contained a hodgepodge collection of furniture—bed, desk, dresser and a glass table 
displaying a collection of fossils and shells. When Nell lived here, the house held only a 
single room, with a tiny closet for a modest “changing room.” The house had served as a 
garage, a barn and a storage shed at various time in the last seven decades, but someone 
had fitted it for guests, adding cupboards in a shade of avocado green that made me think 
the remodel happened in the seventies. I imagined the place stripped to its wood-paneled 
walls, or even down to stone, as it must have looked when Nell and Buren lived here. The 
cement floor tilted sharply toward the door, dropped by decades of residents drawing 
irrigation water from the Union Ditch just outside.   
The new owners planned to sell the house for $100,000. I watched Chris look 
around the rooms with his carpenter’s eyes, and knew he was imagining, too, what it 
would look like restored. Momentarily I was captivated by the thought of reclaiming my 
great-grandmother’s home, replanting the garden, grapes heavy on the staggering fence 
all summer. (To repair—from the Latin re-patria, meaning to return to one’s native 
country, go home again). But what would we do in Florence? The mining boom ended 
long ago. The town’s major economy came from selling antiques to occasional tourists 
like us, stopping for gas or coffee on their way to somewhere else.   
As we stepped outside, I traced my fingers down a bold blue stone in the wall. 
Such craftsmanship went into this house, the backbreaking work of hauling stone made 
graceful by its geometric beauty. I can only assume they meant to stay, to raise their 
children in Colorado’s windswept plains, waking every morning with the same mountains 
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defining the horizon. One day in 1942 Buren came home black with dust from crawling 
the narrow mining shafts and told Nell he had taken a job in California. America needed 
aircraft for the war, and industries on the coast needed workers. Nell’s heart broke. She 
bundled up her two daughters—Kathy just learning to walk, Linda still a baby—and 
followed her husband west.   
 
Patient centuries taught the plants outside my childhood home how to handle a simple 
problem: too much sun and too little water. They need the sun for photosynthesis, the 
chemical reaction that transforms a rain of photons into sugars and starches, the stuff of 
living matter. They need chlorophyll-stuffed leaves to harness the sun. But leaves lose 
water in the scorching desert heat, and they don’t have water to spare.  
The tiny oval leaves of the mesquite tree turn slantwise to sunlight, coyly sidling 
away from fierce direct rays. The palo verde drops its leaves altogether in the heat and 
carries out photosynthesis in its waxy green bark, as if switching costumes with a cactus. 
The cacti rolled up primordial leaves up into thorns long ago and learned to hoard water 
in their uncomplaining bellies.    
Shallow roots are a survival mechanism here. The hardpan soils of the Sonoran 
desert refuse to soak up water. Hard summer rains sheet off the surface, perhaps sinking 
an ephemeral ribbon of moisture into the top inch or so. After millennia of practice, 
plants have learned how to live with this. A two-foot tall cholla, its jointed limbs 
radiating with golden spines, will sent out roots as far as 30 feet, most of them within the 
first inch or two of the surface. Agaves try a different tactic: They keep their roots tucked 
in tight, and channel rainwater to them through the long runnels of their spongy, sword-
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like leaves, much to the benefit of the Mexican brewers who harvest the agave’s heart 
and ferment the juices into mezcal, tequila.       
Agaves, like many other desert succulents, have learned how to open up their 
pores at night, squirrel away pockets of carbon dioxide in acid form, and close up shop in 
the morning. This allows them to conduct photosynthesis in the privacy of their cells 
without losing any water from their leaves in the daytime heat. During droughts they 
keep the tiny mouths of their stomata permanently closed and slough off their roots, like a 
shopkeeper hammering boards over the windows. A kind of hibernation takes over, with 
the barest level of breathing still pulsing in their tissues, carbon dioxide and oxygen 
endlessly recycled. Even a quarter-inch of rain can turn a key in the locked doors and 
usher the plant back to life.  
Shrubs like brittlebush and creosote send down deeper roots, which means they 
avoid the crowded upper levels of the soil profile but have to wait for more intense rain. 
The ocotillo masquerades as a bouquet of dead sticks for most of the year, fifteen or 
twenty feet tall, until the rainy season makes it put on a twist of heady green leaves 
topped with a spray of red blossoms. The poet Peggy Shumaker says that the ocotillo 
“explodes into salsa,” and I always remember that description when I pass fields of those 
spiny bundles, their roots gripping limestone, deceptively decorous, biding their time.
5
     
 “No desert plant is known to use very deep roots as a primary strategy for 
survival,” says my field guide to the Sonoran Desert, and it’s true that while mesquite 
trees with taproots descending 200 feet into the caliche and sandstone have been 
recorded, mostly they dig their toes in the upper three feet.
6
 Exotic trees tend to sink the 
deepest roots. Salt cedars flourish where native cottonwoods and willows no longer reach 
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water. The eucalyptus trees in my backyard, transplants from Australia, had roots that 
radiated out 100 feet in all directions and sunk as much as 60 feet into the ground. Exotic 
trees spend their resources looking for water. Native trees mostly learn to do without. 
 
 
The state highway that cut through Florence slowed at stoplights and meandered 
reluctantly around stubborn old houses that wouldn’t move out of the way for progress. 
Chris parked the pickup and we walked to Main Street. Evergreen wreathes decked two-
story brick shops, and every lamppost bore aloft a cluster of red Christmas bells. We 
lingered in antique stores, fingering quilts and copper teakettles, and dawdled over 
cheesecake and cups of hot chocolate in the nearest café—stealing the hours, reluctant to 
get back on the road.  
Sometimes I felt most at home on the highway. We had put over twenty thousand 
miles on the old Toyota truck since our marriage, covering back roads all over the West, 
near every state between my Arizona and his North Dakota. Chris and I each spent our 
lives in a place we never thought to leave, as far north and south as you can get without a 
passport. Severed from certainty by wedding vows, set loose in the geography of 
compromise, I didn’t know what to call home. Marriage shook my bedrock assumption 
that I would always live in a desert. Chris talked about looking for work up north, closer 
to his family—seven siblings and a host of relatives that had never set foot outside of 
Grand Forks. On a recent visit, driving the now-familiar highway through farm fields and 
autumn-tinged woodlands, he unexpectedly snapped, “I don’t think you’re taking me 
seriously.” I looked at him in astonishment. Until that moment, I hadn’t been.  
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On the hill above town, I could see the curve of the road where Nell and Buren 
parked the car in the early days of their courtship and watched the first stars appear. Chris 
and I once did the same in the foothills above Tucson. I tried to imagine Nell walking 
these same streets, holding her daughter’s hand as they made their way home on a chill 
evening, groceries in hand. My imagination failed. I could see her only as I knew her in 
the last years of her life, grey-haired and frail, waving from the front step of the yellow 
house in Long Beach beside the blooming hydrangeas. She retained a spirit and 
stubbornness, and an inexhaustible love of a good joke, her entire life.  I never thought to 
ask her about those days in Colorado until time took her memory away. 
My grandfather married Nell’s oldest daughter, Kathy, and brought her from 
California to Arizona as the nation rounded the corner on the fifties and headed for 
something entirely new. Tucson had just undergone the largest population explosion in its 
history, its residents quadrupling in a single decade. Grandpa, discharged from his duties 
as a Navy firefighter with a peacetime injury that left him blind in one eye, bought up 
empty lots and built houses for strangers to live in. He had come to Tucson as a teenager 
with his father in the days when the only road took a long, roundabout loop to the south. 
When the tire blew, they patched it with baling wire. When the car ran out of gas, they 
chugged the rest of the way on fuel from a Coleman stove.  
Tucson’s population rose at least 20 percent every decade since that big boom in 
the fifties, and I watched the growing sprawl with an unjustified sense of possession.
7
 I 
live in a migratory culture, sprung from the uniquely American view that destiny always 
lay to the West. The nation wanted to move, come hell or high water, and we told 
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ourselves stories that made it seem as if a vacant continent stretched into the sunset, 
opportunity fattening like citrus fruit on every tree.  
If history repeats itself, then these are the new days of the Homestead Act. The 
five cities in America with the least secure water resources (Tucson, Phoenix, Mesa, Las 
Vegas and Los Angeles, all reliant on the Colorado River) grow in leaps and bounds, 
while wet, cloudy places in the East and Midwest slowly lose population.
8
 Newcomers 
arrive in search of sunshine and unpolluted skies, opportunities and economic 
advancement, the same reasons people always moved west. They arrive in the desert with 
a buoyant confidence that it can supply all their desires.  
Thus far, westerners have thrived at the expense of others—native tribes like the 
Navajo and Tohono O’odham, Mexican farmers and fishermen downstream, and the 
environment itself. My grandfather told me stories about fishing for trout in the Santa 
Cruz River. He was fond of tall tales: I never knew whether or not to believe him. I grew 
up on those same riverbanks, which flooded with silt and debris once or twice each 
summer and then sank back into a bed of dry sand.  
“I think it would be almost a criminal act to go on as we are doing now, and allow 
thousands and hundreds of thousands of people to establish homes where they cannot 
maintain themselves,” John Wesley Powell thundered to Congress in 1890 during the 
hearing that would ultimately dismantle his plan for thoughtful and controlled western 
settlement.   
This must be what he meant, I thought as I fixed in my mind the painstaking 
arrangement of the stones in my great-grandmother’s house: this heartbreak. My family 
history tells the story of a nation’s westering, which is not all conquest and bloodshed, 
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presidents and pioneers. Mostly it is a story about women who uprooted themselves again 
and again to follow their husbands and fathers, chasing the frontier until we washed up 
against the Pacific Ocean and had nowhere else to go.   
Now I fiercely love a landscape that cannot sustain me, a place wounded by my 
presence. It could have been anywhere. I could have loved anything—the rich silk of a 
forest night or the wide prairie sky. My grandfather could have kept the car going, 
spluttering on fuel from the propane tank and wired together with dreams, up the coast to 
Oregon or south clear into Mexico. I could have belonged to a place that no one else 
wanted, rich in rivers, unburdened with stories.  
The moment to choose slipped by that June day in 1890, when the congressmen 
facing Powell across the Senate floor doubted the maps, denied the rainfall statistics, and 
subsumed the hard fact of the desert beneath the myth of our desires. 
 
 
The more I learned about my hometown, the more I felt the urge to drift, migrate, uproot, 
inherited from a family legacy of movement. Sometimes I envisioned raising a family in 
a place of my own choosing, where Chris and I could walk to the nearest farm to buy 
fresh vegetables, where the summers fulfilled their covenant of green and the maple 
leaves turned translucent in autumn. Sometimes I longed for snow, and the measured 
rhythm of a year split into four seasons.  
  One weekend in my husband’s riverside town in North Dakota, I imagined I 
could almost—almost—live there, walking each morning along the Red River’s banks, 
miles to the east of the hundredth meridian. The grave brick houses downtown that had 
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weathered great floods seemed anchored in a land grown hospitable with summer. 
Neighbors who remembered Chris from his childhood came out into the street to shake 
his hand and welcome him home.    
Yet longing for Tucson always welled up within me—the city lights sprawling 
between the cupped hands of mountains, the cries of mourning doves, the clean aroma of 
creosote. I envied my husband’s knack of fitting himself into any landscape. We drifted 
down Main Street, looking into the brightly lit windows—bejeweled Christmas trees in 
every one—the day growing gray with cloud. Chris spun plans for an antique store of his 
own, with a workshop in the back to refinish old furniture rescued from dilapidated 
homesteads in the hills. He had always hoped to buy a house with a century or more to its 
name that we could redeem from ruin, restoring the knotty wood trim, repainting the 
shutters, onion and garlic and chili peppers strung from the kitchen rafters.  
I let him ramble, the unfamiliarity of the place closing around me like a curtain. 
Soon we would have to bundle back into the cab of the truck and continue our journey to 
my sister’s house in Albuquerque. We planned to celebrate Thanksgiving with my family 
and Christmas with my in-laws in North Dakota. I hadn’t gone back to Tucson for more 
than a year. For the first time, I would spend the holidays in houses that I had never 
called home.      
 
 
I once told my grandmother, with the self-assurance only children have, that I would 
never live anywhere where saguaros didn’t grow. She spread a map of North America on 
the kitchen table and encircled the tiny portion of the continent into which I had hemmed 
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myself: the southwestern corner of Arizona and a skinny strip on the western coast of 
Mexico. I was astonished. I had no idea that I lived in one of the most unique ecosystems 
on Earth. The flora and fauna I had assumed commonplace, even necessary, existed 
nowhere else—not just the many-armed saguaros towering on the skyline, but also the 
cactus wrens and Gila monsters, the bristly tribes of tusked javelinas, creatures that 
populated the private world of my childhood.  
 Now, like me, the desert plants I knew were forging into new territory, lacking 
feet but sending seeds abroad on obliging currents of wind and water. My grandmother 
told me that the saguaros on her property bloomed twice in one summer, unfurling white 
flowers to the night, something she had never seen before. A fluke, perhaps, but 
temperatures have been rising in the Southwest at a faster rate than the rest of the world, 
rewiring the life cycles of plants and animals. In days of fierce storms and long droughts, 
migration is a matter of survival. 
Alongside one of my favorite hiking trails in the Catalina Mountains, a quarter of 
the flowers significantly altered their life cycles in the last decade, most of them 
blossoming at higher elevations, though a few moved into moisture-rich niches 
downslope. Other wildflowers failed to adjust, rapidly losing opportunities to attract 
pollinators and produce seeds before high summer robs them of blossom and breath. 
They may simply need more time—but time, in a strange reversal after millennia of 
evolution, is working against them.
9
  
Across North America, land-bound animals are shifting their ranges northward at 
an average speed of ten miles a decade, and up mountain slopes at a slower rate, chasing 
the cool weather, following a receding ribbon of habitat.
10
 I found it hard to grasp this 
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enormous undertaking, this incredible journey—to move an entire species, with all its 
complex needs for food, water and healthy mates, on the feet and wings of one small life 
at a time. These animals travel across a continent fractured by highways, cities and 
transmission lines. They head unerringly toward the places where they know they can 
survive. They are moving fast. 
Exotic species complicate this great experiment. They tend to have an edge over 
native species in the competition for space because they have not hitched their life cycles 
to the rhythms of one specific place, and they often lack predators or pathogens to keep 
their populations in check. Cheatgrass, a Eurasian import that forms thick inflammable 
mats spiked with thorns, has begun to shift northward into Idaho, Montana and 
Wyoming, relinquishing its hold on the Great Basin.
11
 The sagebrush it crowded out 
would likely move north as well, abandoning its old stomping grounds.  
 Life abhors a vacuum; something will fill the gap. One ecologist, Bethany 
Bradley, has made the audacious suggestion that humans could shepherd the process by 
planting creosote or white bursage in the Great Basin, native to the larger ecoregion and 
well-suited to the expected shift in climate. She calls her proposal “transformative 
restoration,” akin to calling out the steps in a complex country dance where native and 
exotic species jostle for space on the floor.
12
   
Bradley’s idea, fraught with peril as it is, raises an important point: We now live 
in ecosystems of our own making. Humans have undertaken a vast remodel of the planet 
Earth, and we must look to a future that has no analog in history.  
I ache for Tucson’s prospects. The best predictions for climate change say that the 
Colorado River’s flows will diminish 10 to 20 percent by midcentury, around the time I 
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imagine my first grandchild will be born. Regional temperatures will rise; rainfall and 
snowfall will likely diminish.
13
 The science remains uncertain, but the risks are clear, 
because they arise not from ecology but from human-constructed systems. The complex 
politics that control water in the Colorado River Basin dictate that Tucson will be among 
the first to suffer shortages. What happens next I can hardly guess—but these days the 
hummingbirds that dart around the feeder are recent arrivals from Mexico, and oak 
sprouts in the fresh-burned forests where conifers once grew.  
In this strange and shifting world, what strategy should I adopt for survival? Keep 
moving or stay still? Again and again I look to the scarlet morning glory, the mesquite 
and the agave, the songbirds and coyotes and monarch butterflies, trying to relearn, as 
Aldo Leopold said, “the oldest task in human history: to live on a piece of land without 
spoiling it.”14   
 
 
Every summer my family drove to California to visit Nell and my great aunts and uncles. 
I imagined that the eight-hour drive from Tucson to the coast brought me into an alien 
world—everything green, everything wet, and the ocean!—but in truth we had only 
moved from one desert to another. Back then only Arizona and California existed in my 
mind. Colorado was just a place in my grandmother’s stories, and everything else 
belonged to a coloring-book world: big maple leaves, houses with peaked roofs, and 
snow.  
 When we arrived at the yellow house in Long Beach, one of my aunts would 
name my sisters and me in turn, and no matter how many times we enacted this ritual, 
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Nell would smile with surprise and exclaim, “What beautiful girls!” We always took her 
to the same restaurant for pizza, the Bixby, and then sometimes to the botanical gardens 
where my sisters and I would run ahead to trail our fingers in the water, delighted by the 
nibbles of Japanese carp.  
Nell must have loved the stone house where she spent the first years of a difficult 
marriage, because she had returned to Florence to give birth to her third child. My 
grandmother said that she never forgave Buren for taking her away from Colorado, 
though for years after his death she would pick up his photograph and ask, “Who is this 
handsome man?” In the last years of her life her mind held nothing except the words to 
Sunday school songs. She reversed backward in time, her memory tearing free like gauze 
to reveal only a deep gladness for this moment and the next. I remember her singing, my 
father strumming guitar. I can’t remember the last visit we made.  
The funeral took place in December, a few days shy of my twenty-second 
birthday. Nell’s five children said prayers, or washed dishes, or cried, each sheltered in 
the privacy of grief. On the return trip, my parents, sisters and I stopped at our favorite 
beach. We asked a stranger to take our photograph in the harbor, to match one we had 
taken years ago. The evening breeze fumbled cold fingers through the rigging of the 
ships; they rang like tiny bells. No sunset to speak of, only a fading glow behind a bank 
of cloud that tipped each wave in molten gold before giving way to night. It was as if, one 
final time, she had followed her husband over the horizon, into the west.      




From Florence, it took us nearly an hour to return to the main highway and continue our 
journey south. Sunset turned the horizon butter-yellow and sharp blue mountains 
plastered the sky as if cut out by scissors. In the fading light I saw how bleak the 
landscape looked: scattered juniper trees with knotted roots clutching the hardpacked 
ground, a few cows browsing among cholla cactus. A sliver of moon, hammered and bent 
into a horseshoe curve, rose above the hills, encircling a star. A slow meteor traced a 
fiery arc to earth.   
For the first time, I felt my great luck to marry a man who might take me away 
from the desert. My grandmother and great-grandmother and the women before them—
right back to Delia fleeing westward from Ireland—knew the heartbreak of following 
their husbands and starting anew. I could now imagine, faintly, the possibility of joy. 
Chris could teach me to love snow, green trees and flowing rivers, things I need to put 
down roots in a place than can sustain me. 
For all its dangers, there must be great rewards in landlessness, not the least that it 
teaches us how to deal with change and loss, the only sure things in an uncertain future. 
As much as I wanted to plant myself firmly against the current of time, the hours and 
days kept whisking by like leaves. I felt keenly how even memory, in the end, would 
fracture and fade. For Nell, music remained at the end of her life, and the joy of continual 
rediscovery. I could only hope to be so blessed, to find delight in the novelty of always 
standing on new terrain.   
Whether or not I left the desert, I knew it would transform within my lifetime into 
something beyond all recognition. Migration might be the best way to protect it, and 
more than that, the only way to really know the nature of this fracturing, shifting world. 
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For proof, I only had to look at the wave of plant and animal species traveling across the 
continent, a tidal movement slower and stranger than the ragged edge of sunrise. They 
gave me hope that I could learn, as the cougar and coyote and scarlet morning glory were 
learning, how to abandon the familiar. On this uncertain ground, I’d do well to imitate the 
brave faith of a species moving north one blue egg at a time.  
In a year or two Chris and I would be driving the highway again, the truck loaded 
heavy with whatever belongings we couldn’t bear to leave behind. I didn’t yet know what 
direction we would travel, but I suspected that I would have to let go of my cherished 
dream to build a future in Tucson, just as Chris would relinquish his childhood home in 
Grand Forks. This was a loving a place the hard way: by growing shallow roots, 
preparing any moment to move on when the weather shifted or the soil changed. It meant 
making a home out of the things we could carry, the companionship we had in one 
another; and though Shakespeare thought that love was an ever-fixed mark, I knew that 
we had made our marriage strong in movement.  
The pickup grumbled and lurched uphill into the Sangre de Cristo Mountains. 
Outside the windshield, juniper gave way to bristlecone pine and leafless rivers of aspen 
trees. Then we dropped into desert again, darker and denser than the star-splattered sky 
above.     
I thought of the house Nell had loved so dearly and lived in for so short a time, 
functional in its simplicity, yet beautiful. Despite her pregnancy and poverty, despite the 
bitter edge of the Great Depression, she found time to choose each stone with an eye for 
its artistry, a love of sunset colors.    
 I couldn’t guess its fate—what stranger would claim it for their own, or what use 
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they would find for it. We would never have a chance to restore the house to its original 
state, to turn back time and start again. Yet restore also means, at its roots, to give back, 
to make amends. Transformative restoration: Not a return to the past, but a thoughtful 
movement into the future. Chris reached over to take my hand. The truck hurtled forward, 
its headlights illuminating a round patch of the highway, all else beyond the windows 




CHAPTER 6. FOSSIL CREEK 
 
The Mogollon Rim buckles 200 miles across the center of Arizona, a jagged escarpment 
that splits the state in half: high cool canyon country to the north, and the arid plains and 
isolated mountains of the Basin and Range Province to the south. Rivers, cutting deep 
chasms through the rim, expose its deepest layers: limestone and sandstone laid down in 
the Paleozoic era when a vast ocean lapped over this landscape, brimming with trilobites 
and mollusks. Higher and newer come the sheer white cliffs of Coconino sandstone, a 
windblown dune long since squeezed into rock. Highest of all, deep flows of basaltic lava 
meld and overlay the rim, the legacy of ancient volcanic eruptions that remade Arizona in 
the middle of the Cenozoic era, 30 million years ago.   
 No horizon here. Any direction you look the Rim Country billows and folds, 
mountains green with pines in the foreground, hazy blue in the distance. Far to the south 
the Sierra Madres jut upward in northern Mexico, blocking the currents of moist air that 
once swirled in from the Pacific and the Gulf of California. Thick conifer forests covered 
these hills in that cooler and wetter climate, before restless geology intervened. Now 
scrappy little junipers scratch a living from stretches of bare red sand, mingling in the 
higher elevations with piñon pine. Mesquite, manzanita and ubiquitous cactus flourish on 
the steep slopes, demanding no more than scant rainfall provides.  
 I stood below all that, after dropping 1,500 vertical feet into a canyon on a joint-
popping four-mile trail that switchbacked down a mountainside. I hadn’t meant to come 
this way. Almost everyone drives a car to Fossil Creek and hikes the Flume Trail along 
its banks, the easier route. But the road was blocked. A rockslide, someone told me. 
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Another hiker thought the U.S. Forest Service closed it early on the chance that a late 
spring snowstorm might pummel the mountains tonight.  
 Hot and cloudless now, and though accustomed to capricious desert weather, I 
smiled at the thought of snow. My mother and sisters waited somewhere upstream, 
refusing to hike any farther. My father had already crashed on ahead. I turned my face 
into the spray of the waterfall, reveling in the clean, sharp scent of water.  
The upper reaches of Fossil Creek run dry most of the year until you reach the hot 
springs. They fountain continually from some invisible bastion underground at 43 cubic 
feet of water per second, summer or winter, near a constant temperature of 72 degrees. 
When I hiked past the springs minutes earlier, I could hear the creek’s springtime trickle 
abruptly switch to a roar. Green erupted around me, moss and maidenhair fern thick and 
dripping at every turn.  
 I came looking for a dam, or the remains of one. I made the trip to see an act of 
restoration: Fossil Creek represented the first decommissioned dam in Arizona, and I 
wanted to see for myself if a creek dammed for nearly a century could really regain its 
former self. Although I inquired in the nearest towns, Pine and Strawberry, nobody 
seemed to know whether the electric company took the dam down or simply turned it off. 
The last hiker I passed, a mile back, said he looked for the structure without any success. 
He only found this waterfall, the one place on the trail marked with a sign. I watched 
water rush over the straight, clean lip and plunge into the travertine bowls below. 
 For most of Fossil Creek’s history, until the dam’s construction, travertine 
determined its fate. Pale, tan or cream-colored, slick layers of travertine form from 
calcium carbonate, dissolved out of limestone and laid down by warm, chalky water. 
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Contact with oxygen and turbulent flow speeds up the process. Water continually 
polishes the stone, adding layer upon layer until the creek becomes a cascade of deep 
round pools and natural travertine dams.
1
 
 A willow, yellow with catkins, sprouted from the heart of a downed log in the 
creek. Newly-formed travertine wrapped around its slender trunk. I upturned a mat of 
plush green moss. Ochre grit coated its underside. Calcium carbonate glues organic 
material together, filling in the voids. As leaf matter and algae decays, mineral replaces it, 
chameleon-like taking on its shapes and patterns. Centuries of deposition will raise the 
riverbed until it seems like it wants to climb out of the canyon to see the view. Floods 
keep the runaway river in check. Every thousand or ten thousand years a deluge will 
scrape Fossil Creek back to bedrock and the whole process begins again.  
  The faded Forest Service sign bore a sketch of the creek. I had reached the upper 
part of the Flume Trail, with Coconino National Forest on my right and Deadman Mesa 
rising to the left. The trail widened ahead, large enough for a brave driver to jockey a 
jeep. I put my finger on the map and traced the distance from the springs to the dam—not 
far. A red dotted line outlined the creek, marked “No Camping.”  
 In neat letters, the sign proclaimed: Wilderness is a place where natural processes 
are the primary influences on land and human activity is limited to primitive recreation. 
It is a place where the imprint of humans is substantially unnoticed.  
 I turned again to look at the waterfall. The thought crossed my mind that perhaps I 
had found the dam after all—but no, surely not. Arizona Public Service had 
decommissioned the dam and restored full flows to Fossil Creek only seven years ago. 
Ribbons of algae streamed down the waterfall’s flanks in shining green tangles. The 
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water plunged and bucked and foamed. A hiker framed the waterfall in his camera lens, 
and a couple of girls sunbathed on a nearby boulder, but other than their presence, the 
place looked as if humans had never touched it. I headed downstream, hiking fast to catch 
up with my father.   
 
 
The Mogollon Rim was one of the places I loved as a child, when my mother bundled my 
sisters and me into the backseat of the Toyota and swept us into reckless adventures. My 
best memories happened on the highway. I can trace this back to those groggy moments 
in the pre-dawn light when we slept on top of camping gear as our mother backed out of 
the long dirt curve of our driveway in Tucson. We woke to a strange world outside the 
windows—ponderosa pines, perhaps, instead of cactus, and the rising sun sending clean 
shafts across a cloudless sky.  
Mother put fishing poles into our hands almost before we could talk, hookless and 
baitless, just so we could feel the tug and pull of casting a line into water. Later we 
learned how to gut a trout in one long motion, tearing the belly open from the jaw, 
leaving only the kidney—a thin red line against the backbone—to scrape out with a 
fingernail. We camped anywhere we could drive in a day, including along the side of 
lonely highways when our gasping Toyota gave out. Even now the smell of oil, gasoline 
and burnt rubber awakens in me a longing for wild country and campfires. I learned to 
know intimately the transitioning world that flickered and blurred outside the window as 
we drove up mountain slopes: sagebrush desert to oak scrub, oak scrub to juniper and 
piñon pine, until only the evergreens stood fierce against the cold. 
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 The world seemed new, then, and every vista unmapped. But it only seemed that 
way. The Dilzhe’e (Tonto Apache) and Yavapai built homes in this canyon on top of the 
ruins of people who vanished long before. Fur trappers who explored the Rim Country in 
the early 1800s stripped beaver from the streams and disappeared into history with barely 
a note about the unusual “petrifications” that coated Fossil Creek, white as bone. Almost 
on their heels came the Arizona Mineral Belt Railroad, which attempted to blast a tunnel 
from the profitable copper mines in the south to the switching station at Flagstaff—not 
over the Mogollon Rim, but through it. A crew of four dozen men labored for a summer 
before abandoning the project scarcely 300 feet into a mountainside.  
It was a land for big dreams and schemes of profit, tamed enough by the end of 
the 19
th
 century for flocks of entrepreneurs and romantics to risk buying a railroad ticket 
west. A man named Charles Fletcher Lummis outshone them all. The son of a Methodist 
preacher, he made a name for himself by walking from Ohio to Los Angeles in 1884, 
astonishing readers who had grown accustomed to the luxury of a boxcar. He exalted in 
the desert’s isolation and danger, even as he paused at U.S. Post Offices along the way to 
send weekly dispatches to the Los Angeles Times. Newspaperman, womanizer, Harvard 
dropout, poet, Lummis epitomized the Americans he lured west. He made the long trek 
by wagon road to Fossil Creek—“up and down pitches that try the best legs and lungs”—
for no other reason than to see, and publicize, the romance of the spot.
2
 
 “Like hundreds of other springs in the west, they are so impregnated with mineral 
that they are constantly building great round basins for themselves, and for a long 
distance flow down over bowl after bowl,” he wrote in his 1891 travelogue, Some 





Lummis, and dozens of writers like him, ushered a new kind of American into the 
Southwest—simply put, Americans who wanted access. They wanted access to the 
luminous desert revealed in Lummis’ stories, mysterious, remote, shot through with 
danger. They wanted access to the railway lines and city hotels, easy points from which 
to strike out on a voyage of discovery. They became the last, most persistent wave in 
what historian Bernard DeVoto called “the desire of the westering nation.”4 Fossil Creek 
bears the scars of this relentless movement that began with exploitation and ended with 
devastating love.  
 
 
At every twist around the mountainside a new angle of Fossil Creek unfurled before me: 
serrated terraces and aquamarine pools half-hidden beneath the thickening corridor of 
cottonwood and sycamore trees, just beginning to leaf. The trail wound around sheer 
canyon walls, the creek bed growing ever more distant. The men who carved out the 
narrow road blasted straight through solid rock, exposing pockets of glittering calcite. 
When I caught up with my father, he paused now and then to point out fox and coyote 
scat, chockfull of blue juniper berries, or the oval droppings of deer. Mostly we hiked in 
silence. Jets traced white contrails through the solitude.  
 We couldn’t find anything that looked like a dam.   
 Up from the opposite direction, following much the same route, an indomitable 
woman named Mrs. Iva E. Tutt rode horseback in voluminous skirts early in the 1900s, 
leading a crew of engineers and surveyors and gritting her teeth against saddle sores. 
Newspapers, fond of printing her portrait, showed her dressed in formal gowns with dark 
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hair piled precariously high on her head. A delicate appearance belied the underlying 
steel. As a child she learned about the curious workings of turbines and generators from a 
devoted father, who worked on Mississippi steamboats.  
“I liked dolls well enough and their pretty clothes,” Tutt told a journalist, “but I 
liked best to play with cogs and pulleys or to watch the shiny governer on an engine whirl 
round and round in its dizzy dance. I learned machinery, just as I learned to talk, without 
knowing that I did.”5  
With no formal training, Tutt grew into a woman equally capable of managing 
business affairs or operating newfangled machines. She began her married life on a ranch 
in Montana, but she hated the open rangeland and endless skies. She craved a place 
where she could put her talents and imagination to work. Tutt shocked California by 
purchasing a franchise to supply electrical power to the towns of Long Beach and San 
Pedro, before moving to Prescott to launch a new enterprise on the Arizona frontier.
6
 In 
1903 the Los Angeles Times reported melodramatically, “She contracted for water rights, 
took out her engineering party, following the transit every step of the way back into the 
mountains where few men and no woman had ever gone before, to the head of Fossil 
Creek, returning with all plans formulated for the prosecution of the work.” 7  
 By then the population of Phoenix, in flat and desolate desert to the south, had 
swelled to 5,500 people. Mesa and Chandler, not yet swallowed into Phoenix’s sprawl, 
boasted over 700 people apiece. Throughout the region miners laboriously hewed out 
copper ore with steam-powered machinery. Tutt realized that the steep canyon country on 
the Mogollon Rim could generate cheap electrical power for the rapidly expanding 
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Arizona Territory. She formed the Arizona Power Company and drew up schematics to 
harness the dependable flow of Fossil Creek.  
 Arizonans, watching these developments, seemed fascinated that a woman would 
take on such an arduous task. Mrs. Iva E. Tutt became something of a folk legend in the 
tiny typeface of frontier broadsheets. The Arizona Daily Journal-Miner screamed that 
developing Fossil Creek was “A BIG ENTERPRISE!” The Arizona Republican noted in 
surprise, “A woman is behind this project and has been from the start.” The New York 
Times assured its readers that, despite her profession, “Mrs. Tutt is in personal 
appearance not the least bit mannish.”8 Tutt even earned a mention in the Electrical 
Review, a European trade journal, which printed a playful, effusive and condescending 
column inspired by her purchase of the California plants:   
 
What shall we do with our girls? Can it be true that the male borough 
electrical engineer must look to his laurels, and that one of these fine days 
he may awake to find his occupation, like Othello’s gone? The “new 




   
   
 The Fossil Creek project languished for lack of funds until an engineer named 
Raymond S. Masson took over its management, bringing the capital and connections 
(and, perhaps, the credibility) to make Tutt’s schemes a reality. In 1908 the company 
began constructing a power plant 11 miles southwest of the hot springs, near Fossil 
Creek’s confluence with the Verde River. Makeshift camps mushroomed up along the 
40-mile wagon road to the nearest railroad station in Mayer. A crew of 450 to 600 men 
drove teams of mules hauling concrete mixers on wagon beds. Tutt made the week-long 
journey several times, keeping to the saddle for hours over precipitous mountain terrain.   
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 Except for the foremen, sub-foreman and timekeeper, the workers belonged to 
various clans within the Dilzhe’e and Yavapai tribes. The U.S. government had forcibly 
removed them from Fossil Creek in 1875, relocating them to a reservation on the Gila 
River. A generation later they returned to find their ancestral lands largely claimed by 
Anglos. Men went to work for the power company for two dollars a day, while women 
camped nearby selling frybread, coffee and roasted meat.
10
 In good weather the workers 
could lay 150 feet of flume in ten hours. In bad weather—snow and rain—they worked 
anyway, tugging and cursing the wagons through the mud. Within a year they had 
completed a seven-mile system of flumes, tunnels and steel pipelines to bring Fossil 
Creek’s water to the turbines of the newly constructed Childs Generating Station.   
 
 
“Look at this,” Dad called, and I caught up with him on the trail. I had almost nothing left 
in my water bottle for the return trip. (First rule of hiking in the desert: Don’t save your 
water. If you’re thirsty, drink). Dad had moved down the steep slope a little ways to 
inspect a square block of cement, still supporting the ruins of a sturdy wood beam. “Do 
you think it belonged to the flume?” 
 We abandoned the trail and scrambled down the hillside, hunting for clues. Every 
dozen yards we discovered another cement block, some attached to broken timber coated 
in travertine. The blocks formed an uneven line parallel to the creek. In my mind I could 
reconstruct the flume system, its interior slick with algae, lifted high on wooden struts 
above the ground. The labor required to construct it—now that I felt the uneven pitches 
of the terrain firsthand—astonished me.  
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 “We missed the dam somehow,” I said. 
We retraced our steps. I tried to imagine Iva Tutt’s workers hacking out this road 
alongside the flume, through what one surveyor called “the wildest, roughest damn 
canyon there is in Arizona.” He added acerbically, “The rock formation in the canyon is 
mostly limestone rocks and ledges formed by the flowing water and is as sharp as broken 
glass. The hillsides are covered with catclaw, mesquite and cactus, with one or more 
rattlesnakes in each one.”11 Lummis might have extolled the beauties of travertine, but he 
wasn’t hauling sacks of cement.  
With the Childs Generating Station complete, the Arizona Power Company 
constructed a 60-mile transmission line to the copper mines at Jerome. Abruptly freed 
from shipping expensive coal by rail, the mining industry boomed. Smelters and stamp 
mills sprung up to process ore. World War I arrived with an urgent demand for metals, 
and miners in Jerome struck a copper vein five feet thick. The company strung its first 
transmission wire on modified windmills until the materials to construct steel towers 
arrived in pieces on the backs of pack mules. By 1919 they were supplying power to 
distant Phoenix.    
In the same year, the company completed a second powerhouse called Irving 
three miles below the dam site, including new flumes and transmission lines to connect 
the two plants together. They now diverted the entire base flow of Fossil Creek. Roughly 
12 percent of the water rolled through the turbines at Irving (generating at most a modest 
1.6 megawatts) and poured back into the creek. The rest continued to the Childs 
powerhouse, where it filled a natural depression blockaded on both sides and named 
Stehr Lake. There the water waited at the operator’s beck-and-call, ready to tumble 
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through the turbines and spill into the Verde River, bypassing its old creek bed entirely. 
Strangely elegant, the interior of the Childs powerhouse was a clockwork maze of dials, 
wheels, belts and levers. At full capacity it generated 2.8 megawatts.     
 The Childs-Irving Hydroelectric Plants continued to operate until June 2005 when 
the current owner, Arizona Public Service, shut down the diversion dam. The moment 
marked a tipping point: After a century of building dams, Arizonans at last decided to 
take one down. The change came about after a persistent campaign by the U.S. Forest 
Service, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Yavapai-Apache Nation and a coalition of 
environmental groups. The Childs powerhouse would remain standing as a historical 
marker, a tribute to the hundreds of men and mules, and one woman, who wrestled the 
land into harness and made transmission wires sing.   
 
 
When I called the Pine-Strawberry Historical & Archeological Society for information 
about the dam, a pleasant woman named Margaret answered the phone. We chatted for a 
bit and she told me—as several local residents, mostly retirees and small business 
owners, had told me—that she hadn’t visited the spot in years. “They took it all out—the 
dams, the old buildings,” she said. “What a shame! I used to swim down there in the 
summers. People keep saying that they restored the river’s flow, but that’s not right. I 
always remember water down there.” 
I hunted through the scientific papers and technical reports. She was right—Fossil 
Creek hadn’t gone dry. Summer monsoons and snowmelt still streamed down the 
canyon’s flanks and poured into the creek. A portion of the base flow gushing from the 
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hot springs returned to the channel after spinning the Irving powerhouse turbines. A little 
more seeped through the dam itself. A stranger to the area, I couldn’t contradict her. No 
doubt the dammed river was beautiful. No doubt it enchanted visitors even as it muscled 
through the turbines until electrons sparked.   
Yet the Fossil Creek that existed for nearly the whole of the 20
th
 century was a 
slender shadow of the wild river that once cut through the Rim. The dam had diverted 88 
to 99 percent of the historic base flow. Summer floods still clawed out the travertine 
below the dam, but the dependable flow of the hot springs never arrived to build it up 
again. The deep pools and warm riffles that harbored native fish and leopard frogs 
became a white spine of bone along the Rim, little more than a fossil where once a 
supple, sinuous creature stretched and breathed.   
Marine biologists coined the term shifting baselines to explain our failure to 
grieve, our forgetfulness.
12
 Each year we measure our losses against an already 
diminished thing. Not only water (most of the water) disappeared when we built the dam. 
Certain cycles and rhythms vanished from the landscape. Certain stories that Dilzhe’e 
mothers told their children about Tu Do Tliz, Blue Water Place, became relics, relegated 
to memory—the juniper tree that sheltered a woman in childbirth from an angry bull; the 
ramada roof where a mother hoisted her children while the dogs fought a mountain lion; 
the best spots to gather chi ch’il (acorns) each summer.13 These stories belonged to place, 
and the place had changed almost beyond recognition. Poised on a seesaw between 
creation and destruction, travertine and flood, Fossil Creek abruptly lost its balance.  
Margaret promised to mail me a booklet of historical photographs titled A 
Wonderful Water Power, authored by Stephen Monroe, a hydrologist with the National 
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Park Service. When it arrived, I found that she had drawn a dark pencil line through the 




As I child I loved to visit the gem and mineral display at the Arizona-Sonoran Desert 
Museum, a dark tunnel gleaming with florescent lights, almost forgotten by other visitors 
rushing to see cougars pace their walled enclosure or hummingbirds jewel the inside of 
the aviary with flashing wings. I could name every stone: the cool blues of malachite, 
azurite and chrysocolla, the hexagonal pillars of red vanadinite. Best of all the geodes 
with concentric rings of quartz, their inward self cracked open. 
 I remember most the tiny bird’s nest calcified into stone, still cradling four eggs. 
She must have built her nest too close to a hot spring, that hapless unknown mother, and 
the bubbling water percolated through twigs and feathers, into shell and yolk, filling the 
pores with calcite. Still every twig arranged just so. Still the eggs nestled against each 
other as if ready to crack at any moment into trembling, screaming life. I gazed through 
the glass display and felt an unnamable ache.   
Permineralization: the word for what happens when stone seeps molecule by 
molecule into living cells. Some scientists believe that the full range of the Earth’s 
topography—canyons and riverbeds, mountain peaks and flat desert floors—can form 
from the planet’s malleable clay without help from biology.  
Fossil Creek defies that expectation. Slick branches break the laminar flow into 
frothy white cataracts, forming graceful curves of travertine. Dark bands mark the 
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seasonal algae blooms where organic matter tattooed the newly forming stone. 
Cottonwood leaves, paper-thin and full of hoarded summer light, snatch atoms of calcium 
carbonate out of the passing stream. Even the breath of microbes, invisibly lowering the 
water’s pH, helps buffet and polish the body of the river. Life drives the creation of 
travertine. In turn, travertine cradles a greater diversity of life, forming niches and 
pockets where tiny teeming things gain a foothold and thrive.  
 After the dam decommissioning in 2005, biologists and geologists teamed up to 
study Fossil Creek.
14
 The exuberant speed of its rejuvenation astonished them. Within 
months, hundreds of new travertine structures appeared in the reach below the dam, 
averaging almost an inch of growth a day. The water picked up speed, plunging and 
bucking into deep round pools. It pushed back the trees that had crept into the channel, 
letting in light. Scientists saw firsthand the runaway cascade of events that built the 
ancient limestone terraces, now abandoned far above the water.  
In 2007 summer monsoon storms broiled over the Rim and funneled into Fossil 
Creek. When the research team hiked through the canyon in the aftermath, the destructive 
force filled them with wonder. They could hear the roar of cobbles torn loose from the 
dry washes upstream, bouncing and tumbling down the canyon. The river avulsed out of 
its bed, filling an abandoned reach and tearing out some of the monitoring equipment. 
Impulsively breaking out of the objective language of science, the team reported in 
Geomorphology, “The floods transform the waters of Fossil Creek from the shimmering, 
transparent turquoise hue of the carbonate-rich baseflow to a roiling, opaque brown of 
silt-rich runoff from the steep arid hillslopes.”15 




I caught glimpses of turquoise water as Dad and I returned over the trail, the creek calm 
and languid with snowmelt. As we walked, we scanned the cliffs for the “lonely little-
cave houses” that Lummis reported when he visited Fossil Creek. We spotted only one, 
the geometric shape of a ruined wall catching the sunlight in the gloom of a natural cave.  
People have lived in Fossil Creek for almost the whole of the Holocene, a 
curiously stable epoch that began 12,000 years ago when the planet gently rocked out of 
the last ice age. The Dilzhe’e built on top of those abandoned homes when they settled at 
Fossil Creek, centuries before white Americans arrived. They planted gardens, played 
card games and sang songs to their children. They worked and weaved with perishable 
bone, wood, sinew, rawhide and fiber, leaving barely a trace of their passage. All we 
know of their history, we know from the stories they tell.  
Humans are still newcomers to a planet that has persisted in changing guise for 
four-and-a-half billion years, barely a footnote in geological time. Yet scientists now 
debate creating a new epoch, the Anthropocene, beginning (perhaps) in the Industrial Age 
and defined by the influence of humans. In the space of a few generations, we have 
written a signature on the land unlike anything else in the geological record.  
The scientists considering the new term search for “golden spikes,” layers in the 
Earth’s strata where a marked difference appears in the fossil record. Exotic zebra 
mussels, imported from Russia, accumulate in layers several feet thick on the bottom of 
the Great Lakes. Ribbons of pollen, trapped in rocks for future archeologists to study, 
diminish from thousands of unique species to a handful of domesticated crops. Silt piles 
up behind Glen Canyon, Hoover and hundreds of other dams. Carbon buried deep in the 
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earth—the pulverized bones of long-dead organisms—upturns into the atmosphere, 
changing even the essential chemistry of the planet. Oceans turn acid, bleaching coral 
reefs.
16
   
The curious thing about the Anthropocene is that our influence does not always 
reflect our intentions. Arizonans saved Fossil Creek from exploitation only to lose it to 
love. The Flume Trail offered easy access to a place without campgrounds or outhouses, 
a place whose beauty had been lauded in PBS documentaries and Internet blogs by 
people fighting for its protection. In 2006, a year after the creek regained its full flows, an 
average of 175 people visited the springs on any given weekend. By 2009 the number had 
tripled.
17
 The thick, thorny brush that had beat back the region’s earliest visitors gave 
way to broad, trammeled trails, unsanctioned campsites and illegal campfires. Trucks and 
cars parked anywhere they could. The water filled with trash and human sewage.
18
  
The visitors to Fossil Creek are mostly white, mostly male, mostly adults. Over 
half hail from Phoenix. They bring their families and friends. They stay overnight; they 
come back two or three times a year. They come for the scenery, not to hunt, fish, write, 
paint or look at the decommissioned dam, all options offered on the U.S. Forest Service’s 
survey. A common activity, one report noted with a trace of embarrassment, is 
“partying.” These visitors pay their taxes. They know that state and federal lands belong 
to them. Fossil Creek has become what the first Forest Service director, Gifford Pinchot, 
proudly envisioned for public lands: “playgrounds for the people.”19   




One summer when I was six or seven, my mother, sisters and I hiked the steep half-mile 
from the trailhead to Tonto Natural Bridge, a travertine arch not far from Fossil Creek. 
We could hear a herd of Boy Scouts behind us complaining about the heat, the rocks, the 
hills. They came around the corner and fell doubtfully silent to find three blonde-headed 
girls perched on the top of the arch like birds, swinging their feet and taking in the view.     
For a luxurious few hours we felt the running water beneath our bare feet and 
clambered into the chuckling mouth of the tunnel, so long you could barely see the 
postage stamp-sized daylight peering through the opposite end. I delighted in this 
physical proof of the mysterious strength of water—that peerless architect, as Lummis 
said when he visited the Tonto Natural Bridge himself. He proclaimed its flying 
buttresses and stupendous columns beyond the skill of artist or writer to capture, but that 
didn’t stop him from trying. For Lummis, wonder was just another commodity, as easily 
packaged for sale as electrons on a transmission line. 
Yet I am a storyteller, too—and I also want to marvel at this wild country and 
honor its beauty in language. “Perhaps with words and pictures I can say enough to lead 
you some time to see for yourself this marvelous spot,” Lummis wrote, innocent of the 
damage humans would wreck on the region when they followed his advice. I never 
thought of it myself, in those days when the world seemed impossibly wide and bright 
and new. Arizona’s beauty has become just one more lure, like beaver fur or copper 
strikes, to bring people who unthinkingly exploit the places they love.  
I fear that stories take from the world, just as surely as turbines took water from 
Fossil Creek. The lure of story—concoctions of truth and myth, spice of danger paired 
with ease of access—continues to bring visitors and new residents to the desert. Yet 
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stories can give back, too, like vessels that fill with rainwater, and, upended, pour it out 
again. Although our memories stream in one direction, stories remind us that the world 
works in cycles. Seasons burn and bloom, migrations flow and ebb across the land. A 
Dilzhe’e woman lifts her children to the rooftop while dogs bark and snarl at a mountain 
lion. My mother, waist-deep in a river, tightens her grip on my hand. Whole cultures fade 
from the landscape, and we kindle new fires on their ruins. Stories help us remember the 
deep knowledge of place gifted from one generation to the next. They teach us how to 
grieve. They bundle together the things we must protect and carry forward in the world.  
 
 
We reached the waterfall. Two hikers in khaki clothes—up for the day from Phoenix, 
they told us—watched the creek pour down in a single gleaming sheet while their dog 
leapt joyfully into the spray. It seemed so obvious now, the straight edge of the dam’s 
concrete base, its top removed to allow water to spill over. I couldn’t understand how we 
missed it the first time. The dam once stood 25 feet tall and 120 feet long, inundating an 
acre. Now travertine and moss plastered the remaining cement, slowly dissolving all 
signs a structure ever stood here.  
I looked again at the Forest Service sign. Wilderness is a place where the imprint 
of humans is substantially unnoticed.  
I don’t know if any such place still exists in the world. Humans now leave an 
imprint far beyond the places we can reach by car or foot: Our presence has become part 
of the planet’s chemistry. Yet Fossil Creek gave me hope that we could learn how to 
make that imprint a beautiful one. Human hands crafted the waterfall I mistook for a 
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natural feature; now it belonged seamlessly to Fossil Creek, a splendid addition to the 
scenery, and somehow still unnoticed, invisible as the remains of a dam.  
Resident or visitor, we can choose what kind of signature to write on the land, and 
when to let our marks fade beneath the absolution of algae and stone. I thought: The 
Forest Service might keep the road closed and make hikers take the long way around. 
They might close all the roads and hire out mules in Strawberry. Land, even desert land, 
has an enormous capacity to heal, forgive, start over, if we give it space and time. We 
could stay away from this place, just long enough to relearn how to live in the world.  
My father and I walked the last stretch with our feet in shallow snowmelt, warm 
now from the afternoon sun. I watched a caddisfly larva, its spineless body encased in a 
homespun coat of pebbles, drag its mobile home through the mud with its head and 
thorax jutting out the front. A water strider dimpled the surface of a pool, and near-
transparent minnows flitted away from my boots. (A pair of men’s boots, the soles 
peeling apart. Inexplicitly, the store where I bought them didn’t stock hiking boots for 
women). Other caddisfly trails crossed and crisscrossed in the fine layer of silt—a good 
sign. Caddisflies can’t tolerant pollution. 
My sisters jumped up when they saw us, peeled sections of oranges fiery in their 
hands, impatient to head back. I had a momentary vision of the three of us swinging our 
feet over Tonto Natural Bridge. Older now, lanky and blonde, we embarked on 
adventures more often with our husbands than each other. Kasondra taught public health 
classes in Albuquerque and Jessica tracked mountain lions with a nonprofit group in 
Tucson. Scientists, all three of us, with restless minds inherited from my mother’s love of 
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movement. I felt indebted to this place in the Rim Country, and for a childhood that 
taught us the art of wonder.  
Call it grace: that I could spend a day here, filling my heart with wildness.    
It took us most of the afternoon to hike out, my mother, fifty now and still 
stubborn, keeping up with her daughters’ long-legged strides. I had planned to pocket a 
can of nightcrawlers and try my luck at the fishing holes along Tonto Creek, perhaps reel 
in a trout or two in the twilight. But the freak snowstorm materialized after all. We holed 
up in a cabin that night as snow piled up in frothy waves on the doorstep, sending a great 
drift over the woodbox and plastering the windward sides of pines. I woke to a window 
blanked out in frost, astonished at this clean erasure.   
At last we couldn’t wait any longer and scraped the car free. As we descended, 
inching southward behind the snowplow, the first saguaros appeared on the roadside, 
wearing hats and mittens made of snow. Then we dropped into spring, globe mallow and 
purple penstemon vibrant on the shoulder. We turned the car toward Tucson. I tried to 
name that bittersweet ache that rose within me whenever I opened my eyes and knew 
myself to be home. Stay too long in one place and a landscape will mineralize inside of 
you, molecule by molecule replacing flesh with stone.   
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CHAPTER 7. THE GHOST DAM 
 
I’d been warned about Charleston. It’s not like other ghost towns, scattered reminders of 
the silver boom-and-bust that tourists sometimes visit on their way to Tombstone. 
There’s no trail, for one thing. If you look for Charleston by following the San Pedro, the 
river will lead you on a merry chase as it bends among the desert scrub, constantly 
changing its course. The only marker, a weather-beaten sign erected by the U.S. Bureau 
of Land Management near two-lane Charleston Road, warns chillingly, “The BLM does 
not encourage visitation to the site.”    
 We went anyway, my father and me. He tapped the black-and-white photograph 
of nineteenth-century Charleston on the sign—a broad, dusty street lined with adobe 
houses—and said, “Remember that picture.”  
The cottonwoods along the bottomlands had just begun to leaf out into a gold-
rimmed green, the elegant white limbs of the sycamores still bare from winter, 
luminescent in streaming sunlight. On the hillside above the river, we could see the 
terraces where the town of Millville once stood, powering stamp mills to grind gold and 
silver ore from Tombstone. Miners drew water from the San Pedro to drive the turbines 
and felled trees to feed the furnaces. The mills, vertical iron rods that rose and fell on 
beds of raw ore, ran day and night, filling the valley with a constant thrumming roar.
1
    
We followed an arroyo beneath an old railway bridge splashed with graffiti and 
halted on the riverbanks. My father remembered crossing on a jam of fallen logs last time 
he came, but it was no longer there. I unlaced my boots and carried them, wading 
barefoot across the wide and shallow water. In the middle of the stream I stopped to feel 
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the thalweg, a central line of swiftest flow. Pure joy surged up from the soles of my feet. I 
stood in running water on the hottest day yet this spring. Sun hammered the surface into 
silver ribbons. I couldn’t tell where water ended and skin began.    
On the far bank I scraped the worst of the mud from my toes, tugged on my socks 
and shoes and walked the rest of the way with sand grains digging into my skin. We 
scrambled up through a notch in the opposite bank and emerged in the heart of a mesquite 
bosque. The black limbs hadn’t yet leafed out for summer. I was quiet as we walked 
deeper into the grove, studying the lichen clinging to the trees in concentric circles, rings 
of pale green and yellow. My father kept glancing at me over his shoulder with a 
quizzical expression until I shot him a questioning look.    
“We’re in the middle of Main Street, Charleston,” he said. “Can’t you tell?”  
I stopped walking. The mesquite trees leaned close, dense and impenetrable, and 
there was nothing but trees wherever I looked. Then an adobe wall materialized a few 
paces to my right, and another, and another, and I turned in place, amazed. Daylight beat 
down on all sides but here in the bosque a permanent gloom exuded from the bark of the 
trees, as if they made their own twilight. The walls, stained the same reddish-brown as 
the soil, rose in haphazard geometry, roofless, rounded and roughened by weather, 
sightless windows shuttered with grass.  
This was not a place to visit at night.  
 
 
Many places tell the history of western water: The impressive ruins of Casa Grande, once 
home to the canal-building Hohokam; the command center of the Central Arizona 
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Project; the curve of Hoover Dam. I once visited the Avra Valley Storage Ponds when 
one shallow basin lay empty so goats could nibble away thick mats of algae. I’ve driven 
alongside the glint of the All-American Canal through scorching desert dunes. These are 
monuments to human ingenuity, reminders of our ability to construct the world we want.  
Charleston ought to appear on tours of this kind, for the opposite reason: It holds 
an invisible monument to a dam we chose not to build. Environmentalists call the San 
Pedro River the last free-flowing river in the Southwest, but it narrowly escaped a 
different fate. These days, the places we protect or simply forget seem to honor the 
human imagination better than anything we can construct.    
The Central Arizona Project, authorized by Congress in 1968, did not originally 
include Tucson on its route. Instead engineers sketched out plans in the 1950s for a dam 
just downstream of Charleston’s ruins. An artist’s conception in a U.S. Bureau of 
Reclamation brochure shows a long curve of cement barricading the river, drowning what 
today belongs to the San Pedro Riparian National Conservation Area. The San Pedro 
River would have become the San Pedro Aqueduct, a 70-mile concrete pipeline carrying 
water straight to the thirsty heart of Tucson, a lift of 330 feet. 
 The plan’s audacity astonished me. I tried to visualize the dam, superimposing a 
lake’s serene surface on the sandy riverbed: 160 feet high, impounding a reservoir than 
could hold 238,000 acre-feet of water, largemouth bass darting between the old adobe 
walls until Charleston’s ruins dissolved back to soil. How deep would they have drilled 
through the alluvium to find bedrock? How much cement would they have poured to 
make a solid footing?  
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Billed as a “multipurpose” reservoir, Charleston Dam would have served a single 
purpose: to slake Tucson’s thirst. But, the cheerful writers of the brochure added, the 
reservoir would also “improve regulation” of the San Pedro River and add “important 
water-orientated recreation and sediment retention.”2 Outraged residents of Cochise 
County protested the theft of their water. Decades ago they had dreamed up a dam for 
themselves, to boost agriculture in the region, and now it seemed Tucson had the clout to 
succeed where they had failed.  
They found an ally in President Jimmy Carter, who was waging a vendetta against 
wasteful water projects. He removed Charleston Dam from the legislation, along with 
three other dams too inefficient, expensive or controversial to allow. Tucson would 
receive water from the Central Arizona Project instead. The ghosts of Charleston, if any 
still linger here, remained undisturbed.    
 
 
I walked to the nearest ruin and stepped inside—although inside and outside seemed 
meaningless distinctions with the walls opening to sky. The walls didn’t look made. They 
looked born—as old as the river itself. Charleston, home to miners, gunslingers, 
shopkeepers and saloon girls, lasted scarcely a decade. At the time Tombstone was a 
booming metropolis of 15,000 people, bigger than San Francisco. But the miners dug too 
deep and struck water. When the pumps failed and the mines flooded in 1886, 
Charleston’s saloons and supply stores became obsolete almost overnight. An earthquake 
took the town apart the following year, breaking open artesian wells along the San 
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Pedro’s length and liquefying the saturated ground. The town was never rebuilt. 
Enterprising souls carried off the lumber, and mesquite trees grew up through the ruins.  
 Red dust stained my fingers when I touched the wall. Stones and tiny shells 
beaded the adobe, and I traced the eroded outline of a brick. Between the houses, grass 
grew in geometric outlines that reminded me, ominously, of graves, but I couldn’t 
imagine human ghosts here. The mesquite drowned all other presences. In summer this 
place must vibrate with insects, sheltered beneath a canopy of flashing green leaves, but 
now the trees held silence. I recalled what the poet Richard Shelton wrote about 
Charleston when he visited years ago: “A haunted house doesn’t have to be haunted by 
something or someone. The house itself may be the presence we feel.”3    
Brittle grass filled the last ruined house in the row, and two mesquite trees thrust 
up through the center. I stepped through the remains of the doorway, feeling like a 
trespasser. The earth floor rose steeply, and suddenly I was looking at blue-green water 
over the broken remains of the wall. I thought about layers. Drill down through the San 
Pedro’s rich bottomland soil and you find not just the ghost walls of Charleston and 
Millville, but the tracks of the fur trappers, the camps of Sobáipuris and Apaches, 
beautiful red-on-buff pottery shards from Hohokam pots. Horizontal layers of red earth, 
white calcite and black organic material march backward through centuries, from the thin 
topsoil of Spanish colonial days to the deep bedrock of geologic time.   
Not far from here, archeologists discovered a kill site dating from somewhere 
between 11,000 and 13,000 years ago, where the scattered bones of a mammoth and at 
least twelve bison spoke to the simple fact that in an ancient age, among the rolling 
grasslands and bogs that covered this land at the end of the Pleistocene, people still grew 
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hungry. Signs of this ancient culture lie just beneath a telltale “black mat” in the soil 
profile, organic material preserved from when the water table rose to the surface and 
bloomed with algae. The hunters camped near their kill, constructing roasting pits and 
repairing their tools. They were the first Arizonans—perhaps the first Americans—and 
they shared their landscape with the dire wolf, saber-toothed cat, mammoth and camel, as 
well as a host of smaller creatures that survived when the megafauna disappeared. 
Some think the climate changed, and a cold snap drove the megafauna to 
extinction. Others say the paleo-hunters, skilled and overzealous, killed too many of the 
great beasts. Still others envision a meteorite smashing into the Earth and tossing up a 
cloud of dust, like the impact that wiped out the dinosaurs. Whatever the cause, the 
people who hammered out Clovis points for their hunting tools disappeared along with 
the mammoths. The soil swallowed them. New cultures arose, and the world tipped into 
the Holocene.         
 A pair of mallards flushed up from the water in a flurry of wings. Long rays of 
sunlight played over the river’s rippling pelt. This house might have once stood near the 
center of town, but the river had cut away the banks, toppling adobe walls. A small dam 
existed then, with a flume to supply water for Millville, but mostly the river stayed wild, 
now a silver thread, now a churning torrent. It dismantled the dam in an August flood in 
1881. That’s why the miners built high on these terraces, likely on top of the remains of 
homes built by the cultures before them.  




As early as the 1930s Charleston Dam was a questionable proposition. Congress refused 
to fully fund a project on a non-navigable river, Mexico demanded a federal treaty, and 
the San Pedro contained little reliable water. Yet in 1961 Arizona Representative Morris 
K. Udall proclaimed, “Arizona Must Not Endanger Its Future – Central Arizona Project, 
Buttes Dam, Charleston Dam are Vital to Our State.”4 In 1974 the Army Corps of 
Engineers claimed Charleston Dam could supply almost all the projected needs of Sierra 
Vista, Fort Huachuca and vicinity, expected to grow to 94,000 people by the year 2000 (a 
significant overestimate), never mind the fact that the water was destined for Tucson.
5
   
As I looked at the river, empty of a dam, the word vital struck a chord. It comes 
from the Latin vitalis, life: the immaterial force within living things, associated with 
flame, spark, spirit, blood and breath. Westerners have assumed since they first dug wells 
and built dams that water is vital only when controlled. Yet this bend in the river, still 
wild, echoed with vitality: the rising and falling notes of birds, the rough rhythm of the 
water, the gleam of sunlight on mallards’ wings.    
We often talk about history as if only people mattered. Landscapes have history, 
too—landscapes are history, ringed with the colors and textures of a four-and-a-half 
billion year love affair with a star. Humans are part of this story, but no more or less so 
than the infinitesimal evolution of a finch’s beak, the mating rites of cicadas, the slow 
ache of metamorphosis deep within a mountain’s bones. We change the Earth—
sometimes in terrifying ways—but the Earth changes us in turn, shaping our migrations, 
our technologies, our notions of home and family. The epics and exploits we call 
history—the wars we’ve fought with one another, the rise and fall of nations—remain a 
tiny notation in the shadow of pulverizing tectonic plates.   
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The rich bottomland mud of the San Pedro shows how cultures rise and fade in 
the long stretch of geologic time, and always leave an imprint on the natural world, from 
a circle of fireplace stones to the extinction of species. Our modern society is no 
exception to these rules. We can only strive to make our imprint a beautiful one, and 
when the time comes, fade as gracefully back into soil as Charleston’s walls. 
I have faith in small acts of restoration—in the choice made at Charleston, for 
noble or ignoble reasons, to let a river keep its water. We cannot restore a place to the 
conditions of the past, but we can restore to the present what’s missing from our lives: a 
sense of connection and joy, opportunities for kindness. Faith requires a long view of 
time. I have no illusions about the depth of damage we’ve inflicted on the world. Then 
again, we all spend our lives trying to fathom the briefness of our presence on Earth. 
Contact with nature brings us closer to cyclic time, that sense of forever we crave. Life 
renews itself moment by moment within the pulse of living cells.    
My father and I started back toward our parked car. This time we crossed the San 
Pedro on a tenuous path of stones protruding from the water. I glanced back. I could 
make out an adobe wall half-sheltered behind mesquite trees on the high terrace. I 
wondered how I could have missed it before. Near the railroad bridge, we clambered 
through the rusted remains of a metal barricade that once held the riverbanks in place. 
Now the banks, carved by bygone floods, stood several feet back. A cottonwood tree, 
likely just a sapling when the barricade was built, swallowed the struts into its bark, wood 
and metal a single inseparable wound. I looked back again. I could still see an adobe 




CHAPTER 8. THE RIGHTS OF RIVERS 
 
Consider rivers.  
They are always en route to 
Their own nothingness. From the first moment 
They are going home… 
—Eavan Boland, “Anna Liffey”  
 
Two brothers, arms moving in unison, dipped paddles into the water and pulled the canoe 
forward with long, even strokes. The prow of the boat split green water, and it streamed 
away on either side in ribbons that faded seamlessly into the salt lagoon. It was dawn on 
the Delta. The sun began to pour molten gold over the river’s many braids that dallied 
and dawdled on the way to the shoreline. The brothers looked westward. In the early 
light, they saw the shining rim of the sea.  
The year was 1922. The Leopold brothers, Rand Aldo and Carl, would never 
again return to the mouth of the red Colorado. Aldo Leopold was 35 years old, nearing 
the end of the formative 15 years he spent living and traveling in Arizona, New Mexico 
and Sonora.
1
 He had just begun to lay down on paper his earliest thoughts about the value 
of wild places, which he termed “wealth to the human spirit.”2 During his trip to the 
Delta, delegates of seven western states were gathering in Santa Fe to pour over the 
articles of the Colorado River Compact, already approved by Congress and awaiting only 
their signatures. The great dams—Glen Canyon, Hoover, Parker, Imperial and others—
had yet to be built. The river slid toward the ocean, heavy with silt, awash in history.  
“To return not only spoils a trip, but tarnishes a memory,” Leopold wrote years 
later. “It is only in the mind that the shining adventure remains forever bright.” 
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But I cannot help following them back through the winding trails of memory, 
those two brothers who saw the Delta at a critical juncture in time when gravity and 
geography ceased to control the river’s flow unhindered by human will. It was the heart 
of autumn, the turning hinge of the year. On all sides dark mesquite trees shook out pale 
pods with a brisk snap the way housewives shake dust from a blanket. A Gambel’s quail 
exhaled his one-syllable call from the tip of a branch, the topknot on his head curled into 
a question mark. 
The river wandered through desert, swamp and chaparral, at the last moment 
reluctant to meet dissolution in the tide. The brothers could hear the ocean’s dim thunder, 
always just ahead, and even as they pulled the canoe deeper into the lagoons they listened 
for the dreaded tidal bore. Two weeks later the incoming tide funneling into the river’s 
mouth would send the Colorado hurtling backward in a wave fifteen feet high, capsizing 
a 36-ton steamship and killing most of its passengers.
3
 Now the marshlands lay under a 
spell of stillness. Egrets stood on one leg, mirrored in the emerald ponds. Raccoons 
paddled their clever hands in the water. Everywhere they found the cloven tracks of deer.   
I want to join their fragrant mesquite fire that evening, called out of time to accept 
a cup of bitter black coffee, a hunk of sourdough bread and the breast of a roasted quail. I 
want to ask how to freeze this place in time or take a different path. The brothers talk of 
other things: the flock of snow geese they saw that day, delicately choosing stones from 
the sandbar to cradle in their gullets. One of them tells a story about el tigre, who must 
even now prowl the willow thickets on noiseless paws, though we won’t see a track or 
catch a glimpse.  
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I want to tell them: No jaguars now. The last one in Arizona, an old lone male, 
died just last year.
4
 No lagoons now to call the snow geese out of the sky.  
The night throws its sleek pelt across the desert sky, patterned with spiral 
galaxies. All day these two men walked through a “milk-and-honey wilderness” that 
filled their pockets with fresh-shelled beans, wild melons splitting open in opulence, the 
last traces of summer growing green in their footprints. It was a journey without a 
destination, the men as reluctant to reach an end as the river itself. I hear in their campfire 
talk—or perhaps it’s coming in on the waves, the ocean’s deep breath dragging back 
across the rattling cobbles—a hint of grief, which (because it springs from love) is not the 
same as despair.   
 
 
Overdrawn and rerouted, the Colorado hasn’t reached its delta in the Sea of Cortez since 
1998.
5
 Fogs lift from the braided channels where the Leopolds rowed their canoe, 
illuminating mudflats cracked into puzzle-piece patterns. Each spring ocean tides sweep 
up the empty riverbed like the first half of a heartbeat, unanswered. Coyotes nose through 
the trees and marshlands that still cling to the once-fertile soil. Where steamboats full of 
passengers, precious metals and pelts chugged a century ago,
6
 abandoned rowboats list to 
their sides, curved ribs cradling sand.     
In 2012, just before Christmas, the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation released a report 
in response to the oft-quoted prediction that the Colorado’s flows will diminish 10 to 20 
percent by midcentury. The river serves 30 million people and waters four million acres 
of farmland. Millions more drink from the Colorado without knowing it, in the form of 
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iceberg lettuce shipped from Yuma or strawberries from Imperial Valley. The Bureau’s 
report predicted that demand for the Colorado’s water, rising in step with population, will 
reach 18 to 21 million acre-feet annually by 2060.
7
  
Even judging by the Colorado’s long-term average (and ignoring the predictions 
for climate change) those numbers suggest an annual deficit of at least 3.5 million acre-
feet. Imagine every household, farm and industry in Arizona going without fresh water 
for six months of the year—or, alternatively, half of the six million Arizonan residents 
forgoing water entirely. That’s a city the size of Phoenix permanently disappearing from 
the seven states of the Colorado River Basin.
8
   
That’s the best-case scenario, and it assumes that westerners draw the river dry 
year after year. 
The Bureau’s solutions for this quandary read much like the dreams of fifty years 
ago. The report proposed ripping up salt cedar trees, seeding clouds and desalinating 
water trucked in from the Pacific. It discussed importing water from the Columbia, 
Missouri, Mississippi, Bear, Snake, and Yellowstone rivers. It revived plans to tow 
icebergs to southern California. It even considered (and rejected as a bad idea) covering 
reservoirs with chemical films to prevent evaporation.  
Adding up all the new water they could “create” by midcentury, the Bureau 
arrived at 11 million acre-feet per year for every idea (including conservation efforts) or 7 
million acre-feet for the more plausible ideas.   
New water does not exist. There is only someone else’s water—a farmer’s water 
going to a city, an eastern state’s water going to the west, or, often as not, the water once 
home to the Colorado pikeminnow and razorback chub, who cannot complain of theft.   
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New water has persisted in our policies and engineering blueprints for so long 
because it is an alluring solution, one that requires no change in heart, no examination of 
value.  The crisis we face is not one of water scarcity, but rather a diminishing of the 
human spirit. We have allowed ourselves to build cheerless cities, destroy cherished 
places and expect nothing better than surviving or sustaining. We cling to standards—
development, affluence, space, convenience—to the exclusion of simply living, attuned 
to the place where we live and inspired by the presence of a wild unnameable other. We 
face no catastrophe worse than the atrophy of experience.  
Westerners like to say we are running out of water, but really we are running out 
of time—time to get it right, to craft an intimate relationship to the planet, to forge a more 
just and beautiful society. We run short of time to nourish the connections that give our 
lives meaning and joy.  
 
 
Christopher Stone, in his classic essay “Should Trees Have Standing?” argued that the 
judicial system could provide a venue to give the environment a fair hearing.
9
 He ended a 
lecture one day in 1971, as autumn yellowed the California hills, with the offhand 
comment that society’s long history of expanding its definition of property might lead to 
conferring rights on trees, rivers and lakes. His students were skeptical, to say the least. 
At that moment a case was moving from the Ninth Circuit to the U.S. Supreme Court that 
provided a perfect opportunity for Stone to illustrate his theory.      
 The lawsuit centered on Mineral King Valley, an unassuming wrinkle in the 
Sierra Nevada with a winding road inaccessible in winter, 100 miles south of Yosemite as 
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the crow flies. It was beautiful, certainly, but no more or less so than other valleys in the 
Sierras: green conifers giving way to sheer granite cliffs, white headwater streams 
bursting down the mountainsides in twisting waterfalls. A short-lived silver boom in the 
1870s left tiny mining towns scattered throughout the region with names like Cabin Cove 
and Silver City. Earthquakes had erased many of the mine shafts.  
 Walt Disney Productions wanted to build a ski resort there. At first the Sierra 
Club supported the idea of developing Mineral King Valley, already a popular spot with 
hikers, campers and fishermen. But when the U.S. Forest Service awarded Disney the 
permit, in keeping with their policy of multiple land uses, they selected the highest 
impact plan out of the five available options, at 20,000 skiers a day.
10
  
A $35 million complex of hotels, restaurants and ski facilities was not what the 
Sierra Club had in mind. When they brought a lawsuit to the Ninth Circuit, the judges 
refused to consider the case. Plaintiffs cannot sue merely on moral grounds; they must 
prove substantial injury to themselves, a requirement known as “standing.” Mineral King 
Valley, as it then existed, would certainly be injured by Disney’s plan, but the court 
would only hear the case if humans received immediate and obvious harm.  
Stone had never visited Mineral King Valley—“a true academic,” he admitted 
wryly.
11
 But the case fit his brave and unapologetic thesis: Courts should give trees 
standing to sue. Stone hoped to bring his theory to the attention of the U.S. Supreme 
Court justices in a hurry. He sat down with the editor of the Southern California Law 
Review and made some calculations. It seemed impossible to get the paper written and 
published before the Supreme Court decided the case. By chance, however, Justice 
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Douglas was scheduled to write the preface to the next issue, and would have drafts of all 
the papers by December. He, at least, would have a chance to read Stone’s idea.  
Stone wrote the paper at what he called a “breakneck” pace and waited. In April 
1972, after several months’ delay, the U.S. Supreme Court upheld the Ninth Circuit’s 
decision: The Sierra Club had no personal stake in the controversy, so the case couldn’t 
proceed.  
Four judges sided with the majority opinion, and two did not vote. But Justice 
Douglas, with the support of two other judges not normally known to agree, wrote a 
startling and resounding dissent that found its way into newspapers across the county.  
“Contemporary public concern for protecting nature’s ecological equilibrium 
should lead to conferral of standing upon environmental objects to sue for their own 
preservation,” he proclaimed, citing Stone’s published paper. Justice Blackmun added the 
suggestion that the plaintiff should have well-established knowledge of the subject at 
hand to act on the ecosystem’s behalf. The justices used the term guardians. Reading 
those words, I recall Jackie King’s call for champions.  
Under the expanded definition of standing proposed by the dissenting judges, the 
Sierra Club, and hundreds of other nonprofit, governmental and scientific organizations, 
could claim the authority to speak for the trees. If the plaintiff triumphed, compensation 
for damages would directly benefit the ecosystem rather than the guardian who argued 
the case.       
 “It is no answer to say that streams and forests cannot have standing because 
streams and forests cannot speak,” Stone explained in his essay. “Corporations cannot 
speak either; nor can states, estates, infants, incompetents, municipalities or universities.” 
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Stone believed the courts should recognize an ecosystem’s right to defend itself against 
damage even if that right threatened to diminish a person’s standard of living. He argued 
for moral imperative and intrinsic value, resting his legal theory on the hard bedrock of 
belief, a faith in things unseen and unproven.  
 
 
At its heart, the Colorado River Compact was a structure for making choices. The 
delegates of the seven western states wrote that it would “provide for the equitable 
division of water” and “promote comity.”12 If I could go back to the drafting table in 
1922—perhaps take along those two brothers busy paddling their canoe in the Delta—I 
would ask for a change in the wording: To provide for the equitable division of the river 
and promote comity among all living things.   
Science has begun to show us ways to heal the underlying processes that have 
fostered invasive species, destroyed habitat, eroded riverbanks, threatened ecosystems 
and aggravated floods across the Southwest. This healing requires humans to give back to 
an environment from which we’ve grown accustomed to taking.  
At first glance, recognizing the rights of rivers may seem like an odd way to deal 
with diminishing water supplies. It means more than simply giving the environment a 
voice at the negotiating table—it means dismantling the false partition we have placed 
between ourselves and the ecosystems to which we belong. Westerners like to talk about 
finding “the next bucket,” as if a forgetful Jack and Jill left extra pails lying around 
somewhere. Here’s a better metaphor: Rivers stand at the pump, working quietly and 
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continually to keep water flowing for our needs. Self-interest alone demands that we do 
our best to maintain the integrity of ecosystems.   
At present, our water management senselessly sabotages the future. One example: 
The long-distance transport of water requires burning fossil fuels, which drives the 
climate shifts that threaten our water supply. Another: Excessive pumping of 
groundwater in coastal California has drawn seawater inward, salinizing the drinkable 
water that remained. A third illustration, from history: Some anthropologists theorize that 
the Hohokam abandoned their empire when too much irrigation turned their fields to salt. 
They dispersed into other places and transformed into other cultures.  
We have the opportunity now to decide how (or if) that dispersal happens to us, 
and what kind of people to become. The question is not theoretical: Most of us will live 
to see dramatic changes take place, guided by our decisions or not. Water managers 
would have already declared a shortage on the Colorado River (cutting Arizona’s supply 
by 15 percent, in accordance with the long-ago bargain with California) if it had not been 
for a 2010 earthquake that prevented Mexico from taking its full allotment.   
We need a new structure for making decisions about water. The assumptions and 
attitudes underlying the Colorado River Compact, outdated by nearly a century, no longer 
reflect society’s needs. Luna Leopold, articulating a water ethic in his father’s footsteps, 
believed that politics and economics alone, in the absence of empathy, could not support 
a system of water management that protected a river’s health. 
We must test our water management against “some deeper feeling,” Leopold 
wrote. He called it a reverence for rivers.
13
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Admittedly, the Southwest looks like a bad place to begin crafting an American 
water ethic. The Colorado seems to have little chance of winning rights to its water. 
Some call it the most litigated river in the world. It also looks like a bad time to begin, as 
climate change reopens old wounds about who gets water and who has to do without.    
In some ways, however, a desert makes an ideal testing ground for a 21
st
-century 
vision of humanity’s relationship to the Earth. Dryland ecosystems cover 41 percent of 
the planet’s surface. They contain just eight percent of the global freshwater supply, yet 
hold a third of the world’s population and are growing faster than any other bioregion.14  
 And deserts are spreading. They girdle the planet in a bright belt of sand in the 
horse latitudes, thirty degrees north and south of the equator, where a ridge of high 
pressure keeps weather warm and dry. These subtropics will likely expand in the next 
century. Global climate change drags deserts like a heavy quilt in its wake, embroidered 
with drought and fire. We must learn to live in arid regions—and if we can, surely we can 
learn to live within our means anywhere.  
 
 
“There is balance or harmony in natural systems which, dictated by the laws of physics, 
has gradually developed during the 4 billion years of Earth’s history,” wrote Luna 
Leopold. “The maintenance of this balance is not only to the advantage of human 
organization, but should be the object of both our wonder and admiration.”  




 The policies of new water fail Leopold’s test of reverence. Inherently unethical, 
they assume that water should be provided to any location for any purpose, forever in 
time. In recent years westerners have attempted to force new water to fit America’s rising 
environmental consciousness. Minute 319, a pilot program to restore a natural flow 
regime to the Colorado River Delta, promised to “create” water for the environment “to 
the extent additional supplies can be found.”16  
Our laws and policies do not yet recognize that the environment created water for 
us. The Colorado River holds water in trust for humankind: We can hardly pride 
ourselves on a thin promise to occasionally give it back. We cannot duplicate the cosmic 
process that binds atoms of hydrogen and oxygen together within the shockwaves of 
collapsing stars, nor chart the journey that brought this water to Earth. Our technologies 
clean water at great expense, without the elegance and simplicity of atmospheric cycles 
and sedimentary layers. The impressive architecture of our distribution systems cannot 
match the beauty of rain. No feat of engineering will ever replace snow geese spreading 
their wings at sunset and coming to rest on a sandbar.    
Reverence springs from mystery. I cannot help but feel grateful for gifts far 
beyond my craftsmanship. I can safely say with Luna Leopold that no one yet knows how 
to put reverence for rivers into practice. But I have a good idea of what it would look like. 
A society that tested its choices against ethics—that asked the question, are we protecting 
what we value?—could not continue the illusionary policies of new water. It would have 
to turn to the opposite option: a movement toward local water. 




Many of our environmental ills and vulnerabilities stem from the long-distance 
transportation of resources. Relying on local water returns control and self-sufficiency to 
communities facing an uncertain future. It inspires conservation, since the benefits accrue 
to that wetland or this child. It eliminates the collateral damage that often goes unnoticed 
when we turn on the tap, such as coal-fired power plants and the depleted Delta. When 
we draw from local sources, the damage we inflict becomes visible, and so do acts of 
healing and moments of connection.  
Local water begins with rainwater harvesting and native landscaping, linked 
activities that have underestimated potential for bringing water security to dry places. Jim 
Riley, a hydrologist at the University of Arizona, estimates that if Tucson could collect 
all its rainwater, the amount would equal three-fourths of what the city currently delivers 
to homes and businesses.
17
 He teaches his classes outside, with shovels and wheelbarrows 
instead of laptops and pens.   
Until recently water harvesting was illegal in Colorado, on the theory that every 
raindrop and snowflake that falls on pavement must belong to someone downstream. 
Utah and Washington still have restrictions in place.
18
 Archaic regulations attempt to 
keep water centralized and controlled. Local water means turning over water’s 
considerable political, economic and emotional worth to any person who wants to install 
a cistern. The technologies required go no further than roofs, gutters and barrels. An 
afternoon’s work with a shovel can guide storm runoff to trees, gardens and meandering 
creeks, allowing it to soak into the ground and refill aquifers. Well-placed gabions (rock 
dams common in Mexico) can slow rushing water and mitigate the floods that tear up 
pavement and damage homes every summer after monsoons.  
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The result may be less majestic than Hoover Dam, but rainwater harvesting 
requires little investment for long-term security. Every household in Tucson and Phoenix 
could install a state-of-the-art harvesting system, at $2,000 apiece, for less than half the 
cost of constructing the Central Arizona Project canal.
19
  
From rainwater harvesting, a local water movement leaps naturally to matching 
quality of water with use. Spraying potable water on a lawn or flushing it down a toilet 
doesn’t just represent a waste of those particular gallons: Every drop has been treated to a 
rigorous standard, consuming energy, which itself consumes water. A megawatt-hour 
generated by coal, enough electricity to run a light bulb nine hours a day for a year, 
consumes roughly 500 gallons of water. The same amount of nuclear power consumes 
nearly 800 gallons.
20
 Communities can sidestep this wasteful loop in the industrial water 
cycle by funneling rainwater, stormwater and treated wastewater to fill decorative 
fountains, water gardens, supply cooling systems and other non-potable uses.  
 Wastewater has one great advantage: It’s the only water source that grows as 
population grows. Tucson discharges most of its effluent into dry riverbeds, 
unintentionally restoring stretches of the Santa Cruz River. It’s a measure of the changing 
times that environmentalists proposing to secure wastewater for the environment have 
been met by loud opposition from developers, who foresee using that source someday to 
supply new houses. Tucson already has 160 miles of purple pipe systems that send 
reclaimed water to golf courses, parks, cemeteries, schoolyards and a handful of homes. 
In 2007 the City of Prescott sold rights to its wastewater for an astonishing $67 million. 
The same year, Orange County, California began delivering reused water, newly made 





 If it seems odd to fight over such an unpalatable resource, it’s in keeping with the 
way westerners have handled water for more than a century. Communities that wish to 
transition to a local water ethic still face difficult decisions—with the key difference that 
the choices made manifest in the immediate area, and can’t be put off to faraway places 
or the distant future.  
Reasonable water pricing can help shake out the most valued uses of water and 
eliminate waste. This change might be the hardest for citizens to swallow. Most 
Americans pay water bills that reflect only delivery costs, sometimes not even that. Some 
cities in the U.S. still have “decreasing block water rates,” which give discounts to the 
most wasteful customers. The average American can buy a thousand gallons of clean, 
drinkable water for the price of a candy bar.
22
 
In the desert, water has become a signal of wealth, something to flaunt in 
fountains and grassy lawns—and perhaps also a signal of control, of the ability to make 
the world as we want it, something we all crave in uncertain times. Tucsonans wisely pay 
increasing block rates, where the price of water rises as you consume more. Despite this, 
water bills (less than $30 a month even during the scorching summer) are nowhere near 
the actual costs of supplying water from the Pleistocene aquifers or distant Colorado. In 
1976 city council members proposed to raise rates and add a “lift charge” for houses in 
the affluent foothills. They lost their jobs.
 23
  
Since then, Tucsonans have proved reluctant to make further changes to price of 
water. A common fear is that saving water will simply fuel the growth of sprawling 
suburbs: Why conserve water for your neighbor to steal? The truth, however, is that 
wasting water hasn’t halted growth or made it smarter. Under the new water mindset, 
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developers have no need to fear that their houses won’t get water: As soon as people 
arrive, the government will do whatever it can to supply them.  
 A local water ethic isn’t likely to stop growth in desert cities, but it may change 
the way it happens. A city built around local water would attract people who want to live 
where they’re moving, not in a sunnier version of Miami or Hawaii. Regulations and 
intelligent water pricing play a role, but the disapproval of neighbors is also a powerful 
incentive. Newcomers would discover a water ethic woven into the community fabric, 
accepted as the prevailing rather than alternative way of life, inextricable from everyday 
habits and visible in front yards everywhere in the haphazard blooms of native flowers.  
Another relatively simple change would be to legally recognize an ecosystem’s 
health as a “beneficial use” of water, allowing environmental stewards to compete with 
other water users in the marketplace. As early as 1987 the Oregon legislature changed the 
state’s laws to allow landowners to sell, lease or donate their water rights for the 
environment, leaving water to flow unhindered in the stream without the risk of someone 
staking a claim. The Oregon Water Trust, founded in 1993, helps negotiate these deals, 
and the state holds the water rights “in trust” for the environment. Nonprofits across the 
West have adopted this strategy. The Nature Conservancy leads the way in purchasing 
land and water for the environment, including on the San Pedro River. They now own 
more land than any other environmental organization in the world.
24
   
A local water movement strengthens the already existing movements for local 
food and local energy. Community gardens and solar panels save water in ways we don’t 
usually recognize.
 
This concerted “be local” effort doesn’t require everyone to go off the 
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grid. Quite the opposite, it brings people out of the isolation of industrial-sized systems 
and creates smaller, more intimate networks.    
Best of all, redesigning communities doesn’t ask people to squeeze their impact 
on the Earth out of existence. On the contrary, green roofs and rain gardens leave 
beautiful footprints. Humans always influence place, but we have the capability to make 
that influence restorative and celebrative: green corridors along riverbanks, wildlife 
crossings over roads, backyard beehives, artwork played out in flower gardens and 
creeks. Our misplaced confidence in new water has led us to forget these acts of creation 
that bring citizens closer to one another and the natural world.    
 
 
In 2008 the U.S. Supreme Court had another opportunity to consider Christopher Stone’s 
theory. The Navy had begun exercises with sonar off the California coastline that 
threatened to cause behavioral disruptions, injury and death in marine mammals. 
Environmental organizations sued, demanding that the Navy first complete an 
Environmental Impact Statement. The Navy estimated two years of training would affect 
the behavior of 170,000 dolphins and whales (including feeding, nursing and migration) 
and cause physical injury to more than 500. The exercises were expected to harm more 
than a third of the remaining population of rare beaked whales.  
 The court, however, would only consider injuries inflicted on people.  
 The plaintiffs did their best. They included the Natural Resources Defense 
Council, several environmental groups and Jean-Michel Cousteau, an ocean filmmaker 
like his father. They had legitimate interests in the welfare of whales—scientific studies, 
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for example, and whale-watching trips, and undersea films to make. Lower courts had 
accepted the lawsuit on these grounds. The requirements for standing had loosened 
somewhat since Mineral King Valley, allowing judges to hear cases that involved serious 
environmental damage while sidestepping the controversial question of conferring rights 
on ecosystems.    
The Supreme Court was not impressed. The justices dismissed the case, by their 
own admission, without considering its merits. They didn’t need to, as the court’s opinion 
made clear: “For the plaintiffs, the most serious possible injury would be harm to an 
unknown number of marine mammals they study and observe.” 
The opinion went on to detail the reasons why Navy training trumped whales, 
even if the plaintiffs had made a convincing case for personal injury. The two dissenting 
judges made no clarion call to revise the requirements for standing; they only noted that 
injury to 170,000 whales and dolphins should not be lightly dismissed.
25
     
More sophisticated Navy analyses have increased the estimates of damage 
alarmingly. The Navy calculated that a five-year training period scheduled to begin in 
2014 would affect 33 million marine mammals, including elephant seals and endangered 
blue whales.
26
 These impacts, said the Navy, are “negligible”—and the courts agree.  
The judicial system is also a structure for making choices, but as long as 
ecosystems remain voiceless the options presented are false. Every whale could vanish 
from the oceans and still American courts would only ask the question: How were 
humans harmed?    




I once watched a pair of grey whales breach alongside a boat for more than an hour, first 
one, then the other, while sunset turned the California coastline into a ribbon of red and 
silver. The force of their dives left slick footprints on the sea’s surface that lingered long 
after they disappeared. 
I remember a sense of pure joy, without knowing if it belonged to me or to the 
whales. Since then I have felt it again in rare moments, like a vibrant chord, the same 
electrifying current that turns a flock of sandpipers or a school of fish at an instant’s 
notice. One spring I came upon a field of Mexican goldpoppies in the desert hills, a 
firework of color that lasts no longer than a day. Another time I lay down the current of a 
wide, shallow river and felt it tumble over me as if I belonged to the cobblestones. 
Sometimes I sense the watchful gaze of some presence and turned to see mule deer, 
almost invisible, materialize among oak and piñon pine.     
Current legal and economic systems assume that a river’s vanishing inflicts no 
injury on humanity. That may be true in some cases—say the cold headwater streams of 
Mineral King Valley—but only if you reduce the natural world to the basic resources we 
need to survive, like canned goods on a bomb-shelter shelf. 
More than our survival depends on water management. Research shows that 
contact with nature enhances creativity and intelligence, creates stronger family bonds 
and reduces the likelihood of chronic disease. It has less definable influences on mental 
health and mood, creating a sense of connection and belonging.
27
 Nature forms the 
foundation for most of the world’s religions and spiritual philosophies. We may not 
require this sense of wholeness simply to live, but we need it to live well. 
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 We have yet to learn how to write this instinctual knowledge into law. 
Humanity’s stake in environmental health is often collective and future, rather than 
individual and present. Currently, the strongest legal method for protecting wild places is 
the Endangered Species Act, born from a long and contentious history of managing 
wilderness one resource at a time: water, timber, game. The Act presents a fractured view 
of environmental health, like treating a cold and ignoring the cancer. Stone recognized 
that society needed an entirely different moral framework, one that focused not on 
individual lives but on the health of living communities.  
Ecology teaches that the individual matters only in that it serves to maintain the 
integrity and interrelationships of the community. Each member of a species has the right 
to strive for life. It is no contradiction that this striving necessitates the death of others. 
The community remains intact and carries with it the stream of genetic information and 
inherited knowledge that equals immortality. 
Until we begin to protect ecosystems, rather than resources, we will continue to 
lose places of great worth. We have tried to dismantle the world to understand it, only to 
snuff out the magic of intimacy and interconnection when we sever, in Rachel Carson 
words, “the threads that bind life to life.”28 If we save a river, we save both the jaguar that 
drinks from it and the insignificant water-umbel, by pure happenstance. We protect, too, 
the system that cleans and recycles our water, and we protect the rights of future 
generations to share or argue over water supplies as they choose. 
As society moves closer toward understanding how to value wild places for their 
own sake, we might learn how to value humankind as well, and our capacity for kindness. 
If I speak for the ecosystem in which I live, I necessarily speak for myself. When I argue 
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for environmental rights, I argue for my lungs and womb, bloodstream and skin, for I 
cannot separate myself and the world anymore than I can mark the border between the 
ocean tide and dissolving river. Art and intellect, engineering and languages—these 
markers of humankind—serve no purpose unless yoked to compassion, pressed into 
service for the love we bear toward life in all its marvelous forms.  
 
 
The story of Mineral King Valley did not end with the U.S. Supreme Court’s decision. 
The Sierra Club, tacitly encouraged by the justices to try again, reentered their lawsuit in 
the California judicial system, this time armed with testimonies from members who 
hiked, camped or lived in the valley. 
 Walt Disney Productions had no reason to believe they wouldn’t triumph a second 
time. Harm to humans, however, had no longer become the central question—the lawsuit 
merely slowed Disney’s plans, giving the Sierra Club time to make a stand outside the 
courts. The organization mustered a campaign of T-shirts and leaflets that caught 
America in the full swing of an environmental awakening.   
Even as Disney assembled a prestigious advisory board and printed full-page ads 
in prominent newspapers, the proposal for the ski resort fell apart. The State of California 
quietly withdrew its plans to build a highway to Mineral King Valley. A newly elected 
congressman entered a bill to transfer the disputed land to Sequoia National Park. 
Congress passed the National Environmental Protection Act, forcing Disney to face the 
unpleasant prospect of completing a lengthy Environmental Impact Assessment.  
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 The U.S. Forest Service scaled down the plans, and then scaled them down again, 
to 6,000 skiers a day. The change came a decade too late. The Sierra Club that existed in 
1971, which had supported a modest-sized ski resort, little resembled the Sierra Club now 
empowered by a nationwide movement that celebrated the environment without reference 
to utility or profit. When the California court ruled in favor of the Sierra Club, Disney 
dropped the whole fiasco rather than file an appeal and retreated to the solidly profitable 
business of Disneyland, where marchers had been picketing with signs. Mineral King 
Valley became part of a national park in 1978, with ski resorts specifically prohibited. 
 The Colorado River Compact and the court cases that considered the question of 
standing represented turning points, opportunities to rethink humanity’s relationship to 
the world. Moments like these shine a light on a bend in the river, illuminating a different 
path. The rescue of Mineral King Valley shows a turning tide, a slow and uneven 
movement toward a different kind of society.  
In 2009 Mineral King Valley received fuller protection as a wilderness area, a 
bittersweet ending to the saga. It proves the power of people to enact their choices in the 
world without waiting for law or economics to catch up. But it also leaves the question of 
an ecosystem’s rights unsolved. Wilderness areas often find champions, but to answer our 
crisis of disconnection we need to learn how to protect the ordinary things we hold in 
common—water, air, soil, rain. As Robert Michael Pyle writes, “We must save not only 
the wilderness but the vacant lots, the ditches as well as the canyonlands, and the 
woodlots along with the old growth. We must become believers in the world.”29   
* * * 
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A glimpse of the lower Colorado River has long inspired sadness. Reclining at his ease at 
his oak desk on a sandy Wisconsin riverbank, looking westward through the haze of 
years, Aldo Leopold wrote one of his most famous passages to conclude his account of 
the journey through the Delta: “Man always kills the thing he loves, and so we the 
pioneers have killed our wilderness. Some say we had to. Be that as it may, I am glad I 
shall never be young without wild country to be young in. Of what avail forty freedoms 
without a blank spot on the map?” 
 To love a place invites grief. I face that risk when I place my childhood haunts 
and dry rivers into stories. Like nothing else, water binds each individual—plant, animal 
and person—together. We ignore our membership in that great citizenry only to find 
ourselves islanded, companionless, our chance to really know the world ebbing away.  
No human language is yet adequate to express the needs of lives beyond our own. 
Still, stories shape the world, for good or ill. They place markers in the stream of time to 
teach us what we’ve lost, a necessary step in any act of restoration. As westerners begin 
to rebuild a water system in the Southwest, we must craft a conversation out of words 
that exchange precision for power: grief, joy, gratitude, love, beauty, connection. These 
words “make the dictionary hum like a beehive,” as Wendell Berry once said.  
“We endangered ourselves first of all by dismissing affection as an honorable and 
necessary motive,” he writes, calling for a renewal of the art of making a household. “But 
this has not been inevitable. We do not have to live as if we are alone.”30  
Of all the resources we consume, water is the most forgiving. It continually 
returns to our hands, cycling out of the oceans into cold headwater streams, refreshed and 
renewed in rain. The great challenge of my time is to recognize human rights as natural 
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rights. If we succeed, it will not be to save the Earth—which will endure in some form 
until the sun burns out six billion years from now—but to save ourselves. Lasting change 
occurs by a frank and joyful movement toward one’s own well-being. 
I like best the solution Aldo Leopold chose for himself: He loved a single place. 
Imagine if we all learned, in Leopold’s words, to “conserve the public interest” on the 
land we own and the homes we build. It is here, down to the scale of the square foot 
planted beneath our boots, that I find the most hope. Ethics require no litigation, no 
change in law or market prices. We can buy it for the cost of a good shovel and an oak 
sapling in spring. What matters about the concept of local water is not that it strives to 
make a city self-sufficient, but that it ties people more closely to the water they drink. 
Local water is rooted in the practice of restoration—not just restoring the rivers and 
aquifers that we’ve depleted, but restoring community and a sense of place. 
As much as I love the desert, and as much as I fear for the future of Tucson, 
inextricably tied to the Colorado River’s fate, I still feel my great luck to land on a planet 
that also harbors rainforests and coral reefs, home to two million named species and 
perhaps thirty million more without names, not to mention the teeming multitudes of 
single-celled organisms hunting, eating and multiplying invisibly in the soil. Mars has 
extinct volcanoes and Enceladus icy oceans, but nowhere in the Milky Way have we 
found a citizenry to match. The task at hand—to design a society that includes every 
living thing—must be the envy of the universe.    




In my mind, journeys end at the ocean. Perhaps it’s a trick of studying rivers, learning the 
way they always seek that downward route, that dissolution. Or simply the groove of 
repetition in my mind, from the eight-hour drive between Tucson and the coast of 
California. I traveled that highway nearly every summer as a child, and continue to drive 
it now with my husband. On that road we fell in love, caught in an unlikely spring 
snowstorm in the mountain pass. On that road we began the first day of our married lives 
with a broken-down truck in hundred-degree summer heat. My memories of coming of 
age in the desert always mingle with the pull of the sea.  
Sometimes I think I should keep driving. I know the route: north along Highway 
One into the cool green of the redwood trees, with astonishing glimpses of the ocean 
appearing and receding with every twist in the road. I could skim over the Klamath and 
disappear into Oregon or Washington, cross the border to Canada. Maybe make it all the 
way to Alaska. I could learn to love night descending like a hard frost over evergreen 
trees. I could learn about snow.  
Arizona burns at my back like a flame, and I feel my birthplace exert its 
gravitational pull. I watch the sun slip down over the curve of the Earth. The sky catches 
fire. Islands of cloud take on fantastic colors and shapes, a far western country 
unreachable by ship. I wait until the evening deepens, and lines of green 
phosphorescence—wet fire kindled in the bellies of phosphorescent plankton—glimmer 





In dreams I follow the track of a dry arroyo through blooming brittlebush and cows’-
tongue cactus to the white walls of the San Xavier Mission. Acres of agricultural fields 
stitch the summer land in green, and beyond, I can see the silver flash of sun on city 
windows. There, just before the arched entryway where cats chase eternal mice in the 
beige relief, a male mountain lion rests on his haunches. A breeze kicks up dust around 
the splayed toes of his enormous paws. His stench washes over me.  
 My body floods with adrenaline. Don’t run, I tell myself. If he comes for you, 
fight.  
But the cougar knows this is a dream—a sacred place, a crossroads—even if I 
don’t. He fixes me with an amber stare and then turns, with a flick of his tufted tail, and 
paces back the way I came. I follow. As we walk, animal and human, the dry sands fill 






Many excellent books have been written about water troubles in the American Southwest 
and elsewhere. If you wish to learn more about solutions to these issues, I recommend 
Robert Glennon’s Unquenchable and Cynthia Barnett’s Blue Revolution. These books lay 
out a road map for an American water ethic, which includes local water, creative 
conservation, market incentives, updated infrastructure, changes in regulations, and 
securing water for the environment. You should also keep an eye on National 
Geographic’s Water Currents blog for the latest news.  
 While politics, economics and urban/rural planning will play a large role in 
shaping our future, luckily, no one has to have expertise or interest in these areas to make 
a meaningful difference. There are many resources that can help you with rainwater 
harvesting, greywater reuse, xeroscaping, and other ways of living in a close relationship 
with local resources (water, energy and food). Consider joining a Community Supported 
Agriculture (CSA) program, start a community garden, bring renewable energy to your 
house or neighborhood, or look for nearby wild or neglected areas that could use a few 
new saplings and some work with a shovel.  
For readers in southern Arizona, start with Brad Lancaster’s book Rainwater 
Harvesting for Drylands and by contacting the Watershed Management Group for advice 
and expertise on water harvesting. You can also find water-saving tips online from the 
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PROLOGUE. THE GOOD-LUCK RIVER 
 
1
 Cowen, Ron. “Liquid acquisition: Two new scenarios ramp up debate over how Earth 
got its water.” Science News 15 (15 January 2011). Note that while water makes up 70 
percent of the Earth’s surface, it comprises only 0.02 percent of the Earth’s mass.  
 A friend and former employer of mine, Michael J. Drake, spearheaded the dust-
grain theory of water’s arrival. See a technical paper on the subject here: Leeuw, Nora H. 




 It is possible to create water in a laboratory—all you need is oxygen, hydrogen and a 
spark, which unfortunately is also the recipe for an explosion. This would be a rather 
dangerous and inefficient way of making water for human use, and would require lots of 
energy. There is no easy way for people to remove water from the water cycle, or even 
make it too dirty to clean itself over the long run. The closest method of ‘destroying’ 
water at the moment is the process of hydraulic fracturing, in which companies will inject 
contaminated water deep into the bedrock, effectively removing it from the water cycle.  
 
3
 For an English translation of the expedition’s journal, I used Herbert E. Bolton’s 
Pageant in the Wilderness: The Story of the Escalante Expedition to the Interior Basin, 
1776 (Salt Lake City: Utah State Historical Society, 1972). See also Walter Briggs’ 
Without Noise of Arms: The 1776 Dominguez-Escalante Search for a Route from Santa 
Fe to Monterey (Flagstaff: Northland Press, 1976).   
 
4
 The most complete description of the creation of the Buenaventura appears in Gloria 
Griffen Cline’s Exploration the Great Basin, originally published in 1963 (U of Nevada 
P, 1988). See also: Crampton, Gregory and Gloria Griffen, “The San Buenaventura, 
Mythical River of the West.” Pacific Historical Review 25.2 (May 1956): 163-171. 
Richard V. Francaviglia discusses the Buenaventura from the context of 
cartography, and reprints many of the relevant maps, in Mapping and Imagination in the 
Great Basin: A Cartographic History (Reno & Las Vegas: U of Nevada P, 2005).   
 
5
 These rules are called prior appropriation (known colloquially as “first in time, first in 
right”) and beneficial use (“use it or lose it”). They largely replaced the riparian doctrine 
developed in the eastern United States, although all three rules exist in a patchwork 
across the West. For more about the development of water law and the influence of the 
Gold Rush, see: Apple, Daina Dravnieks. “Evolution of U.S. Water Policy: Emphasis on 




 Fishman, Charles. The Big Thirst: The Secret Life and Turbulent Future of Water. New 




                                                                                                                                                                             
7
 Water embodied in commodities such as food or electricity is called “virtual water.” For 




 Steward, Alisha L., et. al. “When the river runs dry: human and ecological values of dry 
riverbeds.” Front Ecol Environ 10.1(29 March 2012): 202-209. 
 
9
 Figures quoted in Assessment for Climate Change in the Southwest United States – 




 During the mid-12
th
 century most of the Anasazi great-houses (multistory stone 
buildings) were abandoned in the central San Juan Valley, and by the end of the 13
th
 
century the remaining great-houses and settlements in the Four Corners region were 
gone. Rapid population declines occurred during this time. See: Benson, Larry V. et. al. 
“Possible impacts of early-11th-, middle-12th-, and late-13th-century droughts on western 
Native Americans and the Mississippian Cahokians.” Quaternary Science Reviews 26.3-
4(2007): 336-350.   
 The reconstruction of the Colorado River flow comes from: Meko, David et. al. 
“Medieval drought in the upper Colorado River basin.” Geophysical Research Letters 
34.10(2007): L10705.  
For more about droughts in the tree-ring record, see: Woodhouse, C. A., Meko, D. 
M., MacDonald, G. M., Stahle, D. W. & Cook, E. R. “A 1,200 year perspective of 21st 




 Various studies summarize predictions for climate change in the Southwest. See 
Colorado River Basin Supply and Demand Study (U.S. Bureau of Reclamation, 2012, 
www.usbr.gov/lc/region/programs/crbstudy.html); Assessment for Climate Change in the 
Southwest United States, (Southwest Climate Alliance, 2013, 
www.climas.arizona.edu/SWCARR); and the federal government’s National Climate 
Assessment (2013, in draft form at the time of writing, http://ncadac.globalchange.gov).  
 
12
 Nationwide increase in demand according to the draft National Climate Assessment. 




 McDonough, William and Michael Braungart. Cradle to Cradle: Remaking the Way 
We Make Things. New York: North Point Press, 2002.   
 
 




                                                                                                                                                                             
1
 One cubic foot of water per second equals about 7.5 gallons per second. A flood of 
200,000 cfs would be like watching a little over two Olympic-sized swimming pools 
flash by every second.  
 
2
 King, Jackie. “Method to assess flow balances resource protection, development.” 




 The development of environmental flows, including the work of the South Africans, is 
described by Sandra Postel and Brian Richter in Rivers for Life: Managing Water for 
People and Nature (Washington DC: Island Press, 2003). Another excellent source is 
David M. Gillilan and Thomas C. Brown’s Instream Flow Protection: Seeking a Balance 
in Western Water Use (Washington DC: Island Press, 1997).  
 
4
 See descriptions of how the Bill Williams riparian community has changed in: Webb, 
R.H., S.A. Leake, and R.M Turner. Ribbon of Green: Change in Riparian Vegetation in 
the Southwestern United States. Tucson: U of Arizona P, 2007. 
Salt cedar survey quoted in: Bill Williams and Alamo Reservoir Biological 
Compilation: Final Report. Prepared for the US Fish and Wildlife Service by Tetra Tech, 




 Biographical information about Bill Williams, the fur trapper, can be found in Alpheus 
Favour’s Old Bill Williams, Mountain Man (U of Oklahoma P, 1962) and Robert Glass 
Cleland’s This Reckless Breed of Men: The Trappers and Fur Traders of the Southwest 
(New York: Alfred A. Knopf, Inc., 1950).  
 
6
 See population data in: Forstall, Richard L. Population of States and Counties of the 
United States: 1790-1990. Department of Commerce, U.S. Bureau of the Census, 
Population Division. Washington D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1996. 
For more about why Native Americans were not counted in the census until 1890, 
see: Jobe, Margaret M. “Native Americans and the U.S. Census: A brief historical 
survey.” Journal of Government Information 30.1(2004): 66-80.  
 
7
 See Planet Ranch mining details in: United States Investor 16.1(16 February1905): 161. 
Also Raymer, Robert G. “Early Copper Mining in Arizona.” Pacific Historical 
Review 4.2(1935): 123-130. Raymer writes that Ryland’s discovery occurred in 1858, but 
several other sources put the date at 1863. It may be the discovery date has been confused 
with the year of the first ore shipment.   
 
8
 J. Ross Browne and James W. Taylor. Reports upon the Mineral Resources of the 
United States. Washington: Government Printing Office, 1857.  
 
9
 See descriptions of Arizona’s early copper industry in: Sheridan, Thomas. Arizona: A 
History. Tucson: U of Arizona P, 1995. 
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10
 The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency estimates that the daily direct water use of 
the average American is 100 gallons (379 liters), compared to 91 gallons (343 liters) for 
Canada and 40 gallons (150 liters) for the U.K. The South African law calculated 7 
gallons (25 liters) to be necessary for basic needs. South Africa is considering increasing 
the basic needs requirement to 14 gallons (50 liters) per person per day, which is the 
United Nations’ standard. The United Nations officially recognized water as a basic 
human right in 2010.    
    
11
 The text of South Africa’s National Water Act is available on the Department of Water 
Affairs website: http://www.dwaf.gov.za/Documents/Legislature/nw_act/NWA.pdf 
For more about the development and implementation of the National Water Act, 
you can hear a recorded interview with Dr. Jackie King (2012) here:  
http://www.globalwaterforum.org/2012/01/03/environmental-water-law-in-south-africa   
 
12
 See Marc Reisner’s description of the Arizona Navy incident in Cadillac Desert: The 
American West and its Disappearing Water (New York: Penguin Books, 1986, revised 
and updated 1993). The event is also described in Robert Bradley Jackson’s The Earth 
Remains Forever: Generations at a Crossroads (Austin: U of Texas P, 2002).   
 
13
 Acre-foot is the standard unit of measurement for large quantities of water. One acre-
foot is equal to 325,851 gallons, the amount of water required to cover one acre of land 
one foot deep. It is roughly the amount consumed by a family of four in one year, 
although that varies widely. Put another way, one acre-foot is the amount of water 
required to fill that family’s average-sized American home (2,400 square feet floor plan), 
top to bottom, two stories tall, with two feet left over to slosh around in the attic.   
 
14
 Numerous articles and books describe the Colorado River Compact and the Law of the 
River. A good start for a short, readable history appears online at the Water Resources 
Research Center website: Gelt, Joe. “Sharing Colorado River Water: History, Public 
Policy and the Colorado River Compact.” Arroyo 10.1(August 1997). 
http://ag.arizona.edu/azwater/arroyo/101comm.html  
For the actual text of the various policy documents, see: U.S. Bureau of 




 The story about Nellie repairing the Model T comes from: Wedemeyer, Brian. “Nellie 
Bush didn’t know the words ‘I Can’t.’” Today’s News-Herald, Lake Havasu City 16 July 
2000. Other details about the Arizona Navy incident appear in the accompanying article 
by the same author, “Battle on the Colorado.”   
 
16
 This quote, and other details about the Arizona Navy incident, come from an untitled 
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 Deanna Beaver and the Parker Area Historical Society published a small book of 
captioned pictures called Parker (Arcadia Publishing, 2008) which includes photographs 
of Parker Dam and Nellie Bush.    
 
18




 King, J. and H. Pienaar, eds. Sustainable Use of South Africa’s Inland Waters: A 
situation assessment of Resource Directed Measures 12 years after the 1998 National 
Water Act. Water Research Commission Report No. TT 491/11. Pretoria: Water Research 
Commission, 2011. You can obtain an electronic copy from www.wrc.org.za by entering 
report number TT/491, or request a hard copy from orders@wrc.org.za. 
 
20
 U.S. Geological Survey. “Climate Fluctuations, Drought and Flow in the Colorado 
River Basin, Fact Sheet 2004-3062.” August 2004. http://pubs.usgs.gov/fs/2004/3062   
 Woodhouse, C.A., S.T Gray, and D.M. Meko. “Updated streamflow 
reconstructions for the Upper Colorado River Basin.” Water Resources Research 
42(2006): W05415.  
 
21
 Reisner, Cadillac Desert.  
 
22
 Shafroth, P.B. and V.B. Beauchamp, eds. “Defining ecosystem flow requirements for 
the Bill Williams River, Arizona.” U.S. Geological Survey Open-File Report 2006-1314. 
Additional information about the Bill Williams project came from Patrick Shaforth (pers. 
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